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Abstract

Nowadays, roads are becoming more and more congested, resulting in increas-
ing economic losses due to delays. One way to solve this problem is to per-
suade people use public transp ortation more frequently. To achieve this, public
transportation has to be improved. One way to improve public transportation
is to construct a new kind of vehicle that combines the advantages of both
commuter busses and railroad vehicles. Such a vehicle could be an all-wheel
steered multiple-articulated vehicle.

In the city of Eindhoven in The Netherlands, a new kind of transportation
system will be operational in the year 2003, which is based on such vehicles. To
achieve a track following behaviour similar to railroad vehicles, these vehicles
have to be equipped with a lateral guidance system for steering them along a
predefine d path. This thesis deals with the design of such a guidance system.

To achieve good tracking performance, the guidance system has to be model-
based. Therefore, a dynamic vehicle model has been derived. This model
describes the nonlinear planar dynamics of an all-wheel steered n-carriage
multiple-articulated vehicle. To validate this model, its frequency responses
have been compared with the frequency responses of a 125 degrees of freedom
multi-body model. This comparison shows good performance between both
models. In order to show that a dynamic vehicle model is required, a compari-
son has been made between the dynamic vehicle model and a model describing
only the kinematics of the vehicle.

The position of the vehicle with respect to the path to be followed is crucial
for proper control and therefore a measurement method based on the utilization
of rotation symmetric bar magnets is presented. These magnets are buried in
the road. By utilizing the rotation symmetry, the position to the magnet can
be determined independently of the measurement height and the strength of
the magnet. One requirement is that two field components are measured. It is
shown that the sensitivity of this method to slant of the magnet and/or vehicle
can be reduced by using a second dual-axes field sensor instead of one. Vali-
dation measurements show that the distance to the magnet can be determined
with about 2 cm accuracy with 90 slant of the magnet.

The permanent magnets yield position information exclusively and only
at discrete instances. For controller design, knowledge of the complete state
of the vehicle is desirable. An extended Kalman filter has been designed to
obtain continuous estimates of this state. To keep the influence of varying
vehicle parameters small, accelerometers are used as input of the Kalman fil-
ter. The accelerometer offsets, road banking angle and vehicle roll angle are
estimated online, to reduce the effect of these parameters. The position infor-
mation obtained from the permanent magnets is used to apply corrections to
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state predictions that are based on the accelerometer outputs. The discrete
and asynchronous character of this position information has been dealt with
by implementing the Kalman filter in a multi-rate fashion. Articulation an-
gle sensors, wheel encoders and rate gyros are added to the Kalman filter to
improve the performance and to obtain redundan cy of sensors.

The vehicles that will be used in the public transportation system in Eind-
hoven have, apart from all-wheel steering, also independent electrical drives on
each of the wheels, except the two wheels at the front. This independent drive
can in principle also be used for steering the vehicle, by using the drives on one
axle in a differential way. A singular value analysis shows that steering with
normal steering angles is much more influential than using these differential
torques. It has also been analyzed that both at low and high speed all-wheel
steering is beneficial to reduce off-tracking of the rear axles and to improve the
yaw dynamics of the vehicle.

Two different controllers have been designed for steering the vehicle, based
on the outputs of the Kalman filter, along the path to be followed. The first
of these controllers is a feedback linearizing controller. This controller can be
considered to consist of two control loops. The inner loop linearizes the planar
vehicle dynamics, under the assumption that the steering system dynamics
can be neglected. The outer control loop is used to counteract parameter
uncertainty and disturbances. For this outer loop, a PID controller has been
used.

The second controller is a so-called backsteppin g controller. With this con-
troller, also the steering actuator dynamics are taken into account.

To simulate the behavior of the lateral guidance system, a more complex
vehicle model has been used. This model describes besides the planar vehicle
dynamics also the dynamics of the susp ension system. A nonlinear tire model
has been used in this model.

Simulations with this 3D simulation model show good tracking performance
for both the feedback linearizing controller and the backstepping controller.
The backstepping controller shows improved tracking performance compared
to the feedback linearizing controller. However, this goes at the cost of increased
high frequent behavior or the lateral acceleration.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation
1.2 Goal and global lines of

solution

1.3 Related work
1.4 Organization of thesis

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, roads are becoming more and more congested, with increasing eco-
nomic losses due to delays as a consequence. This problem can be reduced
by by making public transportation a more favorable way of transportation
than passenger cars. To make public transp ortation attractive, it has amongst
others to be cheap, fast, predictable and reliable.

In cities, different types of public transportation are in use. The most
common types are subways, trams and commuter busses, which may or may
not drive on dedicated bus lanes. All these types have their own inherent
advantages and disadvantages.

A subway for example occupies relatively few expensive road space, since
the tracks can be constructed underneath or above street level. Construc ting
the track in this way has as advantage that the tracks cannot be obstructed
by other vehicles and/or pedestrians, which makes the traveling time between
stations short and predictable. The main disadvantage of the subway is that the
construction and the maintenance of the required infrastructure is expensive.
This makes the subway only profitable in large, crowded cities. Moreover, the
subway is very inflexible when a detour is required for example in case of an
obstruction of the track due to an accident.

Compared to subways, the infrastructure required for trams is cheaper
(though still more expensive compared to busses), since trams mainly drive
on street level. This makes the tram profitable for medium large cities. Often
the track is not separated from the normal road, so that other vehicles and
passengers can cross the track, which can result in delays, so that the traveling
time becomes less predictable. Since the tram also requires a track and electric
power supply, it is also inflexible when a detour is required.
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An inherent advantage of vehicle on tracks is that it is possible to make
accurate stops at the stations, so that the gap between vehicle floor and plat-
form is small. In this way, the boarding time of passengers is much shorter
compared to commuter busses.

Compared to subways and trams, the capacity of normal commuter busses
is limited. Moreover, due to off-tracking of the rear axles, commuter busses
occupy more road space than trams. Especially in densely populated city cen-
ters this might be a problem. Advantage of commuter busses is that they don’t
require expensive infrastructure. Since busses can drive on normal roads, it is
relatively easy to make a detour if necessary.

The comparison of the different types of public transportation shows that
some of the advantages of one type are complementary with the disadvantages
of the other types. This indicates that public transportation can be improved
by combining the advantages of all types into a new kind of vehicle for public
transportation. Basis for such a vehicle could be a commuter bus. In this way,
no track or electric power supply is required, which reduces the construction
and maintenance costs. The capacity of these busses can be increased by using
multiple-articulated busses and/or by operating vehicles in a platoon. To avoid
time delays due to obstructions and congestion, the vehicle should drive on
dedicated bus lanes.

Such a type of vehicle is in development to be used in a new kind of trans-
portation system that will be in operation in the year 2003 in and around the
city Eindhoven in the Netherlands. For this transp ortation system, single and
double articulated vehicles will be used. To reduce environmental pollution,
these vehicles will be equipp ed with an hybrid drive, consisting of an LPG en-
gine and electric motors. To reduce the space occupied by drive shafts, separate
electric motors will be used for each wheel except the front wheels. To be able
to imitate the behavior of a tram, the vehicles will be equipped with indepen-
dently steerable axles, so that accurate stops at the bus stop are possible and
the off-tracking of the rear axles can be reduced. In this way, the dedicated
bus lanes can be made as small as possible. Figure shows a picture of a scale
model of the vehicles that will be used in Eindhoven.

1.2 Goal and global lines of solution

The vehicles as discussed in the previous section are too difficult to operate
manually. Therefore, they will be equipped with a lateral guidance system.
The goal of this guidance system is to steer the vehicles along the bus lanes
in a ’tram-like’ way. This means that all axles of the vehicle have to be auto-
matically steered along a predefined path, while the driver controls the throttle
and brakes. To provide the guidance system with position information, the bus
lanes will be marked with permanent magnets that are buried in the road, as
illustrated in figure 1.2 for a single articulated vehicle.
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Figure 1.1: Scale model of double articulated vehicle as is going to be used in
Eindhoven

This thesis discusses the design of a guidance system that can achieve these
goals. To obtain a more general description of this guidance system, n-carriage
multiple articulated vehicles are considered, with independent electric drive on
all wheels, including the front ones, and indep endent steering on all axles.

To achieve good performance, the guidance system contains a model of the
planar vehicle dynamics and a description of the path to be followed. Therefore,
the path is assumed to be (mathematically) known. The nonlinear dynamic
vehicle model, that is used for the guidance system, has been derived by means
of Lagrange’s equation. A dynamic model is used, since analysis shows that a
kinematic vehicle model does not suffice to describe the motion of articulated
vehicles at high speed. To validate the dynamic model, it is compared with an
125 degrees of freedom multi-b ody model.

A new kind of measurement method is developed to determine the position
of the vehicle by measuring the magnetic field produced by the magnets of the
magnetic referencing system that is used to mark the buslanes. This measure-
ment method uses the rotation symmetry of the bar magnets to cancel out the
influence of the measurement height and the strength of the magnet.

Due to the discrete character of the magnetic referencing system, the mea-
surement system yields position information at discrete time instances only.
An extended Kalman filter has been designed to estimate position and veloc-
ity with respect to the path to be followed also in between the magnets. The
influence of parameter uncertainty is kept small by using accelerometers as in-
put of the Kalman filter to obtain a prediction of position and velocity. The
position information obtained from the magnetic referencing system is used to
apply corrections to this prediction. Other sensors like rate-gyro’s, wheel en-
coders and articulation angle sensors are proposed to improve the performance
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of by permanent magnet marked bus lane

in between the magnets and to introduce redundan cy of sensors.
The vehicle can be steered in different ways. Besides independently control-

lable steering angles of all axles, also the drive torques can be used for steering
the vehicle, by using the drive torques in a differential way for the wheels on one
axle. A singular value analysis has been carried out to show that the steering
angles have the most influence on the outputs to be controlled.

To control these steering angels, two controllers have been designed. The
first is a feedback linearizing controller. This controller linearizes and decouples
all degrees of freedom in of the vehicle model, leaving a double integrator for
each degree of freedom. These double integrators are controlled by simple
SISO PID controllers, which also serve to counteract the influence of model
uncertainty and disturba nces.

This feedback linearizing controller neglects the dynamics of the steering
actuators. Therefore, a backsteppin g controller has been designed. With this
controller, the steering actuators dynamics are dealt with in a more formal way.

To simulate the closed loop behavior of the guidance system, a 3D simu-
lation model has been used. This model describes besides the planar motion
also the suspension system and the nonlinear characteristic of the lateral tire
forces.
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1.3 Related work

During the last few decades, many papers have been published on guidance of
vehicles. A large part of these papers deals with vehicle guidance for highway
automation [46, 56, 70, 71, 78, 85, 90, 94]. A distinction can be made between
longitudinal guidance and lateral guidance. Longitudinal guidance is mainly
meant to control the distance of vehicles to their predecessor in an automated
highway scenario [56, 94] or for adaptive cruise control applications. For the
work presented in this thesis, longitudinal guidance is of less importance, since
in case of the project in Eindhoven, the bus driver will control the longitudinal
speed. Most of the work presented on lateral vehicle guidance deals with pas-
senger vehicles [46, 70, 71, 78]. Both theoretical and experimental results have
been reported in literature on this topic.

For lateral guidance of articulated vehicles, a distinction can be made be-
tween lateral guidance of robotic like vehicles that mainly drive at low speed
[14, 50, 77] and lateral guidance of heavy duty vehicles for automated highway
systems [28, 47, 84, 85, 86, 90]. The work on lateral guidance of robotic like
articulated vehicles is mainly based on kinematic vehicle models. Due to the
low velocity, the vehicle dynamics can be neglected. Since commuter busses
will also drive at high speed, the work based on kinematic vehicle models is
only of restricted use for this thesis.

Both theoretical and experimental results have been reported about the lat-
eral guidance of heavy duty vehicles for automated highway systems. Dynamic
vehicle models suitable for controller design for this application have been pre-
sented in [28, 86]. In [47] experimental open loop results have been presented
to validate this type of model. The model as presented in [86] has been used to
develop different control strategies [84, 85, 90]. Some of these strategies have
been tested in full scale experiments [47].

Most of the work presented on lateral vehicle guidance considers front wheel
steering only. The work presented on four wheel steering of passenger cars
mostly discuss four wheel steering applied for the stabilization of the vehicle yaw
dynamics in case of manual steering [3, 59, 96]. This type of four wheel steering
is now commercially available for the more expensive cars. For commercial
articulated vehicles, rear axle steering is mostly considered to reduce the off-
tracking of the rear axle in case of manual steering. This type of rear axle
steering is commercially available. This off-tracking reduction is mostly used
at low speeds only, so that the steering angle for the rear axle can be derived
from the kinematic relation ship between articulation angle and off-tracking
at low speed. At high speed the steering possibility of the rear axle is mostly
switched off.

In [28], a control strategy is presented for lateral guidance of an articulated
vehicle by means of front wheel steering and differential braking applied to the
rear axles of the vehicle. This comes close to the goal of the lateral guidance
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system that will be presented in this thesis. Lateral guidance of articulated ve-
hicles at high speed by means of all-wheel steering has not be found in literature
before.

1.4 Organization of thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows. The problem of steering an all-
wheel steered multiple-articulated vehicle along a path in a ’tram-like’ way will
be stated more formally in chapter 2, where also a description of the path will
be given, as well as some properties of the path.

The derivation of the planar vehicle model will be presented in chapter 3.
This model will initially be expressed in inertial coordinates. For some analysis,
it is more convenient to have a model expressed in vehicle-fixed coordinates.
For this reason, a coordinate transformation will be applied to the model. This
transformed model is compared to a multi-body model to validate the model.
Finally, the model will be expressed in the dynamics of the tracking error of
the vehicle with respect to the path to facilitate controller design.

Chapter 4 will be dedicated to give an overview of a 3D simulation model
that has been found in the literature and has been used to obtain the simulation
results presented in this thesis.

The magnet based measurement method, that will be used to measure the
position of the vehicle, is presented in chapter 5. The performance of this
measurement method will be illustrated in the same chapter by measurement
results that are obtained from a static measurement setup.

The design of the Kalman filter is presented in chapter 6, where also open
loop simulation results of the Kalman filter are presented.

The model derived in chapter 3 will be used in chapter 7 to choose the out-
puts to be controlled. The same model will be used to show that steering angles
are more influential on the lateral behavior of the vehicle considered in this the-
sis than differential torques. The same chapter will discuss the advantages of
all-wheel steering compared to front-wheel steering.

In chapter 8 the design of a feedback linearizing controller and a back-
stepping controller will be discussed. Simulation results will be presented to
demonstrate that the controllers show good performance and are robust against
a large range of vehicle parameter variations.

The final conclusions of this thesis and some recomendations will be pre-
sented in chapter 9.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1 Introduction
2.2 Notation
2.3 Problem formalization
2.4 Shape of path

2.5 Velocity with respect to path
2.6 Desired orientations
2.7 Summary

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the goal of the lateral guidance system has been intro-
duced as steering a multiple articulated along a path in a ’tram-like’ way. This
chapter will be used to formalize this control goal, expressed in a coordinate
system linked to the path. In order to arrive at this path linked description,
section 2.2 provides an overview of the notation and the most frequently used
coordinate frames. Section 2.3 describes the formal measure of the deviation
from the path. Conditions on the shape of this path will be discussed in section
2.4. In section 2.5, a transformation matrix will be derived to project the abso-
lute velocity of a point on the vehicle onto the axes of a coordinate frame that
moves along the path. In section 2.6, the desired orientation of the carriages
and desired distance from the tractors center of gravity (cg) to the path to be
followed will be defined, together with the orientation error and the error in the
distance between the tractor’s center of gravity (cg) and the path. A relation
will be derived between these errors and the tracking errors that will be defined
in 2.3. This chapter will be closed by section 2.7, where the conclusions of this
chapter are presented.

2.2 Notation

Throughout this thesis, vectors and matrices will be denoted in boldfont. Entry
i, j of matrix a will be denoted by a[i,j ] , whereas entry i of vector b will be
denoted by b[i] . The ith row of matrix a will be denoted by a[i,:] , whereas the
jth column will be denoted by a[:,j] .

Throughout this thesis, the following coordinate systems (amongst others)
will frequently be used (see figure 2.1):
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of coordinate frames

World fixed coordinate frame w
The right handed coordinate frame w is fixed to the world and considered
to be an inertial frame1. For this reason, coordinate frame w will also be
referred to as the inertial frame.

Vehicle fixed coordinate frame cj
The origin of the right handed coordinate frame cj, j = 1, ..,n with n the
number of carriages of the vehicle, is assumed to be fixed to the center
of gravity of carriage j of the multiple-articulated vehicle. The x-axis of
coordinate frame cj is parallel to the longitudinal axis and points in the
driving direction of carriage j.

Vehicle fixed coordinate frame si
The origin of the right handed coordinate frame si, i = 1, .., n + 1 is
assumed to be fixed to the points si that will be introduced in this chapter.
The direction of frame s1 is the same as the direction of frame c1, and
the direction of frame si, i = 2, ..,n+ 1 is equal to the direction of frame
ci − 1.

Path fixed frame psi
The origin of the righthanded coordinate frame psi is assumed to move
along the path, such that the origin of this frame is the orthogonal pro-
jection of point si onto the path. The orientation of frame psi is such
that its y-axis coincides with the line through si and psi and the angle
psiεsi between the x-axis of frame psi and si is less than or equal to 900,
as illustrated in figure 2.1.

1Since the rotational speed of the earth is small (7.10−5 rad/s), it is valid to consider w
as an inertial coordinate frame [76]
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Figure 2.2: Definition of position vectors

All these coordinate frames will be considered in the horizontal plane. In
general, the origin of coordinate frame ξ ∈ {w, cj, si, psi , . . .} will be referred
to as point ξ.

The position vector of point a with respect to the origin and expressed in
the directions of coordinate frame ξ will be denoted by ξxξ,a . The first and
second component of ξxξ,a will be denoted by ξxξ ,a and ξyξ,a resp ectively. The
difference between the position vectors ξxξ ,b and ξxξ ,a, i.e. the vector pointing
from point a towards the point b, as illustrated in figure 2.2, will be denoted
by

ξxa,b = ξxξ ,b − ξxξ,a (2.1)

For example, the position of the origin of the vehicle fixed coordinate frame si
with respect to the origin of path fixed coordinate frame psi expressed in the
direction of the world fixed frame w will be denoted as wxpsi,si , as elucidated
in figure 2.1.

The orientation of a general coordinate frame χ2 ∈ {w, cj, si, psi, . . .} with
respect to coordinate frame χ1 ∈ {w, cj, si, psi, . . .} in the two dimensional
space will be denoted by χ1εχ2 , so that

χ1εχ2 = ξεχ2 −
ξεχ1 , (2.2)

as illustrated in figure 2.3. For example, the angle between the vehicle fixed
frame wεsi and the path fixed frame wεpsi will be denoted by psiεpsi , as eluci-
dated in figure 2.1.

The rotation matrix that projects a vector expressed in frame χ1 onto the
axes of frame χ2 will denoted as χ2Rotχ1 , so that

χ2xa,b = χ2Rotχ1
χ1xa,b . (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Definition of orientation angles

In R2, χ2Rotχ1 equals

χ2Rotχ1 =
[

cos χ2εχ1 − sin χ2εχ1

sin χ2εχ1 cos χ2εχ1

]
(2.4)

According to this definition,

χ2Rotχ1 = χ1Rot−1
χ2

= χ1RotTχ2
(2.5)

Forces acting on a body at the origin of coordinate frame ζ1 and expressed
in the directions of coordinate frame ζ2 will be denoted by ζ2Fζ2 .

The superscript χ of the generalized position vector χq and generalized
torque vector χτ denotes that the first two elements of χq and χτ are expressed
in the directions of coordinate frame χ (see chapter 3).

2.3 Problem formalization

As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis deals with the design of a lat-
eral guidance system to guide all-wheel steered single and double articulated
commuter busses along a path. To generalize the design of such a guidance
system, n-carriage all wheel steered multiple-articulated vehicles will be con-
sidered. These vehicles consist of a four wheeled tractor pulling n − 1 two
wheeled semi-trailers as depicted in figure 2.4. In total, these n-carriage vehi-
cles have n+1 axles. All these axles are assumed to be independently steerable.
The single and double articulated vehicles mentioned in the introduction are
equipped with independent electric drives on each of the wheels, except the
tractor’s front wheels. To generalize the result, independent all-wheel drive
will be considered initially.
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Figure 2.4: definition of control points

The goal of the guidance system is to steer such a vehicle along the path
in a tram-like way. In case of trams, or railroad vehicles in general, all axles
are forced to follow the same track by means of the railroad. This track follow-
ing behavior can be imitated by all-axle steered multiple articulated vehicles.
Instead of letting the centers of the n + 1 axles follow the same track, n + 1
arbitrary points can be chosen to follow the same track, to allow for more free-
dom. The only condition on these points is that the motion of these points
describe the complete motion of the vehicle. These points will be denoted by
si , i = 1, .., n+ 1. The points si+1, i = 1, ..,n will be each attached to a known
location at carriage i and in addition the point s1 will be attached to a second
location at the tractor, such that the points do not coincide, as illustrated in
figure 2.4. The goal of the lateral guidance system is to let the points si follow
the same path.

This problem can be formalized in different ways. For example, when the
shape of the path is given, desired orientations wεcides can be derived for each
carriage, such that when one of the points, for example s1, is on the path
and the orientation wεci of carriage i equals the desired orientation wεcides for
i = 1, ..,n, all points si are automatically on the path. The control problem
can be formulated then as minimizing the difference between between wεci
and wεcides for i = 1, ..,n and the distance from s1 to the path. One of the
disadvantages of formalizing the control problem in this way is that small errors
in the orientations wεci might result in an unacceptably large tracking error of
the points s i. For example, a double articulated bus might be as long as 25m.
With an error of only 1 deg in all orientations, the tracking error of sn+1 can be
as large as 0.5m, which is unacceptable large. Other similar ways to formalize
the control problem are possible.

A better method to formalize the control problem is to directly minimize
the distance from all points si to the path. In this way, all outputs to be
controlled are of equal importance, so that an error in one of the outputs does
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not automatically result in large tracking errors of the remaining points si.
Moreover, controlling directly the tracking errors of the points si is intuitively
easy to interpret. For these reasons amongst others, the control problem will
be formalized according to this last method.

The shortest distance from si to the path to be followed equals the distance
between si and point psi, where psi lies on the path, such that the line con-
necting psi and si is perpendicular to the tangent to the path at psi

2. The
point psi will be referred to as the orthogonal projection of si onto the path 3.
According to these definitions, the distance from s i to the path is given by

‖ςxς,si − ςxς,psi‖2 = ‖ςxpsi,si‖2, (2.6)

where ς denotes an arbitrary coordinate frame. This expression can be written
in a more convenient way by using the coordinate frame psi as introduced in the
previous chapter for coordinate frame ς . Then, since according to the definition
of coordinate frame psi

psixpsi,si =
[

0
psiypsi,si

]
, (2.7)

the distance to the path can be written as

‖psixpsi,si‖2 = |psiypsi,si |. (2.8)

The vector component psiypsi,si will be referred to as the tracking error in
this thesis. Letting an n-carriage all-wheel steered multiple-articulated vehicle
follow a path in a ’tram-like’ way boils down to putting n + 1 constrains:

psiypsi,si = 0. (2.9)

In this thesis, a weakened version of this will be applied. In stead of putting
the constrains psiypsi,si = 0, the magnitudes of the tracking errors psiypsi,si will
be minimized.

Note that for this minimization the exact position of the points psi is not
important. When si is controlled towards psi , psi will in general even shift
over the path.

2A prove of this statement is given in appendix B
3Sufficient condition for existence and uniqueness of the orthogonal projection is guaran-

teed as the path is twicely differentiable and the distance between si and psi is less than the
minimum turning radius of the path, as proven in appendix B and C. The last requirement
yields no practical implications, since the minimum turning circle of the articulated com-
muter busses is largerthan 10m. For a good lateralguidance system,the tracking errorsare
less than 0.2m
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2.4 Shape of path

The shape of the path to be followed is an important factor for the lateral
guidance system of a vehicle. In the vehicle guidance literature, often abrupt
transitions from straight to circular road segments are assumed, in accordance
with typical highways in the United States [72]. Following such a path with zero
tracking errors would result in discontinuous changes in the lateral accelerations
of the carriages, in turn resulting in to high jerks. For passenger comfort, this
is undesirable.

In the Netherlands, a number of guidelines are given for the design of roads
[74, 75]. These guidelines suggest to use a clothoide as transition between
straight and circular road segments. In this way, the transition from straight to
circular road segments is smoother compared to the case of an abrupt transition.
Since no analytic expression exists for a clothoide, it is suggested in [52] to use a
third-order polynomial as an approximation for a clothoide. Such a polynomial
has 4 coefficients to adjust.

Let the position of a point p on the path be described by P(σp), where
σp denotes the length of the path between a fixed reference point on the path,
for example the beginning of the path, and the point p on the path. Two
coefficients of the third-order polynomial can be used to make P(σp) continuous
on both ends of the polynomial, whereas the remaining two coefficients can be
used to make dP(σp)

dσp
continues.

The guidance system presented in this thesis depends on the orientation of
the tangent to the path wεp at point p and its derivative with respect to time.
This derivative can be calculated with

w ε̇p =
dwεp
dσp

σ̇p. (2.10)

The derivative dwεp
dσp

can be obtained with [40]

d2P
dσ2

p

=
[
− sinwεp
coswεp

]
dwεp
dσp

. (2.11)

Premultiplication with
[
− sin wεp coswεp

]
yields

dwεp
dσp

=
[
− sinwεp coswεp

] d2P
dσ2

p

. (2.12)

This shows that the P(σp ) has to be at least 2 times differentiable, to guarantee
existence of wε̇p. With a third-order polynomial as transition from straight to
circular path segments it can be guaranteed that the second derivative of P(σp)
exists.
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One of the controllers as will be presented in chapter 8 also assumes knowl-
edge of the second derivative of wεp with respect to time. This second derivative
can be calculated with

wε̈p =
dwεp
dσp

σ̈p +
d2 wεp
dσ2

p

σ̇2
p. (2.13)

It can be derived from equation (2.12) that the derivative d2 wεp
dσ2
p

depends on
d3P(σp)
dσ3
p

, which shows that in order to let wε̈p exist, P(σp) has to be at least three
times differentiable. With a third-order transition polynomial, this can not be
guaranteed. Therefore, a fifth-order polynomial will be used as transition from
straight to circular path segments throughout this thesis. With a fifth-ord er
polynomial, P(σp ), its first and second derivative can be made continuous
at both the transition from straight path segment to polynomial and from
polynomial to circular path segment.

2.5 Velocity with respect to path

For the derivation of the vehicle model in chapter 3 and for the design of the
measurement system as described in chapter 6, it will appear to be convenient
to express the absolute velocities of the points si in the frames psi . Therefore,
a relation will be derived between the velocity of the point si and the point psi.
This relation can easily derived by decomposing the position vector wxw,si as

wxw,si = wxw,psi + wxpsi,si (2.14)

= wxw,psi + wRotpsi
psixpsi,si. (2.15)

Differentiating this with respect to time yields

w ẋw,si = w ẋw,psi + wRotpsi
psiẋpsi,si + w ˙Rotpsi

psixpsi,si. (2.16)

This equation relates the absolute velocity of the point si to the absolute ve-
locity at which point psi is moving along the path.

The absolute velocity at which the point psi is moving along the path can
easily be expressed in the direction of coordinate frame psi as

psi ẋw,psi =
[
σ̇psi

0

]
, (2.17)

where σpsi denotes the path length between the point psi and a fixed reference
point. With this equation, w ẋw,psi becomes

wẋw,psi = wRotpsi

[
σ̇psi

0

]
, (2.18)
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According to the definition of coordinate frame psi,

psiẋpsi,si =
[

0
psiẏpsi,si

]
(2.19)

Furthermore,

w ˙Rotpsi
psixpsi,si = w ε̇psi

[
− sin wεpsi − coswεpsi
coswεpsi − sin wεpsi

] [
0

psiypsi,si

]

= w ε̇psi

[
coswεpsi − sin wεpsi
sinwεpsi coswεpsi

] [
psiypsi,si

0

]
(2.20)

= −w ε̇psi
wRotpsi

[
psiypsi,si

0

]

The time derivative wε̇psi = ρpsi σ̇psi can be written as

wε̇psi =
dwεpsi
σpsi

σ̇psi =
1
ρpsi

σ̇psi, (2.21)

where ρpsi denotes the turning radius of the path. Substitu ting this into equa-
tion 2.21 yields

w ˙Rotpsi
psixpsi,si = −

σ̇psi
ρpsi

wRotpsi

[
psiypsi,si

0

]
. (2.22)

Substitu ting equations(2.18), 2.19 and 2.22 into (2.16) yields

w ẋw,si = wRotpsi

[
(1 − psiypsi,si/ρpsi)σ̇psi

psiẏpsi,si

]
. (2.23)

In general, the minimum turning circle of articulated busses is larger than
10m, which implies that the turning radius of the path should be larger
than 10m. With a good lateral guidance system psiypsi,si is small, so that
psiypsi,si/ρpsi << 1. Under this assumption, equation (2.23) can be approxi-
mated with [

w ẋw,si
wẏw,si

]
≈ wRot psi

[
σ̇psi

psiẏpsi,si

]
, (2.24)

so that [
σ̇psi

psiẏpsi,si

]
≈ wRot−1

psi

[
wẋw,si
w ẏw,si

]
. (2.25)

This equation expresses σ̇psi and psiẏpsi,si in w ẋw,si. However it is more
convenient to express σ̇psi and psiẏpsi,si in si ẋw,si, which can be estimated out
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of desired generalized position

of local sensor readings. Treating equation 2.25 as an equality, it can be written
as

[
σ̇psi

psiẏpsi,si

]
= wRot−1

psi
wRot si

siẋw,si (2.26)

= psiRotsi
siẋw,si (2.27)

The transformation matrix psiRotsi depends on the angle

psiεsi = wεsi − wεpsi. (2.28)

This implies that the orientations of the coordinate frames psi and si have to
be known in order to calculate psiRotsi. In the next section it will be discussed
how wεsi can be determined from the tracking errors. How to determine wεpsi
online will be discussed in chapter 6.

2.6 Desired orientations

For the guidance system as presented in this thesis, it will be required to
calculate the articulation angles cj−1εcj =w εcj −w εcj−1 of the carriages out
of the tracking errors psiypsi,si . Therefore, this section will be used to derive a
relation between the tracking errors and the orientations wεcj of the carriages.
To obtain this relation, the orientations will be split in a desired part and an
error part. The position vector of the points si will be expressed in the desired
orientation and orientation errors. Subseque ntly this position vector will be
linearized at the desired orientations, to arrive at a linear relation between the
tracking errors and the orientation errors.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of desired position of tractor’s center of gravity

For zero tracking errors, the orientation wεcj of carriage j is completely
determined by the shape of the path and the position of the points si. For
nonzero tracking errors, the vehicle can be projected onto the path such that
σps1 stays constant and all tracking errors equal zero. This projection is illus-
trated in figure 2.5. Given this projection, the desired orientation wεcjdes(σps1)
will be defined as the orientation of carriage j of the projected vehicle. With
this definition, the orientation errors wεcjerr can be defined as

wεcjerr = wεcj − wεcjdes. (2.29)

In a similar way, the desired position of the projected tractor’s center of
gravity will be defined. Let the projected tractor’s center of gravity be denoted
by c′1. Let it’s orthogonal projection be denoted by pc1′ and let a coordinate
frame pc1′ be assigned to pc1′, with a similar orientation as the coordinate
frames psi. The desired position of the tractor’s center of gravity pc1xpc1,c1des

will be defined as

pc1xpc1,c1des = pc1′xpc1′,c1′ =
[

0
pc1′ ypc1′,c1′

]
. (2.30)

One and another is illustrated in figure 2.64. The error vector pc1xpc1,c1err will
be defined as

pc1xpc1,c1err = pc1xpc1,c1 − pc1xpc1,c1des (2.31)

The position of the points si can easily be expressed in the desired orienta-
tions and orientation errors of the frames si and in pc1xpc1,c1err and pc1xpc1,c1des.

4Note that the curvature of the path has been exaggerated in this picture to make things
visible
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Note for convenience that

wεsj =

{
wεc1 if j = 1
wεcj−1 if 1 < j ≤ n + 1

, (2.32)

so that the desired orientations wεsjdes of the coordinate frames sj can be
defined as

wεsjdes(σps1) =

{
wεc1des(σps1) if j = 1
wεcj−1des(σps1) if 1 < j ≤ n + 1

, (2.33)

and the orientation errors wεsjerr can be defined as

wεsjerr(σps1) =

{
wεc1err(σps1) if j = 1
wεcj−1err(σps1) if 1 < j ≤ n + 1

. (2.34)

The position of frame si with respect to the world can be written as

wxw,si = wxw,c1 −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
coswεsj
sinwεsj

]
(2.35)

= wxw,c1 −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
cos (wεsjdes + wεsjerr)
sin (wεsjdes + wεsjerr)

]
, (2.36)

where

dsij =






−ls1 if i = 1, j = 1
0 if i > 1, j = 1
df i + lsi if i > 1, j = i

dr1 if i > 2, j = 2
df j + drj if i > 2,1 < j < i

0 if j > i

, (2.37)

with lsi the distance from the point si to the center of gravity of the corre-
sponding carriage, dri the distance from the rear articulation point of carriage
i to the center of gravity of carriage i and dfi the distance from the front ar-
ticulation point of carriage i to the center of gravity of carriage i. One and
another is illustrated in figure 2.7.

Using a first-order Taylor expansion at wεsi = wεsides(σps1), (2.35) can be
approximated as

wxw,si ≈ wxw,c1 −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
cos (wεsjdes)− sin (wεsjdes)

wεsjerr

sin (wεsjdes) + cos (wεsjdes)
wεsjerr

]
. (2.38)
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Figure 2.7: Definition of parameters

For small tracking errors, the position of the origin of the frames psi can be
written as

wxw,psi ≈
wxw,c1des −

i∑

j=1

dsij

[
cos (wεsjdes)
sin (wεsjdes)

]
, (2.39)

so that,

wxpsi,si = wxw,si − wxw,psi (2.40)

≈ wxw,c1err −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
− sin (wεsjdes)
cos (wεsjdes)

]
wεsjerr. (2.41)

This can be expressed in the directions of coordinate frame psi as

psixpsi,si ≈
psiRotpc1

pc1xw,c1err −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
− sin (psiεsjdes)

wεsjerr

cos (psiεsjdes)
wεsjerr

]
, (2.42)

where equation 2.2 has been used to calculate psiεsjdes out of wεsjdes and wεpsi.
Using the fact that by definition the first component of pc1xw,c1err equals

zero this yields

psiypsi,si ≈
pc1ypc1,c1err cos psiεpc1 −

i∑

j=1

dsij cos(psiεcjdes)
wεcjerr. (2.43)

This equation gives a relation between the orientation errors and the error in
the distance from the tractor’s center of gravity to the path on the one hand
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and the tracking errors psiypsi,si on the other hand. Equation (2.43) can be
written more compactly as

ys ≈ yTc1q′
c1q
′
err , (2.44)

where

ys =






ps1yps1,s1
...

psn+1ypsn+1,sn+1




 , (2.45)

c1q
′
err =






pc1ypc1,c1err
wεc1err

...
wεcnerr






(2.46)

and the (n + 1) by (n + 1) matrix yTc1q′

yTc1q′=






cos ps1εpc1 ds11cos ps1εc1des . . . ds1ncos ps1εcndes

cos ps2εpc1 ds22cos ps2εc1des . . . ds2n+1cos ps2εcndes
...

...
. . .

...
cos psn+1εpc1 dsn2cos psn+1εc1des. . . dsn+1n+1cos psn+1εcndes






(2.47)

Given the tracking errors psiypsi,si , which can be measured or estimated
online, the orientation errors wεcjerr can be calculated by using the inverse of
(2.44). By using (2.29) and the desired orientations wεcjdes, the orientation of
the carriage with respect to the to the inertial frame w can be calculated from

wεcj = wεcjerr + wεcjdes (2.48)

2.7 Summary

In this chapter the control problem has been stated as keeping the distances of
n + 1 points on the n-carriage vehicle to the path small. To get a convenient
expression for these distances, this statement has been formalized as keeping
the distance between each of these points and its orthogonal projection onto
the path small.

A relation has been derived between the absolute velocity of these points
and the absolute velocities of their resp ective orthogonal projections onto the
path. This relation is valid as long as the distance to the path is small compared
to the turning radius of the path.

The use of fifth-order polynomials as transition from straight to circular
path sections has been discussed. In this way, the second derivative of the ori-
entation of the tangent to the path exists, which reduces the lateral acceleration
required to follow the path.
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Finally, the desired orientations of the carriages are discussed. A relation-
ship has been derived to express the tracking errors in the orientation errors of
the carriages.
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3.1 Introduction

In literature, different types of control models for articulated vehicles can be
found. For example, vehicle models are used to design controllers for robot like
vehicles driving mainly at low speed [14, 50, 77]. Due to the low speed, the
dynamics of the vehicle play only a minor role. For this reason, the dynamics of
the vehicle can be neglected most of the time, so that a kinematic vehicle model
suffices to describe the vehicle motion. For highway automation applications
of heavy duty vehicles on the other hand, the longitudinal vehicle velocity will
in general be relatively high, so that the vehicle dynamics do play a role. With
these applications, dynamic models are usually used to describe the motion of
articulated vehicles [28, 84, 86].

In this section, a nonlinear dynamic planar model of an all-wheel steered
multiple-articulated vehicle will be derived. A dynamic model will be used
since commuter busses will also operate at high speed. Only the planar vehicle
motions are considered, in order to keep the model for controller design as
simple as possible.

The derivation of the model partially follows the same line as the derivation
of an n-carriage model as presented in [86, 84]. In [86, 84], however, Newton’s
law has been used to derive the tractor’s longitudinal and lateral equations
of motion. The derivation presented in this chapter is completely based on
Lagrange’s equation, resulting in a more straight forward derivation. Moreover,
the derivation of the model in this section is, contrary to the derivation in
[86, 84], elaborated completely, so that the result can be used directly.
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The vehicle model that will be derived in this section can be written as

wM(wq)w q̈ + wC(wq̇ ,wq)w q̇ = wτ damp(wq̇) + wτ tire(wq̇, wq) + wτ dist . (3.1)

An expression for the mass matrix wM and the Coriolis and centrifugal force
matrix wC(w q̇, wq) will be derived in section 3.2, where also the generalized
position vector wq will be introduced. The term wτdist models the external dis-
turbance forces like rolling resistance, road banking and wind forces. An expres-
sion for the articulation angle damping force term wτ damp (wq̇) will be derived
in 3.3. In section 3.4, an expression for the generalized forces wτ tire(w q̇, wq)
due to the tire-road interaction will be presented. Section 3.5 will be used
to combine the results of section 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. In section 3.7 the planar
vehicle model is validated against a double articulated vehicle model modeled
in a multi-body software package. Since the tractor’s longitudinal and lateral
dynamics of the multi-b ody package model are expressed in body fixed coordi-
nates, a change of coordinates will be performed on the model, in order to make
a comparison possible. This coordinate transformation will be discussed in sec-
tion 3.6. Section 3.8 will be used to make a comparison between a dynamic and
a kinematic vehicle model. Since the control problem is posed in the tracking
errors psiypsi,si. Therefore another change of coordinates is performed in sec-
tion 3.9 in order to express the model in the tracking errors dynamics. This
chapter will be closed by section 3.11, where the conclusions of this chapter are
presented.

3.2 Lagrange’s equation

To derive the inertial term and the centrifugal and Coriolis term of (3.1), La-
grange’s equation has been used. Prior to the use of Lagrange’s equation, a set
of generalized coordinates has to be selected. Since only the planar motion will
be considered in this chapter, n + 2 generalized coordinates suffice to describe
the motion of the vehicle. The two dimensional position vector wxw,c1 of the
tractor’s center of gravity and the orientations wεcj of each carriage will be
used as generalized coordinates.

For the derivation in this section, a multiple-articulated vehicle configura-
tion as depicted in figure 3.1 will be considered. The position vector wxw,cj of
the center of gravity of carriage j can be expressed in the generalized coordi-
nates as

wxw,cj = wxw,c1 −
j∑

i=1

lij

[
coswεcj
sin wεcj

]
, (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Vehicle configuration

where

lij =






0 if j = 1
dr1 if j > 1 and i = 1
dfi + dri if j > 1 and 1 < i < j

dfj if j > 1 and i = j

0 if j > 1 and i > j

. (3.3)

Differentiating (3.2) yields for the absolute velocity of the j th carriage

wẋw,cj = w ẋw,c1 −
j∑

i=1

lij

[
− sin wεcj
coswεcj

]
w ε̇cj. (3.4)

The kinetic energy of the planar vehicle motion can be written as

T =
1
2

n∑

j=1

[
w ẋTw,cj

w ε̇cj
]
Mj

[
w ẋTw,cj

wε̇cj
]T
, (3.5)

where the generalized mass matrixMj [63] of the j th carriage is given by

Mj =




mj 0 0
0 mj 0
0 0 Izj



 , (3.6)
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with mj and Izj the mass resp. central moment of inertia of the j th carriage.

The vector
[
w ẋTw,cj

wε̇cj
]T

can be written as

[
w ẋw,cj
w ε̇cj

]
= Jcj(

wq)wq̇ , (3.7)

where
wq =

[
wxw,c1

wyw,c1
wεc1 · · · wεcn

]T
(3.8)

is the generalized position vector and

Jcj (wq) =




1 0 l1j sin wεc1 · · · lnj sinwεcn
0 1 −l1j coswεc1 · · · −lnj coswεcn
0 0 δ[1j] · · · δ[1n]



 , (3.9)

where δ[ij ] is the Kronecker delta function.
Substitu ting (3.7) into (3.5) yields

T(wq̇, wq) =
1
2
w q̇T wM(wq)wq̇, (3.10)

where,

wM(wq) =
n∑

j=1

JTcj (wq)MjJcj(wq) (3.11)

is the mass matrix of the vehicle.
Application of Lagrange’s equation yields

d

dt

∂T (wq̇ ,wq)
∂w q̇

−
∂T (w q̇, wq)

∂wq
= wτ , (3.12)

where wτ denotes the total generalized force acting on the vehicle. To solve
this equation, the kinetic energy can be written as

T (w q̇, wq) =
1
2

n+2∑

k=1

n+2∑

l=1

wM[k,l]
w q̇[k]

w q̇[l] . (3.13)

Substitu ting this into Lagrange’s equation (3.12) yields, after some calculation,
for the equation of motion for the ith generalized coordinate

n+2∑

l=1

wM[i,l]
wq̈[l] +

n+2∑

l=1

n+2∑

k=1

{
∂wM [i,l ]

∂wq[k]
−

1
2
∂wM [k,l]

∂wq[ i]

}
w q̇[k]

w q̇[l] = wτ [i] , (3.14)

This can be written in matrix form as

wM(wq)w q̈ + wC(wq ,w q̇)w q̇ = wτ , (3.15)
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where the entries of wC(wq̇ ,wq) can be written as

n+2∑

k=1

{
∂wM [i,l]

∂wq[k]
−

1
2
∂wM [k,l]

∂wq[i]

}
wq̇[k] (3.16)

The matrices wM(wq) and wC(wq̇, wq) are written out in appendix D.

3.3 Articulation angle dampers

Most of the articulated commuter busses are equipped with a mechanism in
between the carriages to damp the articulation angle rates. These mecha-
nisms will be modeled as linear viscous dampers . The torque exerted on
the jth carriage by the damper in between the jth and the (j + 1)th carriage
equals dj (w ε̇cj+1−w ε̇cj), where dj is the damping constant of the corresponding
damper. The total torque exerted on the j th carriage by the articulation angle
dampers is due to the damper at the front end of the carriage, if present, and
the damper at the rear end of the carriage, if present, so that

wτdamp[j+2] = γ[nj ]dj (
w ε̇cj+1 −w ε̇cj )− γ[1j]dj−1(w ε̇cj −w ε̇cj−1), (3.17)

where
γ[ij ] = 1 − δ[ij] , (3.18)

so that in vector notation

wτ damp = −wDart
wq̇ , (3.19)

where

Dart[1,j] = 0 (3.20a)

Dart[2,j] = 0 (3.20b)

Dart [j,1] = 0 (3.20c)

Dart [j,2] = 0 (3.20d)

Dart[2+k,2+l] =






γ[1k]dk−1 + γ[nk ]dk if l = k

−γ[1k]dk−1 if l = k − 1
−γ[nk]dk if l = k + 1
0 otherwise

. (3.20e)

3.4 Tire forces

In this section, the method of virtual work [39] will be used to calculate the
vector of generalized tire forces wτtire . To simplify notation, the axles will be
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numbered from j = 1 to j = n + 1, starting with the tractor’s front axle and
finishing with the rear axle of the last semi-trailer. The wheel on each axle
will be numbered as i = 1 for the left wheels and i = 2 for the right wheels.
According to these definitions, a coordinate frame will be assigned to each
wheel. The x-axis of these coordinate frames are horizontal and parallel to the
wheel plane and the origin is fixed at the center of gravity of the corresponding
wheel. The position vector of these coordinate frames wxw,wij can be expressed
in the generalized position vector wq as

wxw,wi1 =wxw,c1 − dw11

[
coswεc1
sin wεc1

]
+(−1)i b1

[
sinwεc1
− coswεc1

]
, (3.21)

and

wxw,wij =wxw,c1 −
j−1∑

l=1

dwlj

[
coswεcl
sin wεcl

]
+(−1)i bj

[
sinwεcj
− coswεcj

]
, (3.22)

for j > 1, where bj denotes half the width of axle j and

dwlj =






−lf 1 if j = 1, l = 1

lr1 if j = 2, l = 1
dr1 if j > 2, l = 1
drl + df l if j > 2, 2 < l < j − 1
drl + lr l if j > 2, l = j − 1
0 if l ≥ j

, (3.23)

where lf1 denotes the distance between the tractors’s center of gravity and
front axle and lri denotes the distance between the center of gravity and the
rear axle of carriage i.

The generalized tire force vector can be calculated with [39]

wτtire =
2∑

i=1

n+1∑

j=1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wFwij , (3.24)

where wFwij denotes the forces exerted on wheel wij in the direction of coor-
dinate frame w by means of the tire-road interaction. These forces are easiest
expressed in the wheel fixed coordinate frames wij. Therefore, equation (3.24)
will be written as

wτtire =
2∑

i=1

n+1∑

j=1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wRotwij

wijFwij, (3.25)

The rotation matrices wRotwij depend on the sine and cosine of the steering
angles. For controller design, it is desirable to arrive at a model that is linear
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Figure 3.2: Definition of forces

in the steering angles. Since the steering angles are in general small, second
and higher order terms of the steering angles can be neglected. Under this
assumption,

wRotwij =






wRotc1

[
δ1 0
0 δ1

]

if j = 1

wRotcj−1

[
δj 0
0 δj

]

if j > 1

, (3.26)

where δj denotes the steering angle of axle j. In this way, equation (3.25) can
be written as

wτ tire =
2∑

i=1

{
wLlongi(Fdri − ∆tFcori) + wLlati(∆tFdri + Fcori)

}
, (3.27)

where ∆t = diag(δ1, · · · , δn+1). The vectors Fdri and Fcori are given by

Fdri[j] = wijFwij[1] (3.28)

Fcori[j] = wijFwij[2] (3.29)
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Furthermore,

wLlongi [j,:] =






(
∂wxw,wi1
∂wq

)T
wRotc1[:,1] if j = 1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wRotcj−1[:,1] if j > 1

(3.30)

wLlati[j,:] =






(
∂wxw,wi1
∂wq

)T
wRotc1[:,2] if j = 1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wRotcj−1[:,2] if j > 1

. (3.31)

The matrices wLlat and wL long are elaborated in appendix D.
The longitudinal tire forces Fdri[j] = wijFwij[1] are the result of the drive

torques exerted on the wheels by means of the electric drive. Therefore, it is
more convenient to work with torques instead of these forces. For the lateral
guidance system in this thesis, the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are
of less importance. Therefore, the longitudinal wheel slip and the inertia of
the wheels will be neglected. Under this assumption, the wheel forces can be
expressed in the drive torques Tdrij

Tdrij = rwij
wijFwij[1], (3.32)

where rwij denotes the wheel radius of the corresponding wheel. Substitu ting
equation (3.32) into equation (3.27), (3.27) can be written as

wτ tire =
2∑

i=1

{
wL longi(R

−1
wiTdr i − ∆tFcori) + wLlati(∆tR−1

wiTdri + Fcori)
}
,

(3.33)
where Rwi is a diagonal matrix with rwij at the jth diagonal element and

Tdri [j] = Tdrij (3.34)

To keep the model general, it will be assumed that drive torques can be applied
to all wheels, including the tractor’s front wheels.

The lateral wheel forces wijFwij[2] are due to the cornering behavior of the tires.
When a force is exerted on the tire of wheel wij , perpendicular to the wheel
plane, the tire will move in a direction at a tire slip angle αwij with respect
to the wheel plane as elucidated in figure 3.3. This due to the deformation of
the tires [33, 93]. This will cause a cornering force wijFwij [2] in the contact
patch of the tire. The relation between tire slip angle αwij and cornering force
is in general nonlinear and depends on road surface, tire pressure , weather
condition, load etc..
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Figure 3.3: Definition of slipangles

Figure 3.4: Relation between the lateral tire force and the tire slip angles, for
different values of the road adhesion coefficient µ

The interaction between the road surface and the tire contact patch is usu-
ally modeled by the road adhesion coefficient µ [33, 93, 9]. Figure 3.4 shows a
plot of the lateral tire force as function of the tire slip angle for different road
adhesion coefficients1. As this plot shows, the cornering force is linear in the
tire slip angle for low values of the slip angle. At high slip angles, the tire
force saturates2. The saturation value strongly depends on the road adhesion
coefficient. Under normal driving conditions, the tire slip angles are small, so
that the relation between the tire force and slip angle can be approximated to
be linear. In some of the vehicle guidance literature [1, 42, 41, 69, 88], the tire
force is approximated with

wijFwij [2] = µCwjαwij, (3.35)
1The tire model as described in [9] has been used to produce this plot
2In the saturation region the slope of the tire force characteristic actually is negative.

This is not shown in figure 3.4
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where Cwj is the cornering stiffness of the tire [33, 93] and is defined as being
the slope of the slip angle-lateral force characteristic around zero slip angle.
However, the plot in figure 3.4 shows that the slope of the lateral tire force
characteristic at small slip angles is almost independent on the road adhesion
coefficient. Therefore, a better approximation is

wijFwij [2] = Cwjαwij (3.36)

This approximation of the tire lateral tire force will be used in this thesis.
The cornering stiffness Cwj of a tire in general depends amongst others

on the vertical load exerted on the tire. To illustrate this effect, figure 3.5
shows a plot of the lateral tire force as function of the tire slip angle with the
vertical tire load as parameter3. In general, the relation between the cornering
stiffness and the tire load is nonlinear. This especially has effect on the vehicle
dynamics when the vehicle experiences a lateral acceleration. If this happens,
a load transfer takes place from the tires on one side of the vehicle to the
tires on the other side. Due to the nonlinear dependence of the cornering
stiffness on the tire load, the total cornering stiffness of the tires on one axle
of the vehicle will change in this condition, so that the dynamic behavior of
the vehicle changes. Moreover, the rate of change of the cornering stiffnesses
might be in the same dynamic range as the lateral vehicle dynamics. For bus
and truck tires however, the dependence of the cornering stiffness on the tire
load is only slightly nonlinear [93], so that this effect is negligible for the type
of vehicle considered here. For this reason, the change in the cornering stiffness
due to load transfer will be neglected. The cornering stiffnesses will also vary
with changing load condition of the vehicle. However, this will be treated as
model uncertainty. In this way, the cornering stiffnesses can be kept constant
in the control model.

As illustrated in figure 3.3, the tire slip angle αwij depends on the difference
between the steering angle δj and the body side slip angle βwij, which denotes
the direction of the velocity of wheel wij with respect to the corresponding
carriage’s longitudinal axis. So,

αwij = δj − βwij , (3.37)

The body slip angles βwij can be calculated with

βwij =






arctan
c1ẏw,wij (χq)
c1ẋw,wij(

χq) if j = 1

arctan
cj−1ẏw,wij(

χq)
cj−1 ẋw,wij(

χq) if j > 1
, (3.38)

where χ denotes an arbitrary coordinate frame.
3The tire model as described in [9] has been used to produce this plot
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Figure 3.5: Relation between the lateral tire force and the tire slip angles, for
different values of the vertical tire load

Substitu ting (3.37) in (3.36) yields

wijFwij[2] = Cwj (δj − βwij). (3.39)

Substitu ting (3.39) in turn into (3.33) yields

wτ tire =
∑2

i=1
wLlongi(R

−1
wi Tdri + ∆tCt(δt − βti))+∑2

i=1
wLlati(∆tR

−1
wiTdri + Ct(δt − βti)),

(3.40)

where

δ t =
[
δ1 . . . δn+1

]T
(3.41)

C t = diag(Cw1, . . . , Cwn+1). (3.42)

and
βtj =

[
βwi1 . . . βwin+1

]T
(3.43)

Equation (3.40) is still quadratic in the steering angles. For controller design
it is desirable that the model is linear in the steering angles. However, the
term wLlongi∆tCt(δt − βti) is one order of magnitude smaller than the term∑2

i=1
wLlatiCt(δ t − β ti) and can therefore be neglected. With this omission,

equation (3.40) can be written as

wτ tire =
2∑

i=1

wL longiR
−1
wi Tdri + wLlati(R

−1
wiD(Tdri)δ t + Ct(δt − βti)), (3.44)

where the equality
∆tR−1

wi Tdri = R−1
wiD(Tdri)δ t (3.45)
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has been used, with D(Tdri) denoting a diagonal matrix with the elements of
the vector Tdri on its diagonal. In this way, the generalized tire force term of
the model is linear in the steering angles.

3.5 Model overview

The total equation of motion of the all-wheel steered multiple-articulated ve-
hicle can be obtained by substituting (3.40) and (3.17) into (3.1), yielding

wM(wq)wq̈ + wC(w q̇, wq)wq̇ + wDart
w q̇ =

wτ dist +
∑2

i=1
wLlongiR

−1
wiTdri + wL lati(R

−1
wiD(Tdri)δt + Ct(δt − β ti)),

(3.46)
In this equation, the term wM(wq)w q̈ models the inertial forces acting on the
vehicle. The term wC(w q̇, wq)wq̇ models the Coriolis and centrifugal forces
acting on the vehicle, whereas the term wDart

wq̇ models the articulation angle
dampers. The right hand side of (3.46) models the forces acting on the vehicle
due to the tire-road interaction. In this right hand side, the term

2∑

i=1

wLlongiR
−1
wiTdri (3.47)

models the forces acting on the vehicle in the longitudinal direction of the
carriages, where Tdri is a vector with the driving torque inputs. The subscrip t
i equals 1 for the torques on the left side and i = 2 for the torques on the
right side. The matrix R−1

wi is a diagonal matrix with the wheel diameters
at the diagonal. Furthermore, δt is a vector with steering angles, Ct is a
diagonal matrix with the tire cornering stiffnesses on the diagonal and βti is a
vector with the body slip angles of the vehicle at the connection of the wheels.
Furthermore in (3.46), the term

2∑

i=1

wLlati(R
−1
wiD(Tdri)δt + Ct(δ t − β ti)) (3.48)

models the lateral forces acting on the carriages by means of the tires. In this
term,

2∑

i=1

−wLlatiCtβ ti (3.49)

is a damping force that is caused by the tires. Due to the dep endency of βti
on the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle, this damping force decreases with
increasing velocity.
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3.6 Vehicle fixed coordinates

The generalized coordinate vector wq contains the position of the centre of
gravity of the tractor expressed in the inertial frame wxw,c1. This means that
the model (3.46) depends amongst others on the velocity of the tractor’s center
of gravity expressed in the inertial frame. For model analysis purposes however,
it is more convenient to have a model expressed in the directions of the vehicle
fixed coordinate frame c1. Therefore, a change of coordinates will be applied
to equation (3.46).

Projecting the velocity of the tractor’s centre of gravity wẋw,c1 onto the
tractor fixed frame c1 yields

c1ẋw,c1 = c1Rotw
w ẋw,c1. (3.50)

With this transformation, a new generalized coordinate vector

c1q =
[
c1xw,c1

c1yw,c1
wεc1 · · · wεcn

]T
, (3.51)

can be defined, such that
w q̇ = wTc1

c1q̇ , (3.52)

where
wTc1 =

[
wRotc1 0

0 I

]
. (3.53)

Differentiating (3.52) with respect to time yields

w q̈ = wTc1
c1q̈ + w Ṫc1

c1q̇. (3.54)

Substitu ting (3.52) and (3.54) into (3.46) and premultiplying (3.46) with wTT
c1

yields

c1Mc1q̈ + c1Cc1q̇ + c1Dart
c1q̇ = c1τ dist∑2

i=1
c1LlongiR

−1
wiTdri + c1L lati(R

−1
wiD(Tdri)δt + Ct(δt − β ti))

(3.55)

where

c1M(c1q) = wTT
c1
wM(c1q)wTc1 (3.56a)

c1C(c1q, c1q̇) = wTT
c1
wC(c1q, c1q̇)wTc1 + wTT

c1
wM(c1q)w Ṫc1 (3.56b)

c1Dart = wTT
c1
wDart (3.56c)

c1Llongi(
c1q) = wTT

c1
c1L longi(

c1q) (3.56d)
c1Llati(

c1q) = wTT
c1
c1L lati(

c1q) (3.56e)
c1τdist = wTT

c1
wτdist . (3.56f)

Equation (3.55) expresses the vehicle dynamics in the directions of the body
fixed coordinate frame c1.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of planar model and multi-body model

3.7 Model validation

To validate the model (3.55), it has been compared with a 3D model of a
double articulated commuter bus that has been programmed in a multi-body
package. This multi-body model describes about 125 degrees of freedom of this
bus, including the degrees of freedom of the suspension system of the vehicle.
The comparison of both models has been carried out in the frequency domain.
Therefore, (3.55) has been linearized numerically around a fixed longitudinal
speed and zero articulation angles, to be able to produce Bode plots. The
multi-body model has been excited with sinusoidal inputs at discrete frequency
points. The transfer functions from front wheel steering input to the lateral
acceleration of the tractor’s center of gravity and the yaw accelerations of each
carriage have been considered. The frequency domain analysis has been carried
out at different constant speeds. As an example, figure 3.6 shows the Bode plots
of the analysis at 50 km/h longitudinal speed. As these plots show, the Bode
plots of the planar model correspond to the body plots of the multi-body model
very well.
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3.8 Dynamic versus kinematic model

As already mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, a distinction can be
made between dynamic and kinematic vehicle models. This section will be used
to make a comparison between these two types of model. For convenience, the
influence of the drive torques and the width of the vehicle will be neglected, so
that

Tdri = 0 (3.57)
c1L lat = c1L lat1 = c1Llat2 (3.58)

c1L long = c1L long1
= c1Llong2

(3.59)

βt = βt1 = βt2 (3.60)

Under these assumptions, the dynamic vehicle model (3.55) reduces to

c1M(c1q)c1q̈ + c1C(c1q̇, c1q)c1q̇ + c1Dart
c1q̇ = 2c1Llat Ct(δ t − βt), (3.61)

The main assumption made for the kinematic vehicle model is that there are
no forces acting on the vehicle. This implies that there is no tire slip [14, 50, 77],
so that the tire slip angles αwij equal zero. Under this assumption, the equations
of motion of the kinematic model can simply be derived from figure 3.3 as

βt(
c1q) = δt . (3.62)

Comparing equation (3.61) and (3.62) it is clear that the kinematic (3.62)
model is a subset of the dynamic model (3.61). The kinematic model completely
neglects the transient dynamics and the centrifugal- and Coriolis forces acting on
the vehicle in steady state. To investigate the effect of neglecting the centrifugal-
and Coriolis forces, the steering angles necessary to negotiate an ideal circular
curve with radius R will be calculated for both the dynamic and kinematic
model.

To facilitate this calculation, a single articulated vehicle will be considered,
driving at a constant longitudinal speed vx . Second and higher order terms of
the components of the body slip angle vector βt and the articulation angles will
be neglected and it will be assumed that the points s1 and s2 are equally spaced
around the tractor’s center of gravity. Due to this last assumption, the lateral
velocity of the tractor’s center of gravity equals zero in steady state. When a
single articulated vehicle negotiates a circular shaped curve with radius R, while
the tracking errors equal zero, the yaw rates of both carriages equal vxR , so that
the generalized velocity vector c1q̇ becomes

c1q̇ =






vx
0
vx
R
vx
R




 (3.63)
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and the generalized acceleration equals
c1q̈ = 0. (3.64)

To obtain the steady state solution of the dynamic model, equations (3.63)
and (3.64) have been substitu ted into (3.61). Solving the result for δ t yields

δ1 =
lf1

R
+
(

(m1 +m2)lr1
2Cw1(lr1 + lf1)

−
m2(dr1lw2 + df2lr1− dr1lf2)

2Cw1(df 2 + lr2)(lr1 + lf1)

)
v2
x

R
(3.65a)

δ2 =−
lr1
R

+
(

(m1 +m2)lf1

2Cw2(lr1 + lf1)
+
m2(dr1lw2 + df 2lf1 − dr1df2)

2Cw2(df2 + lr2)(lr1 + lf1)

)
v2
x

R
(3.65b)

δ3 =−
df2 + lr2 + dr1

R
+

m2df 2

2Cw3lw2

v2
x

R
+ εfd, (3.65c)

where εfd is the articulation angle when the vehicle follows a circular curve with
radius R and zero tracking error.

To calculate the steady state solution of the kinematic model, the compo-
nents of the body slip angle vector βt(

c1q) have been calculated with equation
3.38 at the steady state values wε̇c1 = wε̇c2 = vx

R and vy = 0. Using the small
angle approximation as already discussed equation (3.62) than yields

δ1 =
lf 1

R
(3.66a)

δ2 = −
lr1
R

(3.66b)

δ3 = −
lw2 + dr1

R
+ εfd . (3.66c)

Comparing (3.66) and (3.65), it can be concluded that the solution for the
steering angles of the dynamic model consists of the steering angles predicted by
the kinematic model plus a term proportional to the square of the longitudinal
velocity. So, at low velocity and for a given curvature, the solutions for the
steering angles predicted by the dynamic model are approximately equal to the
solutions for the steering angles predicted by the kinematic model. At high
velocity, however, the steering angles predicted by the dynamic model may
deviate considerably from the steering angles predicted by the kinematic model.
To illustrate this, figure 3.7 shows a plot of the steering angles predicted by the
dynamic and kinematic model for increasing longitudinal velocity and radius
R = 300m. As the figure shows, the steering angles predicted by the dynamic
model deviate considerably from the steering angles predicted by the kinematic
model. At high velocity, the steering angles of the two rear axles might even
change sign. The difference between the two solutions is due to the fact that
for a given radius R, the centrifugal forces acting on the vehicle increase with
increasing velocity. For this reason, amongst others, a dynamic vehicle model
has to and will be used for controller design in this thesis.
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Figure 3.7: Steering angles based on dynamic model and kinematic model as
function of longitudinal velocity

3.9 Output dynamics

Till so far, the vehicle dynamics have been expressed in the generalized position
vector c1q. However, in chapter 2 the lateral guidance problem was formalized
as a minimization problem of the tracking errors psiypsi,si . Therefore, a change
of coordinates will be applied to equation (3.55) in order to express the vehicle
dynamics in the deviations psiypsi,si . To change coordinates from c1q, to the
tracking errors psiypsi,si, the following transformation will be used

Ẏs = Jpath(c1q)c1q̇, (3.67)

where

Ẏs =






vx
ps1 ẏps1 ,s1

...
psn+1 ẏpsn+1,sn+1





. (3.68)

The derivation of equation (3.67) is outlined in appendix E. This derivation
uses equation 2.25, therefore, it is assumed that the tracking errors are small
compared to the turning radius of the path. Note that the vector Ẏs contains
besides the velocities psi ẏpsi,si also the longitudinal velocity of the tractor vx .
This is done to let both Ẏs and q̇ have the same dimension, so that the trans-
formation (3.67) is invertible. For the lateral guidance problem, only the lateral
deviations are of interest. Therefore, the longitudinal degree of freedom will be
eliminated from the vehicle model later on.
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Differentiating equation (3.67) with respect to time yields

Ÿs = J̇path(c1q, c1q̇)c1q̇ + Jpath(c1q)c1q̈. (3.69)

Rewriting (3.67) as
c1q̇ = J−1

path(c1q)Ẏs (3.70)

and substitu ting this in (3.69) yields after rearranging terms

c1q̈ = J−1
path(c1q)Ÿs − J−1

path(c1q)J̇path(c1q, c1q̇) J−1
path(c1q)Ẏs . (3.71)

Substitu ting (3.70) and (3.71) into (3.55) and premultiplying the result with
J−Tpath(q) yields

Y M(c1q)Ÿs + Y C(c1q̇, c1q)Ẏs + Y D(c1q̇, c1q) =
Y Blat(c1q̇, c1q,Tdr)δt + Y Blong(c1q)T dr + Y τ dist

(3.72)

where

Y M(c1q) =J−Tpath
c1M(c1q)J−1

path (3.73a)
Y C(c1q̇, c1q) =J−Tpath

c1C(c1q̇, c1q)J−1
path − J−Tpath

c1M(c1q)J−1
pathJ̇pathJ−1

path

Y D(c1q̇, c1q) =J−Tpath

2∑

i=1

c1Llati(
c1q)Ctβti + J−Tpath

c1Dart
c1q̇ (3.73c)

Y Blat(
c1q̇, c1q,Tdr) =J−Tpath

2∑

i=1

c1Llati(
c1q)(R−1

wiD(Tdri) + Ct) (3.73d)

Y Blong(c1q) =J−Tpath

[
c1Llong1(c1q) c1Llong2(c1q)

]
(3.73e)

Tdr =
[

Tdr1

Tdr2

]
(3.73f)

Y τ dist = c1τ distJ−Tpath (3.73g)

For brevity, the dependency of Jpath on c1q and J̇path on c1q and c1q̇ has been
omitted. Note that in (3.72) the damping due to the tires and the damping of
the articulation angle dampers has been modeled by the term Y D(c1q̇, c1q). All
matrices in equation (3.72) still show dependence on c1q and c1q̇ . Using equation
(3.67), c1q̇ can easily be transformed into Ẏs . The matrices depend only on the
last n components of c1q, representing the orientations of the carriages. Using
equations (2.29), (2.31) and (2.44), these orientations can be transformed in Ys

and the desired generalized coordinates as defined in chapter 2.
The model (3.72) contains, besides dynamics of the outputs, also the longitu-

dinal vehicle dynamics. For the design of the controller, it is more convenient to
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extract the longitudinal dynamics from (3.72) [92]. To extract the longitudinal
dynamics, it is convenient to factorize (3.72) as

[
Mxx Mxy

MT
xy Myy

][
v̇x
ÿs

]
+
[

Cxx Cxy

Cyx Cyy

][
vx
ẏs

]
+
[

Dx

Dy

]
=

[
Blatx
Blaty

]
δt +

[
Blongx
Blongy

]
Tdr +

[
τdistx
τ disty

]
,

(3.74)

where ys =
[
ps1yps1,s1 . . . psn+1ypsn+1,sn+1

]T
. The superscripts Y have

been omitted for brevity. Solving 3.74 for v̇x yields

v̇x = M−1
xx (Blatxδ t+BlongyTdr−Mxyÿs−Cxxvx−Cxyÿs−Dx+τ distx) (3.75)

This equation describes the zero dynamics for the final closed loop system. It is
assumed that the zero dynamics are stabilized either by the driver of the vehicle
or a cruise control system. Substitu ting (3.75) in (3.74) yields

yM(c1q)ÿs + yCẏ(c1q̇, c1q)ẏs + yCvx(
c1q̇, c1q)vx + yD(c1q̇, c1q) =

yBlat(c1q̇, c1q,Tdr)δ t + yBlong(c1q)T dr + yτdist
, (3.76)

with

yM(c1q) = Y Myy − Y M
T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

Y Mxy (3.77a)

yC(c1q̇, c1q) = Y Cyy − Y M
T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

Y Cxy (3.77b)
yCvx(

c1q̇, c1q) = Y Cyx (3.77c)
yD(c1q̇, c1q) = YDy − YM

T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

YDx (3.77d)
yBlat(

c1q̇, c1q,Tdr) = Y Blaty −
Y M

T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

Y Blatx (3.77e)

yBlong(c1q) = Y Blongy −
Y M

T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

Y Blongx (3.77f)

yτdist = Y τ disty −
Y M

T

xy
Y M

−1
xx

Y τ disty . (3.77g)

The arguments on the right hand side of (3.77) have been omitted for brevity.

3.10 Actuator dynamics

The model as developed so far has the actual steering angles and drive torques of
the vehicle as inputs. In reality however, both the steering angles and the drive
torques have to be produced by electro-mechanic or electro-hydraulic actuators.
These actuators generally have their own dynamics, that might influence the
closed loop behavior. Therefore, a model of the actuators has to be included in
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the control model. The steering actuators will be modeled as first order systems,
so that

δ̇t = τ−1
st (ust − δt), (3.78)

where the n + 1 vector ust denotes the steering actuator inputs, whereas τst

is a (n + 1) × (n + 1) diagonal matrix with the time constants of the steering
actuators at the diagonal.

In a similar way, the drive torque actuators will modeled as

Ṫ dr = τ−1
dr (udr − T dr), (3.79)

where the 2(n + 1) vector udr denotes the driving actuator inputs and the
2(n + 1) × 2(n + 1) matrix τ dr is a diagonal matrix with the time constants of
the torque actuators at the diagonal.

3.11 Summary

In this chapter, the derivation of a model, meant for controller design, of an
all-wheel steered multiple-articulated vehicle has been presented. The main
assumptions made for this model are:

• only planar motion

• small steering angles

• small tire slip angles and consequently a linear tire-force characteristic

• constant cornering stiffness

• wheel dynamics can be neglected

• non-zero longitudinal speed

This control model, has been validated by comparing it with a 125 degrees
of freedom multi-body model. This comparison showed that the planar dynam-
ics described by the control model correspond reasonably well to the planar
dynamics as described by the multi-body model.

The control model has been used to show that a dynamic vehicle model is
required to describ e the planar vehicle dynamics, especially at high speed.

A change of coordinates has been applied to express the vehicle model in the
tracking error dynamics. For this transformation, it has been assumed that the
tracking errors are small compared to the turning radius of the path.
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4.5 Wind disturbance model
4.6 Tracking errors
4.7 Summary

4.1 Introduction

The nonlinear planar vehicle model as discussed in the previous chapter is mainly
meant for controller design purposes and is for this reason kept as simple as pos-
sible. To simulate the behavior of the lateral guidance system, a more complex
vehicle model will be used, including a susp ension system to simulate the vehi-
cle’s roll and pitch motion. Moreover, a more complex tire model will be used
that also describes the load dependence of the cornering stiffnesses and the non-
linear tire force characteristic. The dynamic part of the model is mainly taken
from [86]. Therefore, only the features of the model and the modifications made
to the model as described in [86] will be discussed in section 4.2. The tire model
as proposed by [86] is described in [9]. In this thesis, a simplified version of
this model will be used. This simplified tire model will be discussed in section
4.3. The model as described in [86] has been extended with a wind disturbance
model, that will be discussed in section 4.5. The path to be followed is added
to the model in order to be able to calculate the deviations from the track, as
described in more detail in section 4.6. The contribution of this chapter has
been summarized in section 4.7

4.2 Body dynamics

In [86], the body of the n-carriage multiple articulated vehicle has been mod-
eled as a system of n free rigid bodies, actuated by means of external forces and
constraint forces, as illustrated in figure 4.1. The external forces are given by
the tire forces and the forces acting on the body by means of the susp ension sys-
tem. Besides these forces, also a wind disturbance force and a wind disturbance
moment are added to the model. The susp ension forces acting on the carriages
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Figure 4.1: Forces acting on each carriage

Figure 4.2: Structure of simulation model

are modeled by a simple susp ension system, formed by a linear damper and a
linear spring, connecting each wheel to the vehicle.

Each unconstr ained rigid body has 6 degrees of freedom. Each degree of
freedom is associated with 2 states, which represent a generalized position and
a generalized velocity. The constraint forces connect the free bodies to each
other. Each constraint force is associated with one eliminated degree of freedom.
In the model as described in [86], constraint forces are used to constrain the
vertical, longitudinal and lateral motion of the carriages. Furthermore, the roll
motions of the carriages are coupled, as will be described later on. All together
there are 4n− 4 constraint forces, so that in total 2n+ 4 degrees of freedom or
4n+8 states remain. The generalized accelerations of these remaining degrees of
freedom can be solved numerically from the equations of motion of the carriages
and the constraint force equations and can can be solved from these equations
numerically. The accelerations can subsequently be integrated to obtain the
states of the simulation model, as illustrated in figure 4.2.

In the model as described in [86], the hitching mechanism connecting the
carriages is a so called fifth-whe el connection. Figure 4.3 shows a simplified
picture of the hitching mechanism used for articulated busses. Though the con-
struction differs from the construction of a fifth-whe el connection, the hitching
mechanism as depicted in figure 4.3 has the same effect. There is one axis of
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Figure 4.3: Hitching mechanism connecting the carriages

rotation in the z-direction of carriage i + 1 and one axis of rotation in the y-
direction of carriage i. This type of construction couples the roll motions of the
carriages when the articulation angles are small. When the articulation angles
are 900, the roll motion of carriage i is completely coupled with the pitch motion
of carriage i + 1. The axes of rotation, as depicted in figure 4.3, in general do
not intersect, but have a small offset. In the model of the hitching mechanism
as used in the simulation model, this offset has been neglected. The friction in
the hitching mechanism has completely be neglected in the simulation model.

4.3 Tire model

The tire model used in the vehicle simulation model is a simplified version of
the tire model as presented in [9]. The main simplification the omission of the
friction model. This friction model calculates, given a number of parameters like
tire groove depth, road texture and tire wear, the road adhesion coefficient µ of
the tire [33, 93]. For the vehicle simulation model as described in this chapter,
it is of less importance how this road adhesion coefficient is determined. For
this reason, the friction model is completely omitted. The most important
characteristics of the tire model as presented in [9] are the nonlinear relation
between the lateral force and tire slip angle and the load dependence of the
cornering stiffness (see also section 3.4). These characteristics are completely
maintained in the tire model used for the simulation model. For the simulation
model, type 385/65R.22 tires were used. For these tires, a number of values
of the cornering stiffness for different values of the tire load were obtained.
A second order-p olynomial was fitted through these points to model the load
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Figure 4.4: Relation between the cornering stiffness and the vertical tire load

dependence of the cornering stiffness. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the cornering
stiffness, that was obtained in this way. The plot also shows the data points
that where used. It can be seen that the second-order polynomial is a good fit
through these points. For the vehicle considered in this thesis, the cornering
stiffnesses range from 10.000N/rad for the tractor’s front axle in case of an
empty vehicle to 26000N/rad for the wheels of the semi-trailers in case of a full
vehicle

4.4 Actuator models

The steering system of a real vehicle consists of a difficult to model hydraulic
and mechanical and/or electro- mechanical part. For the simulation model, this
steering system is approximated with a first order model, for small steering
angles and small steering angle rates. In a real steering system, the steering
angles are bounded to a maximum δt[i]max due to the construction of the steering
mechanisms, where δt[i] denotes the ith component of the steering input vector δ t
as defined in the previous chapter. Moreover, the rate of change of the steering
angles is bounded by an upper bound δ̇t[i]max. In the simulation model, these
effects have been approximated by a saturation on the steering angles and a
saturation on the rate of change of the steering angles. Figure 4.5 shows a block
scheme of the actuator model as used in the simulations. In this figure, τst[i]
denotes the time constants of the steering actuator corresponding with steering
input δt[i] . In the simulation model, these time constants are set to 0.032s,
representing a bandwidt h of 5Hz. The maximum steering angles δt[i]max are set

to 0.5 rad, whereas the maximum rate of change of the steering angles δ̇t[i]max is
set to 0.35 rad/s.
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Figure 4.5: Block scheme of actuator

For the simulation results in this thesis, the drive torque actuators are of
less importance. and therefore not included in the simulation model.

4.5 Wind disturbance model

When a vehicle is exposed to wind, it experiences a force due to this wind
[61, 83]. This section will be dedicated to the modeling of this wind force. For
lateral guidance, only lateral disturbances and disturbing yaw moments are of
importance. Therefore only the wind forces acting on the vehicle in the lateral
direction will be modeled.

The physics behind an airflow over a vehicle are hard to express in mathe-
matical equations. Therefore, the semi empirical wind force model as discussed
in [61] and [83] will be used. This model can be written as

Fwy =
1
2
ρaCwdAcvrwindy|vrwindy|, (4.1)

where ρa is the mass density of the air surround ing the vehicle, Cwd the aero-
dynamic drag coefficient, Ac the total area of the vehicle that is exposed to the
wind and vrwindy is the effective relative velocity of the wind towards the side of
the vehicle. For the simulations including wind disturba nces, only strong wind
disturbances are of interest. Therefore, the lateral velocity of the vehicle will be
low compared to the wind velocity, and can be neglected. Then

vrwindy = vwindy, (4.2)

where vwindy is the velocity of the wind with respect to the world and directed
perpendicular to the vehicle.

The mass density of the air depends amongst others on temperature, pres-
sure and humidity conditions. However, a good value for ρa at sea level is
1.225 kgm−3 [83]. The dynamic drag coefficient Cwd depends on the shape of
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the vehicle and has actually to be determined empirically for each vehicle. For
commuter busses however, a good approximation for the shape of the side will
be a flat plate, of which the drag coefficient equals 1.28.

In the simulation model, it is assumed that a separate disturbance force acts
on each carriage, at a distance xwind in front of the center of gravity, resulting
in a force cjFcjwy in the center of gravity of each carriage and a resulting yaw
moment Mjwy acts around the center of gravity of the tractor and around each
articulation point.

4.6 Tracking errors

The simulation model as described so far, only describes the dynamics of the
vehicle. To validate the lateral guidance system and to simulate the magnetic
referencing system that will be discussed in the next chapter, it is necessary to
calculate the true tracking errors from these vehicle dynamics and the path to
be followed.

At straight and circular path sections, the tracking errors can easily be
expressed in the position vector wxw,si by means of local analytic expressions.
To obtain wxw,si, the velocity w ẋw,si has been calculated with

wẋw,si = siRotsi
siẋw,si (4.3)

and integrated to arrive at wxw,si.
For the fifth-ord er polynomial path segments, as discussed in chapter 2, it

is difficult to find an analytic relation between the tracking errors and wxw,si .
Therefore, the tracking errors have been calculated numerically for these path
segments. To do this, psiypsi,si has been written as

psiypsi,si = sgn(psiypsi,si)|
psiypsi,si |, (4.4)

where

sgn(psiypsi,si) =

{
1 if psiypsi,si ≥ 0

−1 if psiypsi,si < 0
. (4.5)

Since, according to the definition of the coordinate frames psi as given in chapter
2, the magnitude of psiypsi,si equals the minimum distance from the point si to
the path, |psiypsi,si | can be calculated by solving

|psiypsi,si | = min
wxw,p

√
(wxw,si − wxw,p)2 + (wyw,si − wyw,p)2, (4.6)

where
wxw,p =

[
wxw,p
wyw,p

]
. (4.7)
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denotes the position vector of a point on the path, expressed in and with respect
to the world fixed frame w. To calculated wyw,p, the path has locally been
described by

wyw,p = f(wxw,p), (4.8)

where f is a fifth-ord er polynomial in wxw,p . The value of wxw,psi is the value
of wxw,p for which equation (4.6) attains its minimum.

The sign of psiypsi,si can be determined by calculating the cross product of
the direction vector 


coswεsi
sin wεsi

0



 (4.9)

of coordinate frame si and the vector



wxw,si − wxw,psi
wyw,si − wyw,psi

0



 (4.10)

The sign of the third component of the resulting vector equals the sign of
psiypsi,si , so

sgn(psiypsi,si) = sgn



[ 0 0 1
]








coswεsi
sinwεsi

0



 ×




wxw,si − wxw,psi
wyw,si − wyw,psi

0












 .

(4.11)
In this way, the sign of psiypsi,si can be determined indep endently of the driving
direction of the vehicle, i.e it doesn’t matter whether the path is driven in
clockwise or counter clockwise direction.

4.7 Summary

A 3D simulation model, to simulate an all-wheel steered multiple-articulated
vehicle under lateral guidance has been presented. This 3D model describ es,
besides the planar dynamics, also the vertical dynamics due to the suspension
system. A nonlinear tire model is used for the simulation model. This tire
model describes also the saturation and load dependence of the lateral tire force
characteristic.

To investigate the influence of lateral wind disturbances, a model of lateral
wind forces has been included in the simulation model.
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5.6 Validation measurements
5.7 Summary

5.1 Introduction

For the automated guidance of vehicles, it is necessary to have information about
the distance from one or more points on the vehicle to the path to be followed.
This chapter is dedicated to discuss a measurement method to determine this
distance. This method utilizes a magnetic referencing system which consists of
discrete permanent magnets that are buried in the road. The distance to the
magnet can be determined from the measurement of the longitudinal and lateral
component of the magnetic field around the magnets. To motivate the choice
for permanent magnets, section 5.2 will be used to discuss different methods to
measure the distance to the path. In section 5.3, the problem of measuring the
distance to the path will be restated in determining the position with respect
to a magnet. Also the problems involved with determining this position will
be discussed in this section. How to obtain the position with respect to the
magnet from the readings of a dual-axes magnetic field sensor will be discussed
in section 5.4. Since this measurement method, based on one sensor, is too
sensitive to slant of magnet and/or vehicle, the use of a second dual-axes sensor
to reduce this sensitivity will be discussed in section 5.5. Measurement results
obtained with a static measurement setup will be discussed in section 5.6. Final
conclusions of this chapter will be presented in 5.7.

5.2 Literature overview

In literature, many methods can be found to determine the distance from a
vehicle to a path. These methods utilize amongst others
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• vision

• gps

• transp onder

• radar beacons

• passive/active wire

• magnetic tape

• permanent magnets

The methods utilizing vision [10, 12, 32, 93] use cameras to detect the road
boundaries and/or road markings in order to calculate the distance to the road
centerline. Main disadvantage of vision based system is the need for visibility.
This might be a problem when for example the road markings are covered with
leaves, snow, water or dirt.

With normal gps, the position of a vehicle can be determined within 100m
accuracy. For vehicle guidance, this is far from accurate enough. However, by
using dgps, i.e. using a ground station, and using the phase information of the
carrier of the gps signal, centimeter accuracy can be achieved [7, 13, 24, 56, 62,
65]. An advantage of this method is that almost no changes have to be made to
the existing road infrastructure. The main disadvantage of using gps satellites
is that satellites are not always visible in between buildings and underneath
bridges and tunnels. Moreover, availability of the gps system is not guaranteed
by the owner of the gps satellites.

Passive beacons can also be used to determine the position of a vehicle. The
passive beacons are mounted in the road surface. An antenna mounted on a
vehicle broadcasts a signal, which can be received by one of the beacons. Once
this signal is received, the transponder sends a signal back that contains the
position information. The energy required to send a signal back is withdrawn
from the received signal. This method of position measurement is commercially
available. Disadvantage is that it is only applicable for vehicles traveling at low
speed. When the speed is too high, the vehicle travels too far between the time
it sends a signal to the transp onder and the transponder sends a signal back.
This makes this method useless for the guidance system discussed in this thesis.

The last three listed methods use magnetic fields to mark the path to be
followed. Advantage of marking a path in this way is that the path is ’visible’
under all weather circumstances. The methods relying on wires, that are buried
in the road [36, 45, 49], have the disadvantage of requiring relatively expensive
changes to the infrastructure. Moreover, the methods using active wires need
current supplies along the road, which are also expensive in maintenance. The
wires are also sensitive to strokes of lightning and subsidin g of the road. Both
may cause cracks in the wires.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of by permanent magnet marked bus lane

In [82], a marking method based on magnetic tape has been discussed. This
tape is made in the same form as normal road markings and is embedded with
a magnetizable material. The path to be followed can simply be marked by
sticking this tape on the road. Practice still has to show how robust this kind
of tape is.

The most promising magnetic field based methods use a magnetic referencing
system consisting of discrete permanent magnets that are buried in the road
[6, 26, 29, 98, 99]. By measuring the magnetic fields produced by this magnets,
the position of the magnet with respect to the vehicle can be determined. This
method needs only relatively cheap changes to the infrastructure. Once the
magnets are installed, no further maintenance is required for the first 10 years.
The magnets are believed to loose their strength only slowly. Moreover, the
magnets need no extra power supply to produce the magnetic field. In the
remaining of this chapter, a new method for determining the position of the
vehicle with respect to the magnets of a magnetic referencing system will be
discussed.

5.3 Problem description

The objective of the magnetic referencing system is to provide the lateral guid-
ance system of the vehicle with information about the position of the carriages
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Figure 5.2: Definition of coordinate frames

of the vehicle with respect to the path to be followed. To accomplish this, it is
required that a number of permanent rotation symmetric bar magnets are placed
at a known position underneath the road surface of the path to be followed, as
illustrated in figure 5.1.

Before explaining how the permanent magnets can be used to determine the
position, the following coordinate frames, as illustrated in figure 5.2, will be
defined

• Sensor-fi xed coordinate frame s

The right-handed coordinate frame s is fixed to the magnetic field sensor
measuring the magnetic fields. Since these sensors are assumed to be
mounted on the vehicle’s sprung mass, coordinate frame s is sub jected to
the roll and pitch motion of the vehicle. When the vehicle is at rest, the
x-axis of frame s points in the forward direction of the vehicle and the
z-axis is directed vertical and points upwards.

• Magnet-fixed coordinate frame m

The origin of the right-handed coordinate frame m is also fixed at the
center of gravity of the magnet. The z-axis of this frame is directed along
the symmetry axis of the magnet and is pointing upwards. Due to slant
of the magnet, this z-axis is not necessarily perpendicular to the road
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surface. The x-axis is directed such that its projection on the horizontal
plane points in the driving direction of the vehicle.

• Ideal magnet-fixed coordinate frame i

The origin of the right-handed frame i is fixed to the center of gravity of
the magnet. The z-axis of coordinate frame i is directed perpendicular to
the road surface and points upwards. When the magnet is placed exactly
perpendicular to the road surface, the frames m and i coincide. When
this is not the case,the x-axis and y-axis can be found by rotating frame
m with

iRotm =




cos βm 0 sinβm

− sin αm sin βm cosαm sin αm cos βm
− cosαm sin βm − sin αm cosαm cos βm



 , (5.1)

where αm denotes the angle of the rotation of the magnet fixed frame
around its x-axis and βm denotes the angle of the rotation around the
rotated y-axis1. Since the magnet is rotation symmetric, and due to the
definitions of the frames m, i and s rotations around the z-axis of the
magnet can be neglected.

According to these definitions, determining the position of the magnet boils
down to determining the position vector components ixi,s and iyi,s . How to
calculate the distance to the path from ixi,s and iyi,s and how to determine the
exact position of the magnets with respect to the path online will be discussed
in subsection 6.8.1. This chapter will continue with discussing how ixi,s and
iyi,s can be determined from measurements of the magnetic fields produced by
the permanent magnets.

Using a dipole approximation, the field of a permanent rotation symmetric
bar magnet, observed at position mxm,s and expressed in the directions of frame
m, can be expressed as [5, 98]

mBx(mxm,s) = 3f (r)mzm,smxm,s (5.2a)
mBy(mxm,s) = 3f (r)mzm,smym,s (5.2b)
mBz(mxm,s) = f (r)(2m zm,s

2 − mxm,s
2 − mym,s

2), (5.2c)

where

f (r) =
µM

4πr5 (5.3)

and

r =
√
mxm,s

2 + mym,s
2 + mzm,s

2 (5.4)

1The order of rotationis firstaround the y-axis and subsequently around the rotatedx-axis
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In (5.3), M is the strength of the magnet and µ is the permeability of the
environment in which the magnet is placed. It is assumed that µ is constant
everywhere around the magnet.

The magnetic field components in equation (5.2) are expressed in the di-
rections of the magnet fixed frame m. These field components will however be
’observed’ in the directions of the sensor fixed coordinate frame s. The fields

mB =




mBx
mBy
mBz



 (5.5)

can be expressed in the directions of coordinate frame s with

sB = sRotm
mB = sRoti

iRotm
mB, (5.6)

with

sRoti =




cos βs 0 − sin βs

− sinαs sinβs cosαs − sinαs cos βs
cosαs sin βs sinαs cosαs cos βs



 , (5.7)

where αs denotes the angle of rotation of the sensor fixed frame around its x-axis
and βs denotes the angle of rotation of the sensor frame around its y-axis2.

Equation (5.2) expresses the magnetic fields in the position vector mxm,s .
For the lateral guidance system the position vector ixm,s is however more in-
teresting. The vector mxm,s can be expressed in ixm,s with

mxm,s = iRot
−1
m

ixm,s (5.8)

The equations (5.6) and (5.8) express the magnetic fields in 7 independent
variables (3 position vector components and 4 orientations). From these vari-
ables, ixi,s and iyi,s have to be determined from the magnetic field components
independently from the other variables. To explain how this can be done, it will
initially be assumed that the orientations of the frames m, i and s are the same,
so that

mxm,s = ixm,s = sxm,s (5.9)

and
mB = iB = sB. (5.10)

In this way, only 3 independent variables are left. This assumption will be
relaxed later on to analyze the effect of the rotations.

To give an idea of the shape of the magnetic fields, figure 5.3 shows a plot
of mBy and mBz as function of mym,s for different values of m zm,s 3. For a

2The order of rotationis firstaround the y-axis and subsequently around the rotatedx-axis
3Note that due to the rotation symmetry of the field equations mBy and mym,s can be

replaced with mBx and mxm,s respectively to yield the same plot.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of mBz (left figure) and mBy (right figure) as function of mym,s,
with mzm,s as parameter.

fixed and known measurement height mzm,s , the lateral position component
mym,s of the magnet can in principle be determined by measuring the field sBy
only. In practice however, the measurement height will not be constant, since
the sensors are mounted on the vehicle’s sprung mass. As figure 5.3 shows,
equation (5.2b) depends strongly on mzm,s. The slope of sBy at sym,s = 0
varies due to variations in mzm,s . Therefore, it is impossible to obtain accurate
position measurements when only the field mBy is used. Moreover, the slope
also depends on the strength of the magnet. The strength of the magnets
may decrease slowly due to wear of the magnet when the magnets are placed
underneath the road surface for several years, so that the slope of the field mBy
will also decrease, which makes it cumbersome to obtain an accurate position
measurement by measuring mBy only.

This short analysis shows that is difficult to determine mym,s by measuring
one magnetic field component only. Moreover determining mxm,s was even not
considered yet. Therefore, other field components have to be measured to come
to a correct determination of mym,s and mxm,s .

In literature, several methods to determine the lateral deviation independent
of the measurement height can be found. For example the method described in
[6, 98, 99] combines observations of mBy and mBz by means of a lookup table
to come to mym,s. The vector component mxm,s is determined by detecting
when the magnetic field sensor is on top of the magnet, by means of a peak
detection of the mBz field. This method however still depends on the strength
of the magnet. When for example the strength of the magnet decreases due to
wear of the magnet, the lookup table should be corrected for the new strength
regularly.

The method presented in [29] is both independent on the strength of the
magnet and the measurement height, but is relatively complicated and very
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sensitive to slant of the magnet and pitch motions of the vehicle, as can be
shown by some simple analysis. The same applies to the method explained in
[26]. Though this method is not as complicated as the method in [29], it is still
very sensitive to slant of the magnet and pitch motions of the vehicle. In the
next sections, a new method is proposed, which avoids all above disadvantages.

5.4 Symmetric measurement method

Using the rotation symmetry of the fields around the bar magnet, the vector
component iym,s can be obtained from measurements of sBx and sBy as

iym,s =
sBy

sBx
ixm,s, (5.11)

under the condition that sBx 6= 0 4. In this way, iym,s can be estimated in-
dependent of the magnet strength M and the measurement height izm,s, since
both cancel completely out as follows by substitu ting (5.2a) and (5.2b) into
(5.11).

As equation (5.11) shows, it is required that ixm,s is known in order to
estimate iym,s. There are several possibilities to determine ixm,s. For example,
when the signal sBx crosses zero after a peak or valley at t = t0, the sensor
is exactly above the y-axis of coordinate frame m. Assuming the longitudinal
acceleration is small, ixm,s can be determined at t = t1 with

mxm,s = vx(t1 − t0), (5.12)

where vx is the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle. In this way, iym,s can
in principle be determined continuously for t > t0, till the measured signals
disappear in the measurement noise. A disadvantage of this method is that the
accuracy of the determination of ixm,s depends on the accuracy with which the
velocity vx can be determined. By using two sensors instead of one, a different
approach can be followed, that is independent of the vehicle velocity. Assume
that both sensors are placed at a distance d from each other on the vehicle’s
longitudinal axis, as shown in figure 5.4. ixm,s can be determined in three
different ways, by combining both sensors.

1. When the sBxfront field measured by the front sensor crosses zero after a
peak or valley, ixm,s = 0 for the front sensor. Since the distance between
the sensors is given by d, ixm,s equals d for the rear most sensor and iym,s
can be determined with this sensor

2. When the sBxrear field measured by the rear sensor crosses zero after a
peak or valley, the rear sensor is exactly above the magnet. Now ixm,s
equals −d for the front sensor and iym,s can be determined with this sensor

4Note that still the same orientations of the framesm, i and s is assumed
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Figure 5.4: Sensor setup for two magnetic field sensors

3. When the signal sBxfront + sBxrear crosses zero after a peak or valley, the
magnet is exactly in between the two sensors, so that ixm,s = 1

2d for the
rear sensor and ixm,s = − 1

2d for the front sensor. Both sensors can be
used to determine iym,s

One and another is clarified in figure 5.4. The last method has the advantage
that both measured deviations can be combined to cancel some of the effects of
slant of the magnet and/or vehicle as will be discussed in the next section.

5.5 Corrected symmetric measurement method

In the previous section, it was assumed that the frames m, s and i have the
same orientation. In this section, the effect of slant and magnet and/or vehicle
will be analyzed.

Figure 5.5 shows the lateral deviation that would be determined in case
αs = αm = βs = βm = 50 versus the true lateral deviation iym,s. As this
figure shows, there is a small error around iym,s = 0 and an error becoming
unacceptably large for ‖iym,s‖ ≥ 0.3m. So as long as the measurement range
does not need to be larger than 0.3m, the lateral deviation can be estimated
with equation (5.11) reasonably well.

To analyze which type of slant has the most influence for ‖iym,s‖ ≥ 0.3m,
figures 5.6 and 5.7 shows the lateral deviation from the magnet that would be
determined in case αs = αm = 00 βs = βm = 50 resp. αs = αm = 50 βs =
βm = 00 versus the true lateral deviation iym,s , together with the errors. From
these figures it is clear that the major part of the error in figure 5.5 comes from
the rotation of the magnet and sensor around their y-axis. The influence of
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Figure 5.5: Estimated lateral deviation with slant of magnet and vehicle

Figure 5.6: Estimated lateral deviation with slant of magnet and vehicle in
longitudinal direction

slant in this direction can be reduced considerably by measuring the magnetic
fields with two dual-axes sensors that are placed behind each other at distance
2d from each other. To explain this, it is the easiest to consider a rotation of
magnet and sensor around their y-axes only, so αm = αs = 0. Calculating
sBx(ixm,s) and sBy(ixm,s) yields

sBx(ixm,s ) = 3f (r){ixm,sizm,s(cos βm cos βs − sinβm sin βs)+
iz

2
m,s(

1
3 sinβm cos βs − 2

3 cos βm sin βs)+
1
3
iy

2
m,s(sin βm cos βs + cos βm sinβs)}+

ix
2
m,s(

1
3 cos βm sinβs − 2

3 sin βm cos βs)

(5.13)

and
sBy (ixm,s ) = 3f (r)iym,s{−

ixm,s sinβm + izm,s cos βm}. (5.14)
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Figure 5.7: Estimated lateral deviation with slant of magnet and vehicle in
lateral direction

Especially the expression for sBx(ixm,s) looks complicated, but the essence is
that there is a term proportional with ixm,s

izm,s and there are terms propor-
tional with the squares of ixm,s, iym,s and izm,s. Assuming for the time being
that also βs = 0, a better estimate iŷm,s of wym,s can be obtained by observing
sBx and sBy at ixm,s = d and ixm,s = −d at the same time. An estimate of
iym,s can be calculated then by

i ŷm,s≈
d

2

sBy(ixm,s=d,iym,s,
izm,s)+sBy(ixm,s=−d,iym,s,izm,s)

sBx(ixm,s=d,iym,s,
izm,s)−sBx(ixm,s=−d,iym,s ,izm,s )

(5.15)

Substitu ting (5.13) and (5.14) in (5.15) yields 5

iŷm,s = iym,s. (5.16)

So for slant of the magnet in the longitudinal direction only, iym,s can be recon-
structed completely with equation (5.15). Considering also slant of the sensor
in the longitudinal direction, the field can not be observed at ixm,s = d and
ixm,s = −d exactly due to the slant of the sensor. In this case, the fields will be
observed at ixm,s = d cos βs and ixm,s = −d cos βs. Replacing d with d cos βs
in equation (5.15) yields

iŷm,s ≈
iym,s

cos2 βs − sin βm sin βs cos βs
cos βm

. (5.17)

For small rotation angles, this still yields a good estimate of iym,s.
5Note that in equation (5.13)and (5.14)αm and αs where assumed to be zero. Therefore,

this equation is exact
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Figure 5.8: Estimated lateral deviation according to equation (5.15), with slant
of magnet and vehicle in longitudinal direction

Figure 5.9: Estimated lateral deviation according to equation (5.15), with com-
bined slant of magnet and vehicle in longitudinal and lateral direction

Figure 5.8 shows the estimated iym,s according to equation (5.15), in case
βs = βm = 50 and αs = αm = 0. As the figure shows, there is only a very
small measurement error in this way. The influence of the slant of vehicle and
magnet has been eliminated almost completely. In the analysis above, it was
assumed that αm = αs = 0, to show that slant in the longitudinal direction can
be eliminated almost completely. In practice, there will be some cross terms in
case αm 6= 0 and αs 6= 0. Figure 5.9 shows the lateral deviation estimated with
equation (5.15) in case αm = αs = βm = βs = 50. As the figure shows, also in
this case the measurement error is much smaller than in the case the deviation
is estimated with equation (5.11), as shown in figure 5.5.
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5.6 Validation measurements

Measurements where carried out on a static measurement setup [31]. A 10 ×
ø1.5 cm AlNiCo bar magnet was used to produce the magnetic field. The mag-
netic field was measured with two Honeywell HMC2003 magnetoresistive sen-
sors, placed at a distance of 20 cm from each other. To eliminate the influence
of the earth magnetic field, which is in the same order of magnitude as the fields
of the magnet, the earth magnetic field (and all other dc fields) was measured
in the absence of the permanent magnet and subtracted from the measurements
with the permanent magnet.

The left plot of figure 5.10 shows the measured lateral deviation from the
magnet for different values of the real deviation. The real deviation ranges from
−0.5m to 0.5m. For the measurements shown in figure 5.10, the magnet was
rotated over about 90 degrees in the longitudinal direction (rotation over the
y-axis of frame m). The plot shows the deviation measured with two sensors
separate and with the two sensors combined following equation (5.15). As the
plot shows, the measurement error due to slant of the magnet in the longitudinal
direction can be reduced considerably by utilizing (5.15). The measurement
error of the combination of the two sensors is shown in the right plot of figure
5.10. As this plot shows, the measurement error is less then 1 cm over a real
deviation ranging from −0.5m to 0.5m for this type of rotation.

Figure 5.11shows the measurement results of measurements with the magnet
rotated in both the longitudinal and lateral direction. As the left plot of this
figure shows, part of the effect of the (longitudinal) slant cancels out when
equation (5.15) is used to determine the deviation. The right plot shows that
the maximum measurement error is about 2 cm for the combination of both
sensors. This maximum error seems quite large, but it has to be noted that also
the angles of slant where taken quite large for these experiments, to show that
the large effect of longitudinal slant cancels out almost completely.
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Figure 5.10: Measurement results with slant of magnet in longitudinal direction

Figure 5.11: Measurement results with combined slant of magnet in lateral and
longitudinal direction

5.7 Summary

A method to determine the position of a rotation symmetric bar magnet with
respect to a point on a vehicle has been developed. The principle of this mea-
surement method is based on the use of dual-axes magnetic field sensors. By
utilizing the rotation symmetry of the field around the magnet, the lateral dis-
tance to the magnet can be determined independently of the strength of the
magnet and the measurement height.

Analysis shows that that by using one dual-axes sensor only, the measure-
ment method is especially sensitive to slant of magnet and/or vehicle. This
sensitivity can be almost completely reduced by a second dual-axes sensor. Mea-
surements show that with 90 of slant of the magnet, an accuracy of 2cm can be
achieved in a measurement range of ±0.5m.
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6.1 Introduction
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6.3 Process model
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6.5 Error modeling
6.6 State-space equation
6.7 Predictor equations

6.8 Measurements updates
6.9 Determination of path

orientations and desired
orientations

6.10 Simulation results
6.11 Summary

6.1 Introduction

To achieve appropriate performance of the closed loop system, it is desirable
that the complete (lateral) state is continuously available for feedback. The
measurement method presented in the previous section however, gives position
information only, and only at discrete time instances. Therefore, the velocities
of the vehicle with respect to the path and the deviations from the path in
between the magnets have to be estimated. This chapter deals with the design
of an extended Kalman filter to accomplish this. Section 6.2 discusses the choice
of the coordinate system in which the states will be estimated. Section 6.3
discusses the different models that can be used for the Kalman filter and what
the implications of these models are. In section 6.4, the kinematics involved with
the observer design are discussed. The systematic measurement errors involved
with accelerometers are discussed in section 6.5. Section 6.6 will be used to
derive a state-space equation for the Kalman filter. Next, section 6.7 deals with
the prediction equation of the Kalman filter, followed by section 6.8, where the
update equations are discussed. How the path orientations can be determined
online will be discussed in section 6.9. Section 6.10 will be used to present some
simulation results. The conclusions of this chapter are presented in section

6.2 Choice of coordinate system

For the design of the observer, two different approaches can be followed. In one
approach, the position and velocity of the origin of each frame si is estimated
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Figure 6.1: Kalman filter scheme based on complete vehicle model

with respect to the world. When a map of the path to be followed is available on-
line, the shortest distance between each origin and the path can be calculated,
yielding psiypsi,si and psi ẏpsi,si . This method requires an on-line minimization
routine to calculate the distance to the path, when non-circular or non-straight
paths are considered. This can be very (calculation) time consuming. Another
approach is to estimate psiypsi,si and psiẏpsi,si directly. With this approach,
only the orientation of the path and the desired state, as introduced in chapter
2 are required to be available on-line. To calculate these quantities, a same
kind of optimization routine is necessary. In this way however, this calculation
can be done off-line. Disadvantage of this second method is that the model to
be used in the observer has to be linearized around the path in order to apply
updates of articulation angles and orientation measurements. However, when
the deviations from the path remain small, this is not a problem. In this chapter,
the observer will be designed using the second approach to avoid problems due
to the minimization algorithm.

6.3 Process model

One obvious model to be used in the Kalman filter is the model derived in
chapter 3. With this approach, the inputs of the Kalman filter are the steering
angles of the vehicle, as illustrated in figure 6.1. This is basically the same
approach as discussed in [27, 34, 53, 57, 89]. Disadvantage of this method
is that the Kalman filter depends on varying vehicle parameters like masses
and cornering stifnesses. Moreover, the effect of disturbances like wind are not
directly taken into account in the prediction step of the filter with this approach.
Since position updates can only be applied to the filter when the vehicle passes a
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Figure 6.2: Kalman filter scheme based on accelerometers

magnet, both disadvantages may cause unacceptable drift of the state estimates.
In figure 6.1, Ÿa denotes a vector of the lateral accelerations of each carriage
and the longitudinal acceleration of the tractor. These signals can be measured
directly by accelerometers. Looking at figure 6.1, it is clear that also Ÿa can be
used as input for the filter, as illustrated in figure 6.2. Advantage of this method
is that the Kalman filter is almost independent of varying vehicle parameters.
Furthermore, the accelerometers also measure the effect of disturbances like
wind, so that the effect of these disturbances is directly taken into account in
the prediction step of the filter. This approach is mainly the same as presented
in [78] and [48], where it has been used to estimate the distance with respect
to the path of a single unit vehicle. In [78], this method is implemented as
a multi-rate Kalman filter to deal with the discrete character of the magnetic
markers. In this chapter, this approach will be extended to multiple-articulated
vehicles. The difference with the filter as presented in [78] is that an extended
Kalman filter approach has been followed in order to allow for nonlinearities
due to the articulation angles and paths with large curvatures. Furthermore,
the systematic errors involved with the use of accelerometers are taken into
account. Besides accelerometers and the magnet sensors as discussed in the
previous chapter, other sensors will be incorporated in the filter to allow for
large distances between the magnets.
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Figure 6.3: Accelerometer configuration

6.4 Kinematics

To explain the kinematics involved with the observer design, a vehicle config-
uration as shown in figure 6.3, will be considered. In this figure, the coor-
dinate frames ai illustrate two-axes accelerometers, with their sensitive axes
corresponding with the orientation of the frames ai. The orientations of the
coordinate frames ai is the same as the orientations of the frames si. In this
section, it will be assumed that the accelerometers are exactly horizontal. Slant
of the accelerometers will be discussed in the next section.

This section deals mainly with the relation between the accelerometer out-
puts and the accelerations with respect to the path psiÿpsi,si . For the derivation
of this relation, both axes of the accelerometers will be considered. Later on,
the x-axes of the accelerometers will be omitted.

To simplify the derivation, the generalized acceleration vector c1q̈ will be
used as an intermediate variable. Considering a vehicle configuration as given
in figure 6.3, a vector Ya can be defined as

Ya =





a1xw,a1
a1yw,a1
a2yw,a2
a3yw,a3

...
an+1yw,an+1





. (6.1)
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The vector components aiyw,ai denote the y-components of the position vectors
of the accelerometers with respect to the inertial frame w, expressed in the
directions of the frames ai . The acceleration vector Ẏa can be expressed in the
generalized velocity c1q̇ as

Ẏa = Jlat(c1q)c1q̇. (6.2)

An expression for the matrix Jlat(c1q) is given in appendix E. Differentiating
(6.2) with respect to time yields

Ÿa = J̇lat(
c1q, c1q̇)c1q̇ + Jlat(

c1q)c1q̈, (6.3)

so that
c1q̈ = J−1

lat (c1q)Ÿa − J−1
lat (c1q)J̇lat(c1q, c1q̇)c1q̇. (6.4)

This equation relates the generalized acceleration c1q̈ to the accelerations of
the accelerometers. In the next step, c1q̈ will be expressed in the tracking
accelerations psiÿpsi,si.

In chapter 3 it was derived that

Ẏs = Jpath(c1q)c1q̇, (6.5)

so that
Ÿs = J̇path(c1q)c1q̇ + Jpath(c1q, c1q̇)c1q̈. (6.6)

Substitu ting equation (6.4) into equation (6.6) and utilizing (6.5) yields

Ÿs = JpathJ
−1
lat Ÿa + (J̇path − JpathJ−1

lat J̇lat)J
−1
pathẎs . (6.7)

For brevity, the arguments (c1q) and (c1q,c1 q̇) have been omitted.
Accelerometers measure accelerations with respect to an inertial frame. This

means that an accelerometer mounted in the origin of frame ai does not measure
aiÿw,ai directly, since ai is a rotating frame. ai ÿw,ai can be derived from the
accelerometer readings as follows: The velocity of frame ai with respect to the
world and expressed in frame ai can be projected on the inertial frame w with

wẋw,ai = wRotai
ai ẋw,ai. (6.8)

Differentiating this equation with respect to time yields

w ẍw,ai = wRotaiaiẍw,ai + w ˙Rotaiaiẋw,ai . (6.9)

Considering planar motion only, a two axes accelerometer mounted at the origin
of frame ai and with the sensitive axes in the direction of frame ai measures
w ẍw,ai projected on the axes of frame ai, so

aai =
[
aaix
aaiy

]
= aiRotwwẍw,ai

= aiẍw,ai + aiRotww ˙Rotaiaiẋw,ai
, (6.10)
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where aai denotes the accelerations an accelerometer would measure if it is
placed exactly horizontal. The term aiRotww ˙Rotai models the centripetal ac-
celeration of the accelerometers. With

wRotai =
[

coswεai − sinwεai
sin wεai coswεai

]
, (6.11)

the term aiRotww ˙Rotai becomes

aiRotw
w ˙Rotai =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
w ε̇ai, (6.12)

so that, combining (6.10) and (6.12), aiÿw,ai can be obtained from the accelerom-
eter readings by

aiÿw,ai = aaiy −
ai ẋw,ai

wε̇ai . (6.13)

Substitu ting this into equation (6.7), equation (6.7) can be rewritten as

Ÿs = (J̇path − JpathJ−1
lat J̇lat)J−1

pathẎs + JpathJ−1
lat [a − ε̇Vx ] , (6.14)

where

Vx =





0
a1ẋw,a1

...
an+1ẋw,an+1




, (6.15)

ε̇ = diag(0, w ε̇c1,
wε̇c1,

w ε̇c2, . . . ,
w ε̇cn) (6.16)

and

a =





c1ẍw,c1
aa1y

...
aan+1y




. (6.17)

Vx can be written as
Vx = Jlong(c1q̇), (6.18)

where an expression for Jlong(c1q) is given in appendix E. Note that according
to this expression the first component of a − εVx reads c1ẍw,c1 instead of one
of the longitudinal accelerometer readings. To avoid problems when the vehicle
drives on a ramp, the longitudinal acceleration of the tractor will be obtained
by differentiating the longitudinal speed of the tractor.

Equation (6.14) contains besides the lateral dynamics also the longitudinal
dynamics of the tractor. For the lateral guidance system, these dynamics only
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are of minor importance. Therefore the longitudinal dynamics will be elimi-
nated. Substitu ting equation (6.18) into equation (6.14) and utilizing equation
(6.5), the vector

ÿs =





ps1 ÿps1,s1
...

psn+1ÿpsn+1,sn+1



 (6.19)

can be derived from equation (6.14) as

ÿs = νyTT
Y ẏs + νxTT

Y vx + yTY JpathJ
−1
lat a, (6.20)

with

yTY =
[

0(n+1)×1 I(n+1)×(n+1)
]
, (6.21)

xTY =
[

1 0 . . . 0
]

(6.22)

and

ν(ẏs , ys) = yTY ((J̇path − JpathJ−1
lat J̇lat)J−1

path − ε̇JlongJ−1
path). (6.23)

Equation (6.20) expresses the lateral accelerations psiÿpsi,xi in the accelerometer
readings and the tractor’s longitudinal velocity.

6.5 Error modeling

One of the problems involved with accelerometers is their alignment with respect
to the horizontal. In the previous section it was assumed that the accelerometers
are exactly parallel to the horizontal. In practice however, the accelerometers
will be under a certain angle φ with respect to the horizontal, due to amongst
others banking of the road and the roll motion of the vehicle. Due to this
misalignment angle, the accelerometers will also measure part of the gravita-
tional acceleration g, as is illustrated in figure 6.4. Moreover, the outputs of the
accelerometers will also be subjected to offsets.

Incorporating these offsets and the effect of vehicle roll and road banking,
the accelerometer outputs αaiy can be written as

αaiy = aaiy cosφ + g sin φ+ oai, (6.24)

where aai denotes the accelerations of the accelerometers in the direction of
the sensitive axes of the accelerometer projected on the horizontal plane and
expressed with respect to an inertial frame, φ denotes the angle between the
sensitive axes of accelerometer ai and the horizontal plane and oai denotes the
accelerometer offsets.

The ’disturbing’ term g sinφ + oai causes drift of the measurement system,
since the accelerometer readings have to be integrated twice in order to obtain
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Figure 6.4: Vehicle susp ension system under the influence of road banking and
lateral acceleration

the lateral deviation from the path to be followed. Especially when the velocity
is low, so that the time to the next magnet hit is large, this drift may become
unacceptably large. Therefore, the term g sin φ+ oai has to be estimated. The
misalignment angle φ can be split into a part Φ due road banking and a dynamic,
lateral acceleration dependent part θ due to the roll motion of the vehicle, so

φ = Φ + θ. (6.25)

To model the lateral acceleration dependence of θ,the vehicle’s suspension
system will be taken into account. In figure 6.4 the suspension system of a
vehicle has been schematized. The equation of motion of the susp ension system
of a single carriage can be written as

θ̈ +
Ds

Ix
θ̇+

Ks

Ix
θ =

ml

Ix
(acy cosφ+ g sinφ) +

Td
Ix
, (6.26)

where Ix is the vehicle’s moment of inertia around the longitudinal vehicle axis,
Ds is the total damping constant of the suspension system, Ks the total spring
constant, m the mass of the vehicle, acy the lateral acceleration acting on the
center of gravity and l is the distance from the vehicle’s center of gravity to the
roll center of the vehicle. The disturbance torque due to wind and bad road
quality is modeled by Td. Considering a multiple-articulated vehicle, a similar
expression can be derived. For this expression, it will be assumed that the roll
motions of all carriages are completely coupled. This assumption is valid for
small articulation angles due to the construction of the hitching mechanism.
For large articulation angles, this assumption doesn’t hold anymore, but in this
case the lateral accelerations are small in general, so that the effect of the roll
motion is negligible. Under this assumption the equation of motion of the total
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Figure 6.5: Definition of distances

susp ension system of the multiple-articulated vehicle can be written as

θ̈ +
Ds

Ix
θ̇+

Ks

Ix
θ ≈

n∑

i=1

mili
Ix

(aciy cosφ+ g sinφ) +
Td
Ix
, (6.27)

where mi is the mass of the ith carriage, li the distance from the ith center of
gravity to the ith roll center, aciy the lateral acceleration of the center of gravity
of the ith carriage and φ = θ + Φ the total angle between the horizontal and
the sensitive axes of the accelerometers. It has been assumed that also the road
banking angle Φ is the same for all accelerometers. The accelerations of the
centers of gravity can be expressed in the accelerometer readings as

ac1y =
la1aa2y + la2aa1y

la1 + la2

aciy =
(lai+1 − dfi)(aaiydri−1 − (dri−1 + df i−1 − lai)aci−1y ) cos (wεci − wεci−1)

lai+1y (lai − dfi1)

+
dfiaai+1y − (lai+1 − dfi)aci−1y sin(wεci − wεci−1)

lai+1
for i ≥ 2 (6.28)

with lai, dfi and dri as defined in figure 6.5.
Assuming small articulation angles, neglecting second and higher order terms

of small quantities and using

aaiy =
αaiy − g sinφ − oai

cosφ
, (6.29)
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yields

ac1y = −g tanφ +
η11(αa1y − oa1) + η12(αa2y − oa2)

cosφ
(6.30)

aciy ≈ −g tanφ +
1

cosφ

i∑

j=1

ηij(αaiy − oai) for i ≥ 2, (6.31)

where ηij are parameters depending on the accelerometer positions, with as
example

η11 =
la2

la1 + la2
(6.32)

η12 =
la1

la1 + la2
(6.33)

Substitu ting (6.30) in the equations of motion (6.27), (6.27) can be written as

θ̈ +
Ds

Ix
θ̇+

Ks

Ix
θ ≈

n∑

i=1

ηi
αaiy − oai

cosφ
+
Td
Iz
, (6.34)

where the parameters ηi depend on ηij, the masses of the carriages, the location
of the centers of gravity and the total moment of inertia around the vehicle’s
longitudinal axes Ix .

6.6 State-space equation

Equations (6.20) and (6.34) can be written in a nonlinear state-space form as

ẋ = A(x)x + B(x)u, (6.35)

where
u =

[
vx

c1ẍw,c1 αa1y . . . αan+1y

]T
(6.36)

and
x =

[
ẏsi ysi oai ηi Φ θ̇ θ ζ1 ζ2

]T
, (6.37)

where

oai =
[
oa1 . . . oan+1

]T
(6.38)

ηi =
[
ηa1 . . . ηan+1

]T
(6.39)

ζ1 =
Ds

Iz
(6.40)

ζ2 =
Ks

Iz
. (6.41)
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The parameters oai, η i ζ1, ζ2 and the road banking angle Φ are also added to
the state vector x to be able to estimate them online. The nonlinear system
matrix A(x) can be factorized as

A(x) =




a11 a12 a13

0 0 0
0 a32 a33



 , (6.42)

where

a11 =
[

ν(x)yTT
Y 0(n+1)×(n+1)

I(n+1)×(n+1) 0(n+1)×(n+1)

]
(6.43)

a12 =
[

−yTa 0(n+1)×(n+1)

0(n+1)×(n+1) 0(n+1)×(n+1)

]
(6.44)

a13 =
[
−g(n+1)×1 0(n+1)×1 −g(n+1)×1 0(n+1)×2

0(n+1)×1 0(n+1)×1 0(n+1)×1 0(n+1)×2

]
(6.45)

a32 =






0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 −oa1 . . . −oan+1

0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0






(6.46)

a33 =






0 0 0 0 0
0 −ζ1 −ζ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0






(6.47)

with
yTa = yTT

Y JpathJ−1
lat

yTY (6.48)

and

g =






g
...
g




 (6.49)

Furthermore, cosφ and sinφ have been approximated with a first order approx-
imation. In a similar way, B(x) can be factorized as

B(x) =




b1

02(n+1)×(n+3)

b3



 , (6.50)
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with

b1 =
[
ν(x)xTT

Y
yTY JpathJ−1

lat
0(n+1)×1) 0(n+1)×(n+2)

]
(6.51)

b3 =





0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 η1 . . . ηn+1

0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 . . . 0




(6.52)

The roll acceleration disturbance term Td term in equation (6.34) has not
yet been taken into account in equation (6.35). Moreover, the parameters ηi ,
ζ1, ζ2 and the sensor offsets oi may vary in time, due to for example chang-
ing load conditions of the vehicle and changing operating temperature of the
accelerometers. These effects will be modeled by a state disturbance term

Bv1(x)v1, (6.53)

with

Bv1(x) =





02(n+1)×[2(n+1)+4]

b2(n+1)×[2(n+1)+4]
v1[2]

b5× [2(n+1)+4]
v1[3]



 , (6.54)

where

bv1[2] =
[

02(n+1)×(n+1) I2(n+1)×2(n+1) 02(n+1)×4
]

(6.55)

bv1[3] =






0 . . . 0 1 0 0 0
0 . . . 0 0 1 0 0
0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 . . . 0 0 0 1 0
0 . . . 0 0 0 0 1






(6.56)

Furthermore, the noise vector v1 is assumed to be white, Gaussian with known
covariance V1.

Besides the disturba nces modeled with (6.53), the observer will also be sub-
jected to noise of the sensors measuring vx, c1ẍw,c1 and the accelerometers.
These noises will be modeled by a second state disturbance term

Bv2(x)v2, (6.57)

where v2 models the sensor noise and

Bv2(x) =

[
b(n+1)×(n+3)
v2[1]

0[3(n+1)+5]×[(n+3)

]

, (6.58)
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Figure 6.6: Kalman filter scheme with input sensor noise and state disturbance
noise

with

bv2[1] =
[
ν(x)xTT

Y
yTY JpathJ−1

lat

]
(6.59)

(6.60)

The sensor noise term (6.57) and the state disturbance term modeled by
(6.53) have been modeled separately, because both have a different effect on
the observer, as illustrated in figure 6.6. As the figure shows, the sensor noise
acts directly on the observer, whereas the noise term modeled with (6.57) acts
directly on the process. For this reason, both noise terms have to be treated
separately in the calculation of the discrete time state disturbance covariance
matrix in section 6.7

With the state disturbance terms, the total nonlinear state-space equation
becomes

ẋ = A(x)x + B(x)u + Bv1(x)v1 + Bv2(x)v2, (6.61)

The observer has to be implemented on a digital computer. Therefore, equa-
tion (6.61) has to be discretized. Since (6.61) is a nonlinear equation, discretiza-
tion is not straightforward in general. However, under some conditions, equation
(6.61) can be discretized following the same procedure as for a linear state-space
equation. The general solution for the linear state-space equation

ẋ = Fx + Gu (6.62)

is given by [8]

x(t + τ) = eFτx(t) +
∫ t+τ

t

eF(t+τ−ξ)Gu(ξ)dξ (6.63)

Since A(x) and B(x) are smooth functions of x, the solution of (6.61) can also
be approximated by

x(t+ τ)≈ eA(x(t))τ x(t) +
∫ t+τ
t
eA(x(t))(t+τ−ξ )(B(x(t))u(ξ))dξ+∫ t+τ

t
eA(x(t))(t+τ−ξ)(Bv1(x(t))v1(ξ) + Bv2(x(t))v2(ξ))dξ

(6.64)
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if τ is small compared to the time constants of the system (6.61). Note that all
nonlinear matrices are kept constant during the integration. Treating (6.64) as
an equality, assuming that u(t) is piecewise-constant and evaluating (6.64) at
t = k∆ and with τ = ∆, where ∆ is the sample period, yields

xk+1 =Ak (xk)xk+Bk(xk )uk+ v1k + v2k, (6.65)

where xk is shorthand notation for x(k∆), uk is shorthand notation for u(k∆)
and

Ak (xk) = eA(xk)∆ (6.66)

Bk (xk) =
∫ (k+1)∆

k∆
eA(xk)((k+1)∆−ξ)B(xk )dξ =

∫ ∆

0
eA(xk)χB(xk )dχ (6.67)

v1k =
∫ (k+1)∆

k∆
eA(xk)((k+1)∆−ξ)Bv1(xk )v1(ξ)dξ (6.68)

v2k =
∫ (k+1)∆

k∆
eA(xk)((k+1)∆−ξ)Bv2(xk )v2(ξ)dξ (6.69)

The noise component v2 models the accelerometer noises. The outputs of the
accelerometers are sampled, so that also v2 stays constant during one sampling
interval. The sampled noise v2k can then be written as

v2k =
∫ (k+1)∆
k∆ eA(xk)((k+1)∆−ξ)Bv2(xk)dξv2(k∆)

= Bv2k (xk )v2(k∆),
(6.70)

where

Bv2k (xk ) =
∫ ∆

0
eA(xk)χdχBv2(xk ) (6.71)

To implement the observer, the matrix exponent eA(x(k))∆ has been approx-
imated with a second-order approximation.

6.7 Predictor equations

Before discussing the predictor equation of the Kalman filter, some timing is-
sues have to be discussed. In the deviation of equation (6.65), it was assumed
that the sampling interval ∆ is small compared with the system dynamics. This
means that the prediction equations of the Kalman filter have to be calculated
at a high sampling frequency. The measurement updates of the Kalman filter
however don’t necessarily have to be obtained at the same high sampling fre-
quency. Moreover, the measurement updates may occur asynchronously with
the sampling instances, as is the case with the information coming from the
magnetic referencing system, as is illustrated in figure 6.7. In this figure k de-
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Figure 6.7: Timing diagram for sampling and measurement instances

notes the sampling instances for the prediction steps, whereas κ denotes the
sampling instances for the updates of the Kalman filter. The way to deal with
the asynchronous behavior of the magnet reference system will be discussed in
the next section.

For every k after measurement update κ the following predictor equation
will be used for the system (6.65).

x̂k+1 ,κ = Ak(x̂k,κ )x̂k,κ + Bk,κ(x̂k)ûk , (6.72)

where x̂k,κ denotes the estimate of xk , based on the update information obtained
at instant κ. For convenience, equation (6.65) will be rewritten as

xk+1 = f(xk ,uk , vk), (6.73)

where
f(xk,uk, vk ) = Ak (xk )xk+Bk (xk)uk+ vk, (6.74)

with vk = v1k + v2k . This equation can be linearized around the estimate x̂k,κ
as

xk+1 ≈ f (x̂k,κ,uk , 0) +
∂f(xk,uk, vk )

∂x

∣∣∣∣
(x̂k,κ,uk,0)

(xk − x̂k,κ) + vk (6.75)

= f (x̂k,κ,uk , 0) + Ap(x̂k,κ,uk )(xk − x̂k,κ) + vk , (6.76)

where

Ap(x̂k,κ,uk ) =
∂f(xk ,uk ,vk)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
(x̂k,κ,uk,0)

(6.77)

Now the estimation error x̃k+1 ,κ = xk+1 − x̂k+1,κ can be expressed in x̃k,κ and
vk . Using

f(x̂k,κ,uk , 0) = Ak(x̂k,κ)x̂k,κ+Bk (x̂k,κ)uk, (6.78)

x̃k+1,κ can be written as

x̃k+1,κ = xk+1 − x̂k+1 ,κ ≈ Ap(x̂k,κ,uk )x̃k,κ + vk . (6.79)

With (6.79), the covariance matrix of the estimation error x̃k+1 ,κ becomes [91]

Pk+1,κ = E [x̃k+1 ,κx̃Tk+1,κ] = Ap(x̂k,κ,uk )Pk,κAp(x̂k,κ,uk)T + Vk, (6.80)
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where Pk,κ denotes the covariance matrix of the error x̃k,κ on time instant k ,
based at measurement update κ and Vk = V1k + V2k denotes the covariance
matrix of vk . Using 6.68, V1k can be calculated with

V1k=E[
∫ (k+1)∆

k∆

∫ (k+1)∆

k∆
eA((k+1)∆−ξ)Bv1v1(ξ)v1T (χ)BT

v1e
AT ((k+1)∆−χ)dξdχ].

(6.81)
For brevity, the dependency of A(x̂k,κ) and Bv1(x̂k,κ) on x̂k,κ has been omitted.
Elaborating this equation by interchanging the expectation and integration in
equation (6.81) yields

V1k=
∫ ∆

0
eAχBv1V1BT

v1e
Aχdχ (6.82)

To solve this equation, a second order approximation of eAχ has been used
With equation (6.70), V2k can be written as

V2k = E [Bv2k (xk)v2(k∆)vT2 (k∆)BT
v2k(xk )]

= Bv2k(xk)V2BT
v2k(xk ),

(6.83)

where V2 is the covariance matrix of v2.

6.8 Measurements updates

In this section, the measurement updates for the Kalman filter will be discussed.
The most important measurement to update the Kalman filter is the measure-
ment coming from the magnet reference system as discussed in the previous
chapter. A problem of these measurements is that they are available only at
discrete time instances, i.e. only when one of the magnet sensors on the vehicle
passes a magnet. Moreover, the lower the vehicle speed (or the larger the dis-
tance between the magnets), the less frequent in time a measurement becomes
available, which may cause the estimate of the state to drift away from the real
state in between the magnets. Therefore, other sensors will be combined with
the magnet reference system in order to obtain a good estimate, also in between
the magnets. Possible candidates for these sensors are:

• wheel encoders in combination with steering angle measurements

• gyroscopes

• articulation angle sensors

Although these sensors do not provide direct information about the distance
from the vehicle to the path, they improve the kinematic description of the
vehicle that will be used in the Kalman filter. Condition of this improvement is
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Figure 6.8: Block scheme of feedback linearizing controller

that the sensor outputs are not subjected to unmodeled systematic errors and
that the sensor noise is modeled properly. Moreover, adding extra sensors will
result in redundancy of the Kalman filter, so that failure of one or more sensors
will not result in direct malfunction of the filter, but graceful degradation of the
performance will take place. Failure of the sensors can, for example, be detected
by comparing redundant sensors on sensor level. Another method is to compare
the sensor output with the estimated output of the Kalman filter. It is assumed
that all measurements, except the magnet measurements, occur synchronized
with the sampling instances k .

In figure 6.8, it is outlined how all measurements are processed in the Kalman
filter. The algorithms for this processing will be discussed in the next subsec-
tions.
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Figure 6.9: Relation between siym,si and siypsi,si

6.8.1 Magnet updates

It is assumed that a set of magnetic field sensors is placed at the origin of
each coordinate frame. In this chapter, slant of the magnet and vehicle will
be neglected. In this way, the frames si can take the place of the frame s as
defined in chapter 5 for each set of sensor. Moreover, the frames m and i1 as
defined in the same chapter coincide and are thus interchangeable. Under these
assumptions, the vector component iyi,si that is determined from the magnetic
field sensor readings can be written as siym,si . This will be done from now on
to avoid confusion.

To apply an update to the observer, siym,si has to be expressed in the track-
ing errors psiypsi,si. To allow for inaccurate magnet placement, it will be as-
sumed that the magnets are placed at a known place in the neighborhood of
the path to be followed, as shown in figure 6.9. Let the point pm denote the
orthogonal projection of the magnet onto the path. Then the deviation of the
magnet from the path is given by mypm,m . Since, in general, the road curvature
is small compared to the distance from the vehicle to the path and the distance
from the magnet to the path, the distances d1 and d2 as defined in figure 6.9 can
be neglected, so that the measurement siym,si can be expressed in the tracking
errors with

siym,si(x) =
psiypsi,si(x)
cos psiεsi(x)

+
mym,pm

cos pmεsi(x)
, (6.84)

1Note that, with abuse of notation, the symbol i of the frames i denote ’ideal’ whereas the
symbol i of the framessi denote 0, . . . , n+ 1
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Figure 6.10: Asynchronous character of magnet updates

where pmεsi denotes the angle between the tangent to the path at point pm and
frame si. A numerical example was worked out to study whether d1 and d2 can
be neglected. With siym,si = 0.5m, psiypsi,si = −0.4m and mypm,m = 0.1m on
a 12m radius curve, d1 ≈ 13.10−6 m and d2 ≈ 20.10−5 m, which illustrates that
it is valid to neglect d1 and d2.

As already discussed in the previous section, the time instance at which one
of the vehicle’s magnet sensors passes a magnet will, in general, not coincide
with a sampling instance at which the prediction equation (6.72) is updated, as
illustrated in figure 6.10. If the time instance ∆2 as illustrated in figure 6.10 is
too large, i.e. the deviation measured at t = k∆ + ∆1 differs too much from the
deviation at t = (k + 1)∆, the asynchronous character has to be brought into
account. In [78] a method based on multi-rate Kalman filtering [38] is proposed
to deal with this. The same method will be used here. When the time at which
magnet sensor i passes a magnet is known in relation to the sampling instances
k, the time intervals ∆1 and ∆2 as defined in figure 6.10, can be determined.
Equation (6.64) can be used then to calculate the prediction till time instance
t = k∆ + ∆1, assuming v(ξ) = 0, u(ξ) = uk, t = k∆, τ = ∆1 and x = x̂k,κ−1,
i.e

xκ,κ−1 = eA(x̂k,κ−1)∆1 +
∫ ∆1

0
eA( x̂k,κ−1)ξB(x̂k,κ−1)dξuk . (6.85)

The covariance of the estimation error can be propagated till time instant κ
with

Pκ,κ−1 = Ap(x̂k,κ−1)Pk,κ−1AT
p (x̂k,κ−1) + Vk, (6.86)

where (6.66), (6.75), (6.82) and (6.83) have to be evaluated at ∆ = ∆1. Sub-
sequently, the measurement at time instance t = k∆ + ∆1 can be utilized to
update the state with

x̂κ,κ = x̂κ,κ−1 + Lyi(
siym,si − si ŷm,si(x̂k,κ−1)), (6.87)

where
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Cyi =
∂siŷm,si(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=x̂k,κ−1

(6.88)

and
Lyi = Pκ,κ−1CT

yi(CyiPκ,κ−1CT
yi + Wyi)−1, (6.89)

with Wyi the covariance of the measurement noise, which is assumed to be white
and Gaussian with zero mean. The error covariance matrix can be updated with

Pκ,κ = Pκ,κ−1 − LyiCyiPκ,κ−1 . (6.90)

Next, the state can be propagated to time instant k + 1 using equation (6.64)
again, but this time with t replaced with k∆ + ∆1, τ = ∆2 and x(t) = x̂κ,κ, so

xk+1,κ = eA(x̂κ,κ)∆2 +
∫ ∆2

0
eA(x̂κ,κ)ξB(x̂κ,κ)dξuk . (6.91)

The error covariance matrix can be propagated with

Pk+1,κ = Ap(x̂κ,κ)Pκ,κAT
p (x̂κ,κ ) + Vk, (6.92)

where (6.66), (6.75), (6.82) and (6.83) have to be evaluated at ∆ = ∆2.

6.8.2 Wheelencoder updates

Wheel encoders can be used to determine the rotational wheel speed ωwij. As-
suming the wheels do not slide over the road surface, ωwij is related to the
velocity of the wheel in the direction of the wheel plane Vwij by

Vwij = ωwij rwij , (6.93)

with rwij the wheel radius. Note that the same notation has been used as in
chapter 3. i.e. j stands for the axle number, with j = 1 for the tractor’s front
axle and j = n + 1 for the tractor’s rear axle. Furthermore i = 1 for the wheels
at the left and i = 2 for the wheels at the right.

Using the tire model as discussed in chapter 3, Vwij can be expressed in the
state vector x with

Vwij(x) = cos(δij − arctan
cj ẏwij(x)
cjẋwij (x)

)
√
cjẋ2

wij
(x) + cj ẏ2

wij
(x), (6.94)

where, with some abuse of notation compared to chapter 3, a distinction has
been made between the steering angles at the left and the steering angles at the
right, in order to allow for differences in these two due to the steering mechanism.
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Using (D.9) and (6.5), cj ẏwij and cj ẋwij can be expressed in the state vector
(x) with

cjẋwij(x) = Jlongwij
c1ˆ̇q = JlowijJ

−1
path(Y Txx + Y Tvxvx) (6.95)

cj ẏwij(x) = Jlatwij
c1 ˆ̇q = Jlawij

J−1
path(Y Txx + Y Tvxvx), (6.96)

where

Y Tx =
[

01×(n+1) 01×(3(n+1)+5)

I(n+1)×(n+1) 0(n+1)×(3(n+1)+5)

]
(6.97)

Y Tvx =
[

1 0(n+1)×1
]T

. (6.98)

Note that in equation (6.95) and (6.96) the longitudinal velocity vx also has to
be measured, since vx is not part of the observer state. Furthermore

Jlongwi1
=

[
1 0 (−1)ib1 0 . . . 0

]
(6.99)

Jlatwi1
=

[
0 1 lf 1 0 . . . 0

]
(6.100)

and

Jlongwij
=
[

cos c1εcj sin c1εcj dw1j sin cjεc1 . . . dwj−1j sin cj εcj−1 (−1)ibj 0 . . . 0
]

Jlatwij=
[

cos c1εcj sin c1εcj dw1j sin cjεc1 . . . dwnj sin cjεcn
]
. (6.101)

for j > 1.
Assuming a measurement of the speed of wheel wij comes available at time

instant k = κ, the state estimate can be updated with

x̂κ,κ = x̂κ,κ−1 + Lwij(Vwij − V̂wij(x̂κ,κ−1)), (6.102)

where
Lwij = Pκ,κ−1CT

wij
(CwijPκ,κ−1CT

wij
+WV wij)

−1, (6.103)

with

Cwij =
∂Vwij(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂κ,κ−1

. (6.104)

The noise covariance matrix WVwij can be calculated with

WVwij = Wωwijr
2
wij +

∂V̂wij
∂vx

Wvx

(
∂V̂wij
∂vx

)T
, (6.105)

with Wωwij the noise covariance of the wheel speed measurement and Wvx the
noise covariance of the velocity measurement. Subseque ntly, the error covariance
matrix can be updated with

Pκ,κ = Pκ,κ−1 − LwijCwijPκ,κ−1. (6.106)
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6.8.3 Gyroscope updates

A rate gyroscope can be used to measure the yaw-rate of a carriage with respect
to the world. The yaw-rate can be expressed in the state vector x

w ε̇ci(x) = εciTqJ−1
path(Y Txx + Y Tvxvx). (6.107)

Assuming a measurement of w ε̇ci comes available at time instant k = κ, the
state can be updated with

x̂κ,κ = x̂κ,κ−1 + Lεci(
w ε̇ci − w ˆ̇εci(x̂κ,κ−1)), (6.108)

where

Lεci = Pκ,κ−1CT
εci



CεciPκ,κ−1CT
εci + Wεci +

∂w ˆ̇εci
∂vx

Wvx

(
∂wˆ̇εci
∂vx

)T


−1

,

(6.109)
with

Cεci =
∂w ε̇ci(x)
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂κ,κ−1

(6.110)

and wεci the covariance of the measurement noise of the gyroscope. Subse-
quently, the covariance matrix can be updated with

Pκ,κ = Pκ,κ−1 − LεciCεciPκ,κ−1 . (6.111)

6.8.4 Articulation angle updates

The articulation angle is one of the quantities that can be measured relatively
easily. Therefore, an articulation angle sensor is also a good candidate to be
used to update the Kalman filter. A problem with the articulation angle is that
it depends on the path to be followed. For example, when the vehicle follows
exactly a curve, the articulation angle doesn’t equal zero but equals the desired
articulation angle φides = wεci+1des−

wεcides, i = 1..n− 1. Therefore, the shape
of the path has to be taken into account with the updates of the filter with
articulation angle measurements. In order to do this, the articulation angle
relative to the desired articulation angle φierr = wεci+1err − wεcierr, i = 1..n− 1
can be expressed in the states x with

φierr = φiTc1q ′
yT−1

c1q ′
yTxx, (6.112)

where the matrix φiTc1q′ is an 1 by n + 1 matrix filled with zeros, except for
the (i+ 1)th and the ith component which equal 1 and -1 respectively. Now an
estimate of φ̂i can be obtained with

φ̂i = φ̂ierr + wεci+1des −
wεcides i = 1..n− 1 (6.113)
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Assuming a measurement of φi comes available at time instant k = κ, the
state can be updated with

x̂κ,κ = x̂κ,κ−1 + Lφi(φi − φ̂i(x̂κ,κ−1)), (6.114)

where
Lφi = Pκ,κ−1CT

φi(CφiPκ,κ−1CT
φi +Wφi)

−1, (6.115)

with

Cφi =
∂wφi(x)
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂κ,κ−1

(6.116)

and Wφi the covariance of the measurement noise of the articulation angle mea-
surements. Subsequently, the covariance matrix can be updated with

Pκ,κ = Pκ,κ−1 − LφiCφiPκ,κ−1 . (6.117)

6.9 Determination of path orientations and de-
sired orientations

To calculate the articulation angle update of the observer, online information
about the desired orientations wεcides is required. Moreover, the observer de-
pends on the path orientations wεpsi and their derivatives with respect to time
via the matrix Jpath and its time derivative in equation (6.20). How to determine
these quantities is topic of this section.

When the path to be followed and the points si are known, the desired
orientations wεpcides

can be calculated as function of σps1 , and stored in a look-
up table which has σps1 as input. Equation (E.8) and (E.8) in combination
with equation (3.67) can be used to obtain an online estimate of σ̇ps1, which
can be integrated to obtain an estimate of σps1 that can be used as input for
the look-up table.

This integration might be sub jected to drift due to for example wrong initial
values of the integrator routine. This drift can be corrected for by utilizing the
permanent magnets of the magnetic referencing system. A requirement is that
the distances from the magnets to the starting point of the path is known (either
by placing them at a fixed distance, or by storing the actual distance of each
magnet in a look-up table). Each time the magnetic field sensor at the front of
the vehicle passes a magnet, the integrator can be reset to the distance of this
magnet.

To obtain wεpsi, the same procedure as for the desired orientations can be
followed. The orientation of the path can be calculated as function of the
distance to the beginning of the path and stored in a look-up table. The look-
up table can be read out with σpsi as input. σpsi can be obtained in a similar
way as for σps1 .
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The rate of change or the path orientation w ε̇psi, can be obtained by using

w ε̇psi =
dwεpsi
dσpsi

σ̇psi, (6.118)

By calculating
dwεpsi
dσpsi

off-line as function of σpsi, and storing the result in a
look-up table, w ε̇psi can be obtained online by by using the estimate of σpsi as
input of the table, and multiplying the output of the table by σ̇psi .

6.10 Simulation results

Simulations have been carried out to investigate the performance of the designed
Kalman filter. For these simulations, a model of an all-wheel steered double
articulated vehicle has been used. This vehicle was steered along the path to be
followed by means of the feedback linearizing controller that will be presented
in chapter 8. The true deviation and true velocity with resp ect to the path were
used as input for the controller, so that the observer operates in open loop. The
distance between magnets of the magnetic referencing system, as discussed in
chapter 5, was set to 4m in the simulations. Table 6.1 lists the sensor noise
covariances as used for the tuning of the Kalman filter and to simulate sensor
noise during the simulations.

quantity covariance unit
Vαaiy 0.2 m2/s4

Vvx 0.0004 m2/s2

Vc1ẍw,c1 0.01 m2/s4

Wεci 0.00005 rad2/s2

Wφi 0.00002 rad2

Wyi 0.0001 m2

Table 6.1: Sensor noise covariances

To obtain the noise covariance of the accelerometer readings αaiy and the
gyro readings w ε̇ci , a test vehicle equipped with accelerometers and a gyroscoop
was driven on a straight road. It was assumed that the lateral acceleration and
the yaw-rates of the vehicle equal zero for this case. The noise covariances were
determined by calculating the mean of the square of the sensor readings minus
the mean of the sensor readings, over a finite time interval, i.e.

Vχ =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(χ(i) −
1
N

N∑

i=1

χ(i))2, (6.119)

where χ(i) denotes the ith sensor reading, N the total number of samples and
Vχ the noise covariance. The test vehicle was equipp ed with a diesel engine
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to drive the vehicle. It appeared that the accelerometer noise covariance was
influenced by the number of revolutions of the engine. For the tuning of the
observer and the simulations, the worst case situation as measured on the test
vehicle was considered. The remaining sensor noise covariances are derived from
sensor datasheets.

The state disturbance covariances as used to tune the observer are listed in
table 6.2. Note that the state disturbances on the derivatives of psiypsi,si and on
θ were considered to be zero. The state disturbance on psiÿpsi,si were modeled
by the noise of the accelerometers.

quantity covariance unit
Vy 0 m2

Voai 0.001 m2/s4

Vηai 0.0005 rad/m
VΦ 0.1 rad2

Vθ̇ 0.01 rad2/s2

Vθ 0.0 rad2

Vζ1 0.1 1/s
Vζ2 1 1/s2

Table 6.2: State disturbance covariances

The covariance matrix P0,0 was taken as a diagonal matrix, i.e. the errors
in the initial states are considered to be uncorrelated. The diagonal elements of
P0,0 are shown in table 6.3. For clarity, the covariances are grouped by the sort
of state to which they correspond. The states corresponding with the diagonal
elements of P0,0 are listen in the left column of table 6.3. The initial covariances
of the lateral velocities psiẏpsi,si and the roll velocity θ̇ are taken equal to zero,
since it is assumed that the Kalman filter is switched on when the vehicle starts
from standing still.

state covariance covariance unit
psiẏpsi,si 0.00 m2/s2

psiypsi,si 0.1 m2

oai 0.04 m2/s4

ηai 0.05 rad2/s2

Φ 0.01 rad2

θ̇ 0.0 m2/s2

θ 0.01 rad2

ζ1 1 1/s
ζ2 10 1/s2

Table 6.3: Diagonal elements of covariance matrix
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The left plot in figure 6.11 shows the estimated (dashed lines) and true (con-
tinuous lines) tracking errors psiypsi,si for a vehicle entering a curve with 300m
radius at 20m/s longitudinal speed. The true tracking errors have been calcu-
lated with equations 4.4, 4.6 and 4.11. The vehicle enters the curve at t = 1s.
The right plot in the same figure shows the estimation errors. The maximum
estimation error equals about 1 cm. The left plot of figure 6.12 shows the true
and estimated tracking velocities psi ẏpsi,si for the same situation, whereas the
right plot of the same figure shows the velocity estimation error. For this sit-
uation, the maximum velocity estimation error equals about 0.05m/s. At the
beginning of the simulation, the velocity estimation error is a bit larger due to
the fact that initial values of the parameters ηi and the sensor offsets oi were
not set correctly. To illustrate this, figure 6.13 shows the estimates of the sensor
offsets oi in the left plot and the estimates of the gains ηi in the right plot.
Both figures show that both sets of parameters converge to a steady state value
(besides some variations due to noise) after a few seconds. These steady state
values do not completely correspond with the true values of the parameters,
but as figure 6.11 shows, the mean values of the estimates of the tracking errors
still converge to the true tracking errors despite the mismatch between the es-
timated and true parameters. For completeness, figure 6.14 shows the true and
estimated roll angle of the vehicle in the left plot and the true and estimated
road banking angle in the right plot. For this simulation, the road banking
angle was set to 0 rad. As the right plot in figure 6.14 shows, the estimate road
banking angle converges to a value close to zero. The left plot of the same figure
shows that the estimated vehicle roll angle follows the same trend as the true
roll angle. When the vehicle is completely in the curve, the mismatch between
the estimated roll angle and the true angle is about 20%. This is due to the
fact that the roll dynamics are not sufficiently excited. Results of closed loop
simulations show that in this case the estimate of the roll angle converges better.
In closed loop, the roll dynamics are excited by the measurement noise.

With the simulation results as shown so far, the velocity is relatively high,
so that the update rate of the magnet measurements also relatively high. To
investigate what happens at low speeds, when the update rate of the magnet
measurements is low, the same kind of simulation was carried out with a vehicle
driving at 6m/s and entering and exiting a curve with a radius of 20m at
t = 2.9 s and t = 13.4 s respectively. With this curve and this speed, the steady
state lateral acceleration the vehicle experiences when it is completely in the
curve equals 1.8m/s2, so that there still will be sufficient roll of the vehicle to
judge the performance of the observer when the vehicle is sub jected to roll.

The left plot of 6.15 shows the true and estimated tracking errors for this
situation. The right plot of the same figure shows the estimation error. The
estimation error is relatively large at the beginning of the simulation due to a
mismatch between the true and estimated accelerometer offsets and the gains
of the suspension system, as illustrated in both plots in figure 6.17. Later on
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Figure 6.11: True and estimated tracking errors for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 300 m

Figure 6.12: True and estimated lateral velocities for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 300 m

in the simulations, the maximum estimation error is about 3 cm. The largest
estimation errors mostly take place when the vehicle enters or exits the curve.
In steady state in the curve and at the straight road sections, the maximum
estimation error is about 1cm. Figure 6.18 shows the true and estimated roll
angles of the vehicle as well as the true and estimated road banking angle. The
plot of the roll angles show that for this curve, the true roll angles of the carriages
are not completely the same anymore, as was assumed with the modeling of the
vehicles roll motion in equation (6.27). The difference between the roll angles
however is negligibly small. Despite the difference in the true roll angles and the
simplifying assumptions that have been made, the estimated roll angle follows
the true roll angles reasonably well, especially when the vehicle is completely
in the curve. At the entrance of the curve, there is discrepancy between the
estimated and the true roll angles. This might be the reason of the somewhat
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Figure 6.13: True and estimated parameters for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 300 m

Figure 6.14: True and estimated roll angle (left plot) and road banking angle
(right plot) for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s entering a curve with radius of 300
m

larger estimation errors at the entrance of the curve.
In order to show that the designed Kalman filter also performs well when

the vehicle is sub jected to a wind disturbance, simulations were run with a
wind disturbance acting on the vehicle. The vehicle was assumed to drive in
between buildings at the beginning of the simulation, so that there is no wind
disturbance. After 5 seconds, the vehicle enters the free field where a strong wind
is blowing. This simulation was carried out with both a vehicle speed of 5m/s
and a speed of 20m/s. The figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the simulation results for
the vehicle driving at 20m/s. These figures show that the maximum error in
the estimation of the tracking error is about 1 cm whereas the maximum error
in the estimation of the velocity with respect to the path equals about 0.07m/s.
At the beginning of the simulation, the estimation errors are somewhat larger
due to the mismatch of the estimated gains and sensor offsets as discussed with
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Figure 6.15: True and estimated tracking errors for a vehicle driving at 6 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 20 m

Figure 6.16: True and estimated lateral velocities for a vehicle driving at 6 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 20 m

Figure 6.17: True and estimated parameters for a vehicle driving at 6 m/s
entering a curve with radius of 20 m
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Figure 6.18: True and estimated roll angle (left plot) and road banking angle
(right plot) for a vehicle driving at 6 m/s entering a curve with radius of 20 m

Figure 6.19: True and estimated tracking errors for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s
sub jected to a wind disturbance

the simulation results for the vehicle entering a curve.
The figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the simulation results for the vehicle driving

at 5m/s. In this case, the maximum error in the estimation of the tracking error
is about 2 cm whereas the maximum error in the estimation of the velocity
with respect to the path equals about 0.08m/s after the first few second of
the simulation. At the beginning of the simulation, the estimation errors are
somewhat larger again, as also discussed above. The simulation results show
that despite the low update rate of the magnetic referencing system for low
speed, the Kalman filter still performs reasonably well.
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Figure 6.20: True and estimated lateral velocities for a vehicle driving at 20 m/s
sub jected to a wind disturbance

Figure 6.21: True and estimated tracking errors for a vehicle driving at 5 m/s
sub jected to a wind disturbance

Figure 6.22: True and estimated lateral velocities for a vehicle driving at 5 m/s
sub jected to a wind disturbance
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6.11 Summary

An extended multi-rate Kalman filter has been designed to obtain continuous
estimates of the tracking errors and tracking velocities. This Kalman filter uses
accelerometers as input so that the effects of parameter variations and wind
disturbances remain small. To reduce the influence of road banking, vehicle roll
and offsets of the accelerometers, these variables are estimated online with the
Kalman filter.

The main sensors used to apply updates to the state estimates are the mag-
netic field sensors as discussed in the previous chapter. To deal with the discrete
character of these measurements, these updates are processed asynchronously
in time. The use of other sensors like articulation angle sensors, wheel encoders
and rate gyro’s has been discussed, so that updates to the filter can be ap-
plied also in between the magnets. Although these sensors provide no direct
information about the distance form the vehicle to the path, they improve the
description of the vehicle kinematics that is used in the Kalman filter. In this
way, a better estimate can be obtained, and the extra sensors add redundancy to
the Kalman filter, which can be useful in case of failure of one or more sensors.

Simulation results show that the Kalman filter performs well both at low and
high speed, for a distance of 4m in between the permanent magnets that are
used to mark the path. Although the estimates of the road banking angle, the
sensor offsets and vehicle roll do not converge to their true values, estimation
errors of less than 2cm can be achieved under the simulated circumstances.
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Model analysis for controller design

7.1 Introduction
7.2 Selectio n of outputs
7.3 Input selectio n

7.4 All-wheel steering versus
front wheel steering

7.5 Summary

7.1 Introduction

Before discussing the actual design of controllers, this chapter will be used to
address some topics that are important for the controller design. To start with,
section 7.2 will be used to consider the locations of the points si. Some possible
good locations will be discussed and a set of locations will be selected that
will be used in the remainder of this thesis. The vehicle model as derived
in chapter 3 has the drive torques and steering angles as input. In principle,
both type of inputs can be used for steering the vehicle. Section 7.3 will be
used to show that the steering inputs are the most beneficial for steering the
vehicle. Moreover, it will be derived that the influence of the drive torques on
the lateral dynamics of the vehicle can be neglected, so that knowledge of the
drive torques is not necessary for the lateral guidance system. The last but one
section of this chapter will be used to discuss the advantages of all-wheel steering
compared to front-wheel steering. A steady state analysis will be carried out
to show the influence of the longitudinal speed on the off-tracking behavior of
multiple-articulated vehicles. Finally, the influence of all-wheel steering on the
yaw dynamics will be considered, and it will be shown that in order to damp
the yaw dynamics, all-wheel steering is recommendable. The conclusions of this
chapter will be presented in chapter 7.5

7.2 Selection of outputs

In chapter 2, the outputs to be controlled are defined as the distances between
the path to be followed and the points si. The exact locations of the points
si were left out of consideration till so far. How to choose the location of the
points si is topic of this section.
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Figure 7.1: Vehicle entering a curve with points si chosen to optimize the occu-
pied road space in curved path sections

Figure 7.2: Lateral acceleration of rear end of a double articulated vehicle en-
tering a curve with points si chosen to optimize the occupied road space when
the vehicle is in a curve

Several criteria can be utilized to define the ’optimal’ locations for the points
si . For example, the points si can be chosen to minimize the road space occupied
by the vehicle. Another approach is to put the points si in the vicinity of the
doors, to minimize the distance between the doors of the busses and the platform
at the bus stop. In this way this distance is as small as possible, so that people
can board the vehicle very easily. The most obvious approach is to locate the
points in the middle of the axles of the vehicle, so that all axles follow the same
track, as is the case with railroad vehicles. All these approaches however leave
passenger comfort out of consideration.

To illustrate this, figure 7.1 shows a picture of a multiple-articulated vehicle
when it enters a curve. The locations of the points si where chosen somewhere
in the middle of the semi-trailers for the points s3..sn+1 and about 1/4 from
each end of the tractor for the points s1 and s2. In this way, the occupied
road space is minimized, when the vehicle is in a curved path section. As the
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Figure 7.3: Vehicle entering a curve with points si chosen for passengers comfort

Figure 7.4: Lateral acceleration of rear end of a vehicle entering a curve with
points si chosen for passengers comfort

figure shows, the rotation that the tractor experiences when it enters the curve
is propagated through the succeeding carriages to the last carriage. In this way,
passengers in the succeeding carriages already experience a lateral acceleration
before the carriage itself enters the curve. Figure 7.2 shows the acceleration
profile the passengers in the rear end of the last carriage experience in the
lateral direction when a double articulated vehicle enters a curve with zero
tracking error. As the figure shows, the passengers experience several changes
in lateral acceleration before the last carriage enters the curve. For passenger
comfort, this is undesirable.

Figure 7.3 shows the same kind of situation as depicted in figure 7.1, but
in this case, the points si i = 2..n are placed at the hitching points in between
the carriages and the point sn+1 is place at the center of the rear bumper of
the vehicle. The point s1 was placed at the front bumper, but the location of
this point is not critical for the following discussion. As the picture illustrates,
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there is no premature propagation of rotations to the semi-trailers in this way.
Figure 7.4 shows the lateral acceleration of a passenger in the rear end of the
last carriage of a double articulated vehicle if the tracking error is zero for this
situation. The figure shows this acceleration is unequal to zero only when the
last carriage itself is in the curve. This is much more desirable for passenger
comfort. For this reason, the points s2, ..,sn+1 will be located following the last
method in the remainder of this thesis. The point s1 will be located 2m behind
the tractor’s front axle, to reduce the road space occupied by the tractor.

7.3 Input selection

The model as described in chapter 3 has n+ 1 steering angles and 2(n+ 1) drive
torques as input. The steering angles are meant for steering the vehicle whereas
the torques are mainly meant to drive the vehicle. However, applying different
torques to the left and right wheel of each axle, the torques can also be used for
steering the vehicle. Together with the n + 1 steering angles, this yields a total
of 2(n + 1) possible inputs for steering the vehicle. Since the model (3.76) only
has n + 1 independent degrees of freedom to be controlled, n + 1 inputs suffice
to control all tracking errors psiypsi,si . This section will be dedicated to present
a method to select those n+ 1 inputs out of the 2(n+ 1) available inputs, which
have the largest influence on the tracking errors. As an example, this selection
method has been applied to a double articulated vehicle.

The selection method that has been used is based on the singular values of
the model of a double-articulated vehicle. The singular values can be considered
as the principal gains of a system. To see this, let G denote a transfer function
from input to output of a l ×m system. Then, G can be decomposed as [80]

G = UΣVH (7.1)

where VH denotes the complex conjugate transpose of V. The matrices V and
U are unitary matrices. The columns of V can be considered as the principal
input directions, whereas the columns of U can be viewed as the principal output
directions. The matrix Σ is an l ×m matrix with Σ[i,i] as the singular values.
The remaining elements equal zero. In this way, the ith singular value can be
viewed as the gain between the ith principal input and the ith principal output.
The larger the singular values are, the more influence the inputs have on the
outputs.

To carry out this singular value analysis for one set of inputs, an a priori
selection of n+ 1 inputs has to be made. A comparison has to be made between
the singular values of, in principle, all possible input combinations. For large
values of n, this is quite a lot of work. However, from the physics of the vehicle, it
can be concluded beforehand that using both the differential torque and steering
angle of the same axle as component of the n + 1 input vector results in loss of
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controllability, since not the whole space spanned by the outputs can be reached
in this way. Therefore, for each axle, either the differential torques or steering
angles has to be considered. This leaves 2n+1 combinations to be checked.

Prior to the analysis as discussed above, the inputs and outputs of the system
have to be scaled, such that a scaled input with magnitude one corresponds to
the maximum allowed value of the real input and a scaled output value one
corresponds to the intended maximum output value. Input scaling is required
since different types of inputs are considered with differences in their maximum
values. Scaling the outputs is not strictly necessary, but yields an extra screening
tool. When the singular values of the input and output scaled system are smaller
than 1, the outputs can not be controlled to the intended maximum value.

Let, in order to scale the system, the unscaled system be denoted by

y = Hu (7.2)

Then the transfer function G from the scaled input

usc =






u[1]
umax[1]

...
u [l]

umax[l]




 , (7.3)

to the scaled output

ysc =






y[1]
umax[1]

...
u[l]

ymax[l]




 (7.4)

can be written as

G =






H[1,1]umax[1]
ymax[1]

. . .
H[1,n+1]umax[n+1]

ymax[1]

... . . .
...

H[n+1,1]umax[1]

ymax[n+1]
. . .

H[n+1,n+1]umax[n+1]

ymax[n+1]






(7.5)

where umax [i] denotes the maximum of the absolute value of input u[i] and where
ymax[i] denotes the maximum of the absolute value of output y[i].

In order to use the method as described above for selecting the inputs with
the largest influence on the tracking errors of the multiple-articulated vehicle,
the torque input vector as defined in equation (3.73) has been written as

Tdr =
[

Tdrm − ∆Tdr

Tdrm + ∆Tdr

]
, (7.6)

where
Tdrm =

Tdr1 + Tdr2

2
(7.7)
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and

∆Tdr =
Tdr1 − Tdr1

2
. (7.8)

So the j th element of the (n + 1) vector Tdrm denotes the mean of the drive
torques applied to the wheels on the jth axle and the jth element of the (n+ 1)
vector ∆Tdr denotes the difference between the torque applied to the right wheel
and the torque applied to the left wheel of the jth axle. Substitu ting equation
(7.6) into equation (3.76) yields

yM(c1q)ÿs + yCẏ(c1q̇, c1q)ẏs + yCvx(
c1q̇, c1q)vx + yD(c1q̇, c1q) =

yBlat(c1q̇, c1q,∆T dr ,T drm)δ t + yBlong(c1q)
([

I
−I

]
∆T dr +

[
I
I

]
T drm

)

(7.9)
In order to obtain a linear state space description of the vehicle model, this equa-
tion, together with the actuator dynamics (3.78) and (3.79) has been linearized
numerically (using Simulink) about a straight track and about T drm = 0. The
mean drive torques have been taken equal to zero to allow for the largest pos-
sible differential torque by means of the electric drives. For this linearization,
a vehicle with the dimensions of a double articulated bus has been used. The
state space description of the linearized model can be written as

ẋ = Ax + Busc

yssc = Cx,
(7.10)

where the input vector u is given by

usc =
[

ustsc
udrsc

]
(7.11)

and the state vector x contains the state of the vehicle model (3.76) and the
states of the actuator dynamics. The input vector ustsc denotes the scaled
steering actuator inputs and udrsc denotes the scaled differential torques actu-
ator input. Furthermore, yssc denotes the scaled output vector. Prior to the
linearization, the steering inputs have been scaled with a scale factor 0.5 rad
representing the maximum steering angles. The torque inputs have been scaled
with a factor 10.000Nm. Furthermore, time constants of the steering actuators
were set to 32ms, representing a bandwidth of about 5Hz, whereas the time
constants for the torque actuators were set to 5.3ms, representing a bandwidt h
of 30Hz. With the state space equation (7.10), the transfer function Giiii(jω)
has been calculated as

Giiii(jω) = C(jωI −A)−1BTiiii, (7.12)

where the 2(n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix Tiiii denotes a transformation matrix to
select the desired input combination. The subscripts iiii denotes which input
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combination is selected. Each i corresponds to one of the axles, starting with
the first i for the front axle and continuing backward for the following i′s. i = 1
corresponds to steering with the steering angles whereas i = 0 corresponds to
steering with the differential torques.

The figures 7.5 till 7.12 show the plots of the singular values of all input
combinations that have to be checked. The singular value plots of the input
combinations 0000 till 0011 show only three singular values. The fourth singular
value equals zero for these input combinations. This indicates that not the
whole output space can be reached by these input combinations. This can also
be concluded from observing the physics of the vehicle. With the differential
torques as input of the axles of the tractor, only torques can be exerted on the
tractor. This means that the tractor only can be rotated. This means that the
output directions corresponding to a lateral movement of the tractor can not be
reached at all. With the steering angle as input of one of the axles of the tractor,
these output directions can be reached, since all singular values corresponding
to this type of input combination are larger than zero. For this reasons, the
input combinations 0000 till 0011 are not allowed as input combinations.

From the remaining singular value plots, it can be concluded that only for
the input combinations 0111, 1011 and 1111 all singular values are large than 1
for some frequency range. This means that only these input combinations can
cover the intended output space by the allowed input space for some frequencies.
This indicates that at most one axle of the tractor could possibly be actuated
by differential torques, but certainly not all axles.

From the input combinations 0111, 1011 and 1111, combination 1111 has
the largest singular values. Moreover, the frequency range for which all singular
values are larger than 1 is the largest for this combination and ranges from 0 to
about 6Hz. This indicates that the steering angles have the most influence on
the outputs and that up to 6Hz steering with the steering angles is completely
sufficient. Therefore, the steering angles will be used as control inputs in the
remainder of this thesis. It will be assumed that

∆Tdr = 0 (7.13)

Due to this assumption, the width of the vehicle can be neglected.
With the differential torque vector ∆Tdr equal to zero, the model (7.9) still

depends on the mean drive torque Tdrm via the term yBlong
[

I I
]T
T drm and

dependency of the matrix yBlat as equations (3.73) and (3.77e) show. When the
drive torque is measured and small enough, the influence of the drive torques on
the tracking errors can be compensated for with the controllers to be designed.
When the drive torques are too large, complete compensation might be impos-
sible. Therefore, the influence of the drive torques on the tracking errors will
be investigated now.

As (3.73) and (3.77e) show, the matrix yBlat is proportional to

D(RwiTdri) + Ct , (7.14)
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Figure 7.5: Plot of singular values for input combinations 0000 and 0001.

Figure 7.6: Plot of singular values for input combinations 0010 and 0011.

Figure 7.7: Plot of singular values for input combinations 0100 and 0101.
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Figure 7.8: Plot of singular values for input combinations 0110 and 0111.

Figure 7.9: Plot of singular values for input combinations 1000 and 1001.

Figure 7.10: Plot of singular values for input combinations 1010 and 1011.
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Figure 7.11: Plot of singular values for input combinations 1100 and 1101.

Figure 7.12: Plot of singular values for input combinations 1110 and 1111.

where Rwi is a diagonal matrix with the wheel radii on the diagonal and Ct is
a diagonal matrix with the cornering stiffnesses on the diagonal. For practical
vehicle parameters, the jth diagonal element of the product D(RwiTdri) will be
one order of magnitude less than the jth diagonal element of the matrix Ct . Fur-
thermore, as explained in chapter 3, the cornering stiffnesses depend amongst
others on factors like load and tire pressure . Therefore, it is difficult to determine
the cornering stiffnesses accurately. Moreover, with (unknown) changing load
conditions, also the cornering stiffnesses will experience an unknown change.
The magnitudes of the diagonal elements of the product D(RwiTdri) will in
general be smaller than the inaccuracy with which the cornering stiffnesses can
be determined. Therefore, the influence of the term D(RwiTdri) can be ne-
glected.

In order to investigate the influence of the dependency of (7.9) on Tdrm via
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Figure 7.13: Plot of singular values with mean driving torques as inputs

the term yBlong (c1q)
[

I I
]T
T drm, a same kind of analysis has been carried

out as has been done for the differential torques in this section. First the vehicle
model was linearized around a straight path and the mean drive torques Tdrm
were considered as input. For this case, all singular values equal zero. This
shows that the drive torques have negligible influence on the tracking errors
psiypsi,si for this situation. This also can be seen from the vehicle configuration,
since with zero articulation angles, the drive torques don’t result in forces in the
directions of any of the tracking errors psiypsi,si . This shows that linearizing the
model around Tdrm = 0 during the selection of the inputs is justified.

From the vehicle configuration, it can also be seen that for a sharp curve,
i.e. when the articulation angles are large, the influence of the drive torques on
the tracking errors is maximal. Therefore, another singular value analysis has
been carried out but now for the vehicle model linearized around a sharp curve,
such that all articulation angles equal 45 degrees.

Figure 7.13 shows the three nonzero singular values for this situation. The
other singular value equals zero, which indicates that not the whole output space
is influenced by the drive torques. In the same plot, the singular values of input
combination 1111, which are calculated for the same situation, are plotted, in
order to make a comparison. As the plot illustrates, the singular values of the
drive torques are much smaller at low frequencies than the singular values of
the steering angle inputs. This shows that the steering angles can suppress the
influence of the drive torques for the vehicle considered here.

The analysis above shows that for the double articulated vehicle considered
here, the influence of the drive torques on the lateral dynamics can be suppress ed
by the steering angles inputs. The situation might change when braking is
considered. The braking torque produced by mechanical brakes is larger than
the torque that can be produced by electric motors. This means that it might
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be impossible to reject the influence of the braking torque completely when the
vehicle is in a curve. The same applies when the vehicle is equipped with rear-
wheel drive only. In this case, the drive torque delivered by the wheels of the
semi-trailers will be larger than considered above, so that it might be impossible
to reject the influence of the drive torques on the lateral dynamics completely.
Moreover, when a vehicle with more carriages is considered, the influence of the
drive torques increases. Also in this case it might be impossible to reject the
influence of the drive torques completely.

7.4 All-wheel steering versus front wheel steer-
ing

When a controller with integrating action is applied to the all-wheel steered
multiple-articulated vehicle, in order to steer the vehicle along the path, all
tracking errors psiypsi,si can be controlled to zero in steady state, since the
whole output space can be reached by the steering angles as has been shown in
the previous section. With front wheel steering only, only one of the outputs
can be controlled to zero in steady state, since only one input can be used to
control the vehicle. Assuming the tracking error ps1yps1,s1 will be controlled,
steering with the tractor front wheels only might result in large steady state
values for the remaining tracking errors, when the vehicle follows a curve or is
sub jected to lateral disturbance forces like for example wind.

In [86], these steady state tracking errors have been analyzed for a single
articulated vehicle following a curve with constant radius R, using a dynamic
vehicle model as described in equation (3.55). Neglecting the drive torques Tdr ,
the longitudinal dynamics and second and higher-order terms of the articulation
angles and the body slip angles βwij, the yaw angles ps1εsi relative to the tangent
to the road at the origin of frame ps1 can be written as [86]

ps1εs2 = −
lr1
R

+
m1

Crw1

lf1

lf1 + lr1

v2
x

R
(7.15)

ps1εs3 = −
dr1 + df2 + lr2

R
+

m2

Crw2

df2

df2 + lr2

v2
x

R
, (7.16)

where R is the radius of the path to be followed. In equation (7.16), the first,
mass and velocity independent, term on the right hand side predicts the yaw
error for the kinematic case, i.e. when the dynamics of the vehicle can be
neglected. The second term on the right hand side is due to the dynamics of
the vehicle. Equation (7.16) can be rewritten as

Crw2(df2 + lr2)(ps1εs3 +
dr1 + df2 + lr2

R
) = m2df 2

v2
x

R
. (7.17)
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Figure 7.14: Steady state tracking errors with front wheel steering only

This can be viewed as a torque balance around the hitching point in between
the tractor and the semi-trailer. The right hand side equals the torque around
the hitching point due to the centrifugal acceleration v2

x/R acting on the center
of gravity of the semi-trailer, whereas the left hand side can be viewed as the
counter torque exerted on the vehicle by the tires, with the term

ps1εs3 +
dr1 + df2 + lr2

R
(7.18)

as the tire slip angles. With this insight, equation (7.16) can easily be extended
to the multiple-articulated case as

ps1εsj+1 = −
∑j

i=1 dwli
R

+
mj

Crwj

dfj
dfj + lrj

v2
x

R
, (7.19)

with d[li] as defined in section 3.4
Given the yaw angles ps1εsj+1, the tracking errors psiypsi,si, i > 1 can be

calculated with

psiypsi,si = R −
√
ps1x2

ps1 ,si
+ (R − ps1y2

ps1,si
)2, (7.20)

ps1xps1 ,si and ps1yps1,si can be expressed in the yaw angles ps1εsj+1 with

ps1xps1,si = (ls1 + ls2) cos ps1εs2 +
i∑

j=3

dsij−1 cos ps1εsj (7.21)
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Figure 7.15: Tracking errors (left plot) and centrifugal accelerations (right plot)
for a double articulated commuter bus following a curve with radius R = 400m

and

ps1yps1,si = (ls1 + ls2) sin ps1εs2 +
i∑

j=3

dsij−1 sin ps1εsj . (7.22)

with dsij−1 as defined in equation (2.37). One and another is illustrated in figure
7.14.

Equation (7.20) has been used to calculate the tracking errors ps2yps2,s2 ,
ps3yps3,s3 and ps4yps4,s4 for a double articulated commuter bus, while lateral
guidance has been applied with front wheel steering only. The left plot in
figure 7.15 shows the tracking errors as function of the tractor’s longitudinal
velocity. For this plot, a curve with a radius R of 400 m has been used. The
right plot in the same figure shows the centrifugal accelerations of the centers
of gravity of the carriages when the vehicle is completely in the curve. As both
plots show, the tracking errors are negative with a relatively large magnitude
at low velocity. The negative sign means that the points s2, s3 and s4 are
at the inside of the curve. It is clear that certainly at low speed, all-wheel
steering can be used to reduce the tracking errors of the points s2, s3 and s4.
At increasing speed, the magnitude of the tracking errors decrease. This is due
to the dynamic part of the expressions for the yaw angles ps1εpsi as given in
equation (7.15) and (7.19). At a certain speed, the tracking errors change sign
and their magnitudes increase again. The left plot of figure 7.15 shows that
at high speed, the magnitude of the tracking errors becomes relatively large
again, while the lateral acceleration of the centers of gravity of the carriages is
still sufficiently low to guarantee passenger comfort. The positive sign of the
tracking errors at high speed indicates that the points s2, s3 and s4 are at the
outside of the curve now. This is completely due to the centrifugal forces acting
on the carriages.
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At a speed of about 95 km/h, all tracking errors as shown in the left plot of
figure 7.15 are about 29cm 1. For accurate path following, this is inadmissibly
large. So even at high speed, all-wheel steering can be useful to reduce the
tracking errors.

The conclusion drawn above is completely based on a steady state analysis.
Also from a dynamical point of view, it is useful to use all-wheels steering.
In [42, 69], an analysis has been carried out to study the lateral dynamics of
front-wheel steered passenger cars. For this study, a vehicle with a so-called
look-down referencing system was considered. With such a system, a lateral
displacement sensor is mounted under the vehicle’s front bump er. The tracking
error is defined as the deviation of this sensor with respect to the path to be
followed. The analysis in [42, 69] shows that the transfer function from steering
input to lateral displacement of the front bump er consists amongst others of a
complex pole-pair and a complex zero-pair. Both the complex zeros and complex
poles experience decreased damping for increased velocity. The damping of the
zero pair appears to be worse than the damping of the pole pair. When the loop
between the lateral displacement sensor and the steering actuator is closed with
a controller for steering the vehicle along the path, the complex zero pair attracts
the complex pole-pair resulting in a decreased damping for the closed loop pole-
pair. For the tracking error dynamics this is not such a problem, since the
complex pole-pair and complex zero-pair almost cancel. The transfer function
from steering input to yaw movement however, contains the same pole-pair as
the closed loop transfer function from steering input to lateral displacement.
For the yaw dynamics, this pole-pair is not cancelled by a zero-pair, resulting
in oscillatory yaw behaviour at high speed.

To overcome this problem, the authors in [42, 69] propose to use a so
called virtual look-ahead referencing scheme instead of a look-down referencing
scheme. In a virtual look-ahead scheme for passenger cars, a second displace-
ment is placed under the vehicle’s rear bumper. By combining the front and
rear displacement sensor, the tracking error of a point at a distance ds in front of
the vehicle can be predicted. Increasing the distance ds increases the damping
of the complex zero-pair in the open loop transfer function from steering input
to tracking error, which in turn improves the yaw dynamics. In [47, 86], a same
kind of analysis is carried out for a articulated vehicle, and the same conclusions
are drawn for this type of vehicle.

Using look-ahead for the vehicle as discussed in this thesis, will increase the
steady state tracking errors as predicted by equation (7.20), since the distance
ls1 increases. By using all-wheel steering, the yaw dynamics will be damped
actively, eliminating the need for virtual look-ahead, which in turn avoids the
increase of steady state tracking errors. So, also from a dynamical point of view,

1The tracking errors depend on vehicle parameters like mass and cornering stiffness as
shown in equations (7.15)and (7.19),so that the value of the tracking errorswill change with
changing vehicle parameters. The trend, however, will be the same as shown in figure 7.15
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all-wheel steering is advantageous compared with front-wheel steering only.

7.5 Summary

The control model as derived in chapter 3 has been used to analyze the system
to be controlled. Some considerations for the locations of the points si have
been discussed. For passenger comfort reasons, the points si, i = 2..n have been
put on the vertical axes of the hitching mechanisms in between the carriages,
and the point sn+1 has been put on the rear bumper of the last carriage. The
point s1 has been put 2.5m in front of the tractor’s center of gravity.

A singular value analysis has been carried out to show that the steering
inputs have, compared with differential torque steering, the most influence on
the outputs. For this reason, the steering angles have been selected as control
inputs of the system. A similar kind of analysis has been carried out to show
that the influence of the drive torques on the tracking errors can counteracted
by means of the steering angles.

A steady state analysis has been presented to show that both at low and
at high speed front-wheel steering only results in large off-tracking of the rear
axles. This off-tracking can be reduced by using all-wheel steering. It has been
motivated that from a dynamical point of view all wheel steering is useful to
damp the yaw-dynamics of the vehicle.
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8.1 Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to discuss the design and simulation results of two
controllers for steering an all-wheel steered multiple-articulated vehicle along
the path to be followed. Before starting the discussion about controller de-
sign, section 8.2 is used to consider the performance requirements on the lateral
guidance system that are of importance for the controller design. Section 8.3
discusses the design and simulation results of a feedback linearizing controller.
For the design of this controller, the steering actuator dynamics are neglected.
Therefore, the controller is extended to a so-called backstepping controller, to be
discussed in section 8.4. Concluding remarks about the contents of this chapter
are given in section 8.5

8.2 Considerations on performance requirements

For automation of passenger transp ort, passenger comfort is an important factor
to deal with and determines for a great part the performance requirements of
a lateral guidance system. One important comfort factor is the frequency con-
tents of the lateral motion of the vehicle. Sudden changes in lateral acceleration
may cause that passengers feel uncomfortable. In particular, acceleration com-
ponents in the 5− 10Hz frequency region can excite internal body resonances,
resulting in an uncomfortable feeling [43]. For this reason, the closed-loop band-
width should certainly be lower than 5Hz. In literature 1.2Hz is often taken
as upperbound for the bandwidt h of the lateral guidance system [2].

An other important comfort factor to deal with is the steady state lateral
acceleration. The steady state lateral guidance depends on the longitudinal
velocity and the curvature of the road. In the vehicle guidance literature, 0.2 g
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is often used as upperbound for the steady state lateral acceleration [43]. The
maximum allowable lateral acceleration for the Dutch roads depends strongly
on the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle [74, 75] and ranges from 2.7m/s2

at low speed to as low as 1m/s2 at highway speed. For public transport, the
maximum allowable lateral acceleration is in general lower than for passenger
cars. For the articulated busses in this thesis, a maximum steady state lateral
acceleration of 1.5m/s2 will be assumed for all speeds.

An other important factor for a lateral guidance system is the maximum
tracking error. Since the tracking error depends on many factors such as dis-
turbance forces, vehicle parameters, road quality and road shape, it is difficult
to give an hard upper bound on the maximum allowable tracking error. More-
over, also limitations on the steering actuators play a major role in reducing
the tracking error [1]. For the controller design in this thesis, a trade-off will
be made between tracking error on the one hand and passenger comfort and
actuator limitations on the other hand, in order to get good tracking behavior
for the guided vehicle.

8.3 Feedback linearizing controller

8.3.1 Introduction

The controller that will be presented in this section, is a so-called feedback lin-
earizing controller. This type of controller is extensively discussed in literature
[30, 44, 81]. The same kind of controller that will be presented in this section,
has also been presented in [19, 22].

Figure 8.1 shows a block scheme of a feedback linearizing controller applied
for vehicle guidance. As can be seen, the controller consists of two parts. The
first linearizes and decouples the vehicle dynamics, resulting, at least in the
ideal case when all vehicle parameters are known, in n + 1 decoupled double
integrators. In the ideal case, when no disturbances are acting on the vehicle and
the model used in the controller describes the dynamics of the vehicle accurately,
this linearizing term suffices for steering the vehicle along the path. In practice
however, this ideal case can not be achieved. Therefore, a linear controller is used
to counteract the effect of disturbances and model uncertainty. This is depicted
with the block ”linear controller” in figure 8.1. In principle, any stabilizing
linear controller can be used for this block. In this thesis, a PID controller will
be proposed. The outputs of the Kalman filter, that is presented in the previous
chapter, will be used as inputs of the feedback linearizing controller.

8.3.2 Design

To achieve complete linearization and decoupling, it is necessary to incorporate
the inverse dynamics of the actuators in the controller. From a practical point
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Figure 8.1: Block scheme of feedback linearizing controller

of view, this is undesirable, since this might result in unacceptable wear and
oversteering of the steering actuators. For reasons of passenger comfort, the
closed loop bandwidt h should be less than 1.2Hz as explained in the previous
section. As long as the actuator bandwidt h is much larger than the closed loop
bandwidt h, the actuator dynamics can be neglected, so that

δ t ≈ ust (8.1)

in equation (3.76). Considering this as an equality, (3.76) can be written as

yMÿs + yCẏ ẏs + yCvxvx + yD = yBlatust + yBlongTdr + y τdist, (8.2)

where the arguments of the system matrices have been omitted for brevity.
Given this model, the feedback linearizing component of the controller can

be written as

ust = yB−1
lat {

yCẏ ẏs + yCvxvx + yD− yBlongTdr − yMu′st}, (8.3)

where u′st can be viewed as an artificial input. It is assumed that the influence of
the drive torque Tdr on the lateral dynamics can be suppress ed by the steering
inputs. Substitu ting (8.3) in (8.2) yields

yMÿs = yMu′st + yτ dist . (8.4)

Using the fact that the mass matrix is positive definite, this can be written as

ÿs = u′st + d, (8.5)
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Figure 8.2: Simplified block scheme of linearized closed loop system

where d = yM−1yτdist . This equation can be considered as a system formed by
n + 1 double integrators, driven by the artificial input u′st .

The feedback linearized closed loop system can be depicted in simplified
form as in 8.2. In this figure C denotes a linear controller and r denotes the
reference input. For normal track following, r equals zero, since the outputs
of the block scheme are the tracking errors. The shape of the path has been
taken care of with the linearizing part of the controller (8.3), so that the only
goal of C is to suppress the effect of the disturbance d and model uncertainty.
The disturba nce term d enters the closed loop system just before the double
integrator. To suppress steady state disturbances, an integrating action of the
controller is required. For this reason, a PID controller will be used, so that

u′st = Kdẏs + Kpys + Kiz, (8.6)

where
ż = ys. (8.7)

To obtain similar dynamic behaviour for all tracking errors, the matrices Kd,
Kp and Kd are taken as kdI, kpI and kiI respectively.

To tune the the controller gains a trade-off has been made between passen-
ger comfort tracking error, actuator saturation and bandwidt h. Especially the
requirements on tracking error on one hand and passenger comfort and actuator
saturation on the other hand are conflicting. For accurate track following, high
gains are desirable. This however might result in oversteering of the steering
actuators. Moreover, since the Kalman filter outputs are influenced by sensor
noise, as shown by the simulation results in chapter 6, high controller gains
might result in oscillatory behavior of the steering angles, when the controller
is not tuned with care.

The transfer function from disturbance d[i] to tracking error psiypsi,si can be
written as

psiypsi,si(s) =
s

s3 + kds2 + kps+ ki
d[i] = Sd[i]. (8.8)

To select kd, kp and ki , the prototype design method [37] has been used. With
this design method, the response of a closed loop system is made equal to the
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Figure 8.3: Bode plots of the sensitivity function S (see 8.8)

response of a prototype system. For the prototype, a filter

s

B3(s)
(8.9)

has been used, with B3(s) a third-order Bessel polynomial

B3(s) = (s/ω0 + 0.9420)(s/ω0 + 0.7455+ 0.7112j )(s/ω0 + 0.7455− 0.7112j ),
(8.10)

where ω0 is the bandwidt h of the transfer function 1
B3(s) . ω0 was set to 3.2 rad/s,

which corresponds to a bandwidth of approximately 0.5Hz. The gains kd , kp
and ki can be obtained then by equating the coefficients of the denominator
polynomial of (8.8) with the coefficients of (8.10). This yields kd = 7.75, kp = 25
and ki = 32.4. Figure (8.3) shows the bode plots of the transfer function (8.8).
As this plot shows, the minimal disturbance suppress ion is about 26dB at a
frequency of 2 rad/s.

For the feedback linearizing component of the controller (8.3), it was assumed
that all vehicle parameters are exactly known. In practice however, this will not
be the case. The model (8.2) depends for example on the masses of the carriages
of the vehicle and the cornering stiffnesses of the tires. These parameters may
vary during operation of the vehicle due to changing load conditions. The masses
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of the carriages can in principle be measured by measuring the load on the axles
and the force each semi trailer exerts on its predecessor by means of the hitching
mechanism connecting the carriages to each other. This is undesirable since
especially measuring the the force of the semi trailers on their predecessors might
be costly and difficult to implement. Measuring the tire cornering stiffnesses
online might be even more difficult, if not impossible. In literature, several
methods are described to estimate the cornering stiffnesses online [70, 73, 79],
but most of these methods assume that the vehicle’s mass and mass distribution
are known, or use difficult to implement measuring equipment, which is still in
the research phase [68]. For these reasons, measuring all vehicle parameters
online is undesirable, and will not be considered in this thesis.

Since the vehicle parameters will deviate from their nominal values as al-
ready explained, the feedback linearizing controller has to be robust against
these parameter variations. Proving robustne ss for feedback linearizing con-
trollers is difficult, and only quite conservative upperbounds on the allowed
parameter variations can be found in general [30]. In [30], a conjecture is pre-
sented, which states that for robotic manipulators, the controlled system will
be stable despite large parameter errors, if a feedback linearizing controller is
applied. This conjecture is based on experience obtained from extensive sim-
ulations and experimental results. [30] reports that with parameter variations
of 50% or even 100% reasonable output behavior can still be obtained. Since
the model (8.2) suits a robotic manipulator model very well, and the parameter
variations expected for commuter busses due to load variations are less than
50%, it is expected that the feedback linearizing controller will also be robust
against parameter variations when applied for lateral vehicle guidance. This
expectation is also based on extensively studying the closed loop behavior of
the all-wheel steered vehicle controlled by a feedback linearizing controller by
means of simulations.

Another possibility to deal with parameter variations in feedback linearizing
controllers is to a add a robustifying term to the controller [44], as outlined in
appendix F. Problem of this approach is that the robustifying term includes
an approximation of a switching element that is multiplied by an upper bound
of the parameter variations. Due to this approximation, only boundedness of
the tracking errors can be proven. The upper bound on the tracking errors de-
pends on how good the approximation of the switching element is. Simulations
showed that for a reasonable approximation of the switching element the ro-
bustifying term causes oscillatory behavior of the steering angles, which in turn
results in large oscillations of the lateral accelerations. This is very undesirable
for passenger comfort. The oscillations can be reduced by using a very smooth
approximation of the switching element or by lowering the upper bound for the
parameter variations. Using a very smooth approximation of the switching el-
ement results in a very high upper bound of the tracking error, which makes
the result less usefull. Simulations showed that for a reasonable lateral accel-
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eration response and with a reasonable approximation of the switching element
the upper bound of the parameter variations has to be made so low, that the
incorporation of the robustfy ing term becomes useless. For these reasons, the
robustifying term will not be considered in this thesis.

The feedback linearizing controller presented in this section cancels all non-
linearities in the vehicle model (8.3). It is however not always necessary to do
this in order to obtain a stable closed loop system. The damping term yD in
equation (8.3) for example is a dissipating term and need not to be cancelled
to obtain a stable closed loop system. However, as mentioned in chapter 3, the
damping term due to the tires strongly depends on the vehicle’s longitudinal
speed. To obtain uniform closed loop behaviour for all longitudinal speeds, it
is desirable to cancel at least the damping term due to the tires. Moreover,
simulation results with a controller without cancellation of the tire damping
term showed worse tracking behavior of the closed loop system, since appar-
ently cancellation of the tire damping term acts as a kind of feed forward in the
controller. To obtain better tracking behavior, the controller gains have to in-
creased in this case, resulting in turn in a more oscillatory tracking behavior due
to the influence of the sensor noises. In order to obtain uniform behavior for all
tracking errors (at least in the theoretical case when all vehicle parameters are
known), also the damping term due to the articulation angle dampers has been
cancelled. In fact this is waisting energy, since the controller has to counteract
the action of the articulation angle dampers. A better approach would be to
switch the articulation angle dampers off when the vehicle is under complete
lateral guidance. In this case, the yaw dynamics of the semi-trailers will be
damped by the lateral guidance system, so that the articulation angle dampers
are superfluous.

8.3.3 Simulation results

Extensive simulations were run to investigate the performance of the feedback
linearizing controller. For these simulation, the simulation model as described in
chapter 4 has been used. The parameters of the simulation model were tuned for
a double-articulated commuter bus of 25m length. To investigate the robustness
of the controller against parameter uncertainty, different load conditions were
considered during the simulations, ranging from a total vehicle mass of 19000kg
for an empty vehicle to a total mass of 31000kg for a full vehicle. The linearizing
term of the controller was tuned for a bus that is half filled with passengers.
Some of the simulations result will be shown here.

To start with, figure 8.4 shows the simulation results of a full double-articulated
commuter bus driving a trajectory consisting of a half circle with 20m radius
with straight line segments at the entrance and exit of the circle. fifth-order
polynomials were used to connect the straight line segments and the half circle.
The length of this polynomial path segments were about 5m. The longitudinal
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vehicle speed was 5m/s for this simulation and the distance between the mag-
nets used for the magnetic referencing system was 4m. For this simulation, a
full vehicle was considered.

The vehicle starts entering the curved path section at t = 1.9 s and starts
leaving the curved path segment at t = 14s, as indicated in the last plot of
figure 8.4. The maximum tracking error equals about 4 cm at the entrance of
the curve. When the vehicle is completely in the curve or completely on the
straight road sections, the maximum tracking error is about 0.6 cm. At these
sections of the path, the tracking errors still show some oscillations. This is
due to the estimation errors of the Kalman filter. The third plot of figure 8.4
shows the lateral accelerations of the accelerometers. These accelerations are
representative for the lateral acceleration of the passengers sitting close to the
accelerometers. (Note that the accelerations as shown in this plot are without
measurement noise.) All accelerations show a peak at the entrance and exit
of the curved road section. This is partially due to the polynomial part of the
path. Due to this polynomial, the lateral accelerations increase slower at the
entrance of the curved road section, compared to the case when an abrupt change
between straight and circular part of the path is considered. To end up with the
same acceleration when the vehicle is completely in the curve, the accelerations
have to peak at the transition from polynomial path segment to circular path
segment. The height of the peak can be partially controlled by changing the
length of the polynomial path segment. The plot of the lateral accelerations
shows some oscillatory behavior. This is due to the fact the estimation errors in
the tracking velocities and tracking errors are coupled directly to the steering
actuators by the PID controller. Most oscillations are filtered out by the vehicle
as the plot of the tracking errors shows.

To show that the controller is robust against a relatively large change in
parameters, figure 8.5 shows the simulation results for an empty vehicle. As
the plot of the tracking errors shows, the maximum tracking error is slightly
smaller at the entrance of the curve compared to the simulation results for
the full vehicle. Again, the tracking errors show some oscillations due to the
estimation errors.

Some of the closed loop requirements discussed in the previous section are
in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. Most of the ’high’
frequency behavior of the closed loop system comes from sensor noise. To inves-
tigate the influence of the sensor noise, figure 8.6 shows the frequency spectra
of the lateral accelerations of the accelerometers and the the tracking errors,
obtained from simulation results of a full vehicle driving at a straight road at
5m/s. Figure 8.7 shows the same spectra for an empty vehicle. As both plots
show, the plots of the spectra of the tracking errors show that the main signal
contents of the tracking errors are in the region between zero and about 1.2Hz.
This fits the requirements reasonably well. Despite this fact, the plots of the
lateral acceleration spectra show that the accelerations also contain signals at
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Figure 8.4: Simulation results for a full vehicle driving at 5m/s entering and
leaving a 20m radius curve
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higher frequencies, also above 5Hz. This is due to the fact that the noise in
the observer outputs are directly coupled to the steering actuators, as already
mentioned. With a PID controller only, as part of the linearizing controller, this
cannot be avoided.
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Figure 8.5: Simulation results for an empty vehicle driving at 5m/s entering
and leaving a 20m radius curve
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Figure 8.6: Frequency spectra for a full vehicle driving at 5m/s

Figure 8.7: Frequency spectra for an empty vehicle driving at 5m/s
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To show that the feedback linearizing controller also performs well at high
speed, simulations were carried out for a vehicle driving at 20m/s entering and
leaving circular path segment with a radius of 300m. To connect the circular
path segment to straight path segments, a fifth-ord er polynomial was used again.
Figure 8.8 shows the simulation results for a full vehicle, whereas figure 8.9 shows
the simulation results for an empty vehicle.

In both cases, the vehicle starts entering the curved path section at t = 2.1 s
and leaves the curved path section at about t = 49s. The maximum tracking
error is less than 1.5 cm at the entrance and exit of the curve for both cases.
This is just above the tracking error level when the vehicle is completely in the
curve or completely at the straight road section. The plots of the steering angles
seem to show more noisy behavior of the steering angles than was the case for
the low speed. However, it has to be noted that the steering angles necessary to
follow a curve with a radius of 300m are much smaller than is the case for the
20m radius curve, so that the level of the noise is larger in the relative sense.
In the absolute sense, the noise level is about the same. It is interesting to see
that the steering angles of the rear axles have an opposite sign compared to
the simulation of the 20m radius curve. This shows that the dynamics of the
vehicle do play a role at high speed, as shown in chapter 7.

To show the influence of the measurement noise, the figures 8.10 and 8.11
show plots of the frequency spectra of the lateral accelerations and tracking
errors for a full resp. empty vehicle driving at a straight road at 20m/s. To
these plots, the same conclusions apply as at low speed.
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Figure 8.8: Simulation results for a full vehicle driving at 20m/s entering and
leaving a 300m radius curve
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Figure 8.9: Simulation results for an empty vehicle driving at 20m/s entering
and leaving a 300m radius curve
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Figure 8.10: Frequency spectra for a full vehicle driving at 20m/s

Figure 8.11: Frequency spectra for an empty vehicle driving at 20m/s
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Figure 8.12: Disturbance forces and moments acting on a vehicle driving at 10
m/s

To investigate the performance of the controller when the vehicle is sub jected
to lateral disturbances, simulations were performed with a wind disturbance
acting on the vehicle driving at a speed of 10m/s. For these simulation, an
effective lateral wind speed of about 17m/s was considered. This corresponds
to wind force 8 on Beauforts’ scale for a vehicle driving at this speed. The
vehicle was assumed to drive initially in between buildings, which prevent the
wind from blowing against the vehicle, so that no disturbance forces are acting
on the vehicle. After a few seconds, the vehicle enters the free field, without
buildings to prevent the wind to blow against the vehicle, resulting in distur-
bance forces. Figure 8.12 shows the disturbance forces and moments acting on
a vehicle driving with a speed of 10m/s in this situation.

Figure 8.13 shows the simulation results for a full vehicle under the influence
of the disturbance forces and moments as shown in figure 8.12. The maximum
tracking error is about 6cm for both semi-trailers when they enter the curved
section of the path. Due to the integrating action of the controller, the in-
fluence of the wind disturbance is almost completely canceled out 5 seconds
after the disturbances start. The maximal lateral acceleration due to the wind
disturbance is about 0.6m/s2.

Figure 8.14 shows the same kind of simulation results, but for an empty
vehicle in this case. The plots show similar results as for the full vehicles. The
maximum tracking errors are about 9 cm, which is somewhat larger than for the
full vehicle. This is due to the fact that initially the lateral acceleration due to
the disturba nce forces increases when the mass decreases, as can be shown by
applying Newtons law.
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Figure 8.13: Simulation results for a full vehicle driving at 10 m/s sub jected to
a wind disturbance
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Figure 8.14: Simulation results for an empty vehicle driving at 10 m/s sub jected
to a wind disturbance
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8.4 Backstepping controller

8.4.1 Introduction

In the design of the linearizing controller, the actuator dynamics were completely
neglected. In order to take these dynamics into account in a more formal way, a
so-called backstepping controller [44, 54] has been designed. The design of such
a controller consist of two steps. First, δt is considered as a directly accessible
input for the system

yMÿs + yCẏ ẏs + yCvxvx + yD = yBlatδt + yBlongTdr , (8.11)

i.e. the steering dynamics are neglected in this step, as in principle has been
done with the feedback linearizing controller in the previous section. A stabi-
lizing controller will be designed based on this assumption. The outputs of this
controller will be denoted by δtdes. Subsequently, a suitable Lyapunov function
for the system (8.11) with this controller in feedback will be selected.

In the next step, the steering actuators are taken into account and δ t is
considered as a state of the total system. Therefore the Lyapunov function
is augmented with a term depending on the difference between δt and δ tdes.
Subseque ntly, a term is added to the controller that makes the derivative of
the resulting Lyapunov function negative definite, so that stability is proved for
the system (8.11) including the actuator dynamics (3.78). The outputs of the
Kalman filter of the previous chapter will be used as input of the back-stepping
controller.

8.4.2 Controller design

step 1
For δ tdes, the feedback linearizing controller as discussed in the previous section
will be used, so that

δtdes = yB−1
lat {

yCẏẏs + yCvxvx −
yBlongTdr + yD + yMu′st}, (8.12)

where
u′st = Kdẏs + Kpys + Kiz (8.13)

and
ż = ys. (8.14)

Assuming that all parameters are exactly known, substitu tion of δt = δ tdes into
equation (8.11) yields the closed loop dynamics

...
z +Kdz̈ + Kpż + Kiz = 0, (8.15)

This can be written as
ẋ = Ax, (8.16)
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where

A =




−Kd −Kp −Ki

I 0 0
0 I 0



 (8.17)

and

x =




z̈
ż
z



 . (8.18)

Given 8.16, A Lyapunov function

V1 = xTPx, (8.19)

with P a positive definite constant matrix, can be constructed so that the deriva-
tive with respect to time

V̇1 = −xT Qx, (8.20)

with Q constant and positive definite, is negative. For convenience, the matrix
Q has been selected to be equal to the identity matrix, so that

V̇1 = −xTx , (8.21)

step 2
Now δt will be considered as an extra state of the total system. Defining the
error variable w as 1

w = (δt − δ tdes), (8.22)

the resulting closed loop dynamics can be written as

...
z +Kdz̈ + Kpż + Kiz = yM−1yBlatw. (8.23)

This yields for the Lyapunov function V1

V̇1 = −xT x + 2xTP




I
0
0



 yM−1yBlatw. (8.24)

This is not necessarily negative. Augmenting the Lyapunov function V1 as

V2 = V1 +
1
2
wT Γw, (8.25)

with Γ a positive definite, symmetric and constant matrix, yields

V̇2 = V̇1 + ẇT Γw. (8.26)
1Other definitions of w are possible. The reason to define w as has been done here is that

the controller obtained according to this definition is the simplest.
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Using equation (3.78) ẇ can be written as

ẇ = τ−1
st (ust − δt)− δ̇ tdes, (8.27)

so that

V̇2 = −xTx + 2xTP




I
0
0



 yM−1yBlatw + (τ−1
st (ust −δ t)− δ̇tdes)

T Γw. (8.28)

Taking ust as

ust = δt + τ st(δ̇ tdes − 2Γ−1(xT P




I
0
0



 yM−1yBlat)T − Γ0w), (8.29)

with Γ0 a positive definite symmetric matrix, such that Γ0Γ is positive
definite yields

V̇2 = −xT x −wT Γ0Γw, (8.30)

which shows that the system formed by (8.11) and (3.78) in closed loop with
(8.29) is asymptotically stable.

To tune the backstepping controller, the same gain matrices Kd, Kp and Ki

are chosen as for the linearizing controller presented in the previous section. The
term Γ0w tries to make the difference between δt and δtdes as small as possible.
To tune the gain matrix Γ0, a trade off has been made between minimizing the
tracking errors and the amount of noise in the lateral accelerations. The final
choice for Γ0 was 100I.

The term including the inverse of the gain matrix Γ in equation (8.29) is
only necessary to make the derivative of the Lyaponov function negative. The
higher the value of Γ, the less influence the term including the term Γ−1 has.
To make the influence of this term small, Γ was set equal to 100I.

The backstepping controller (8.29) depends on the derivative of δ tdes . Since
δ tdes depends on z̈ = ẏs , the backstepping controller depends on the track-
ing accelerations ÿs . These accelerations can be estimated by using the model
(8.11). However, the estimates of ÿs then depend on the parameters of the
model (8.11), which depend amongst others strongly on the load of the vehicle,
as already explained. Moreover, the effect of lateral disturbances on ÿs is com-
pletely neglected in this way. Both effects may result in an biased estimate of
ÿs .

Another method to obtain ÿs is to extract ÿs from the derivative of the state
of the Kalman filter, as calculated with equation (6.35). The advantage of this
method is that tracking accelerations obtained in this way are not influenced by
model uncertainty and the influence of lateral wind disturbances is also incor-
porated. The disadvantage of this method is that the measurement noise of the
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accelerometers is directly coupled to the actuator inputs. For the simulations,
ÿs will be estimated according to this last method.

To make the backstepping controller robust, a robustifying term can be
added [28], as outlined in appendix G. For this term, the same approach has
to be followed as with the feedback linearizing controller. This means that also
in this case, a switching element has to be included in the controller, with the
same problems as discussed for the feedback linearizing controller. Also for this
type of the controller, simulations showed that the robustifying term causes
undesirably high oscillations of the lateral accelerations. For this reason, the
robustifying term will not be considered in this thesis. Extensive simulations
showed that the backstepping controller is robust without an extra robustifying
term.

8.4.3 Simulation results

To investigate the performance of the backstepping controller, extensive simu-
lations were performed under the same conditions as the simulations with the
feedback linearizing controller.

To start with, figure 8.15 shows the simulation results for a vehicle driving
at 5m/s entering and leaving a curve with 20m radius. The vehicle was full
during this simulation. The vehicle enters the curve at t = 1.9 s and leaves the
curve at t = 14s. As the figure shows, the maximum tracking error is about
2 cm at the exit of the curve, which is slightly better compared with the feedback
linearizing controller. When the vehicle is completely in the curve or completely
at the straight road sections, the maximum tracking error is about 0.5 cm. The
accelerations of the accelerometers contain more high frequent signals than is
the case with the feedback linearizing controller.

To show that the controller is robust against parameter variations, figure
8.16 shows simulation results of the same maneuver but for an empty vehicle.
The simulation results are very similar to the simulation results for the empty
vehicle.

To investigate the influence of the measurement noise, the figures 8.17 and
8.18 show the spectra of the tracking errors and lateral accelerations for a full
and empty vehicle respectively. Compared to the feedback linearizing controller,
the spectra of the lateral accelerations show less low frequency signal contents,
but more high frequency contents. This is amongst others due to the fact
that the accelerometer noise is directly couple to the steering actuators by the
controller.
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Figure 8.15: Simulation results of a full vehicle driving at 5m/s entering and
leaving a 20m radius curve
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Figure 8.16: Simulation results of an empty vehicle driving at 5m/s entering
and leaving a 20m radius curve
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Figure 8.17: Frequency spectra for a full vehicle driving at 5m/s

Figure 8.18: Frequency spectra for an empty vehicle driving at 5m/s
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To show that the backstepping controller performs well at high speed, simu-
lations were run for a vehicle driving at 20m/s, following a 300m radius curve.
Figure 8.19 shows the simulation results for a full vehicle, whereas figure 8.20
shows the simulation results for an empty vehicle. Both simulations show that
the backstepping controller rejects tracking errors well at high speed. The max-
imum tracking error is about 0.1 cm for both cases, which is satisfactory.

The figures 8.21 and 8.22 show the spectra of the lateral accelerations and
tracking errors for a full resp. empty vehicle driving at 20m/s at a straight
path sections. The spectra of the lateral accelerations show that the lateral
accelerations contain too high frequencies. This makes this controller with these
gains less suitable from a passenger comfort point of view. A possible way to
reduce the high frequency part of the lateral accelerations is to lower the control
gain Γ0. This will however go at the cost of larger tracking errors.

To investigate the performance of the backsteppin g controller under the in-
fluence of lateral disturbances, simulations were run for the same disturbance
as in the previous section. Figure 8.23 shows the simulation results for a full
vehicle. As the plot of the tracking errors shows the maximum tracking error
is less than 3.5 cm, which is slightly less than was the case with the lineariz-
ing controller. The lateral accelerations again are sub jected to high frequent
behavior, as was also observed with the simulation results of the curved path
sections.

Figure 8.24 shows the results for the same kind of simulation for an empty
vehicle. Again the controller shows good performance and suppress es this type
of disturbance very well. The maximum tracking error is slightly larger than for
the full vehicle. This was observed also for the feedback linearizing controller.
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Figure 8.19: Simulation results of a full vehicle driving at 20m/s entering and
leaving a 300m radius curve
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Figure 8.20: Simulation results of an empty vehicle driving at 20m/s entering
and leaving a 300m radius curve
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Figure 8.21: Frequency spectra for a full vehicle driving at 20m/s

Figure 8.22: Frequency spectra for an empty vehicle driving at 20m/s
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Figure 8.23: Simulation results for a full vehicle driving at 10 m/s sub jected to
a wind disturbance
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Figure 8.24: Simulation results for an empty vehicle driving at 10 m/s sub jected
to a wind disturbance
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8.5 Summary

A feedback linearizing and a backstepping controller have been designed. The
main difference between both controllers is that the linearizing controller ne-
glects the steering actuator dynamics, whereas these dynamics have been ac-
counted for in a more formal way in the backstepping controller. Both controllers
use an outer loop consisting of a PID controller.

The linearizing controller shows good tracking performance for both an
empty and a full vehicle and it shows robustne ss against large wind distur-
bances. The requirements on passenger comfort are fulfilled reasonably well.

Compared to the linearizing controller, the backstepping controller shows
improved tracking behavior, sacrificing passenger comfort. To improve passen-
ger comfort the gains of the controller can be reduced. However, this will result
in worse tracking behavior.
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Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 Conclusions 9.2 Recommendations and
ideas for further research

9.1 Conclusions

This thesis deals with the design of a lateral guidance system for steering a
multiple-articulated vehicle with all-wheel steering along a path. This lateral
guidance system forces such a vehicle follow to a path in a ’tram-like’ way. This
problem statement has been formalized in chapter 2 as controlling the distances
of n + 1 points to the path, with n the number of carriages, to zero. These
distances have been defined as the tracking errors.

9.1.1 Control model

The lateral guidance system is model based. Therefore, a nonlinear dynamic
vehicle model has been derived. This model describes the planar motion of
an all-wheel steered n + 1-carriage vehicle in the horizontal plane. The model
has the steering angles and driving torques applied to each wheel as inputs. A
linear relationship between tire slip angle and lateral tire force was assumed.
The derivation of the model is carried out in an inertial frame. To facilitate
the insight into the model, the model has been transformed into vehicle-fixed
coordinates. After showing that a dynamic vehicle model is required in or-
der to obtain good closed-loop performance at high speed, another coordinate
transformation has been carried out to express the model in the tracking error
dynamics.

9.1.2 Simulation model

To investigate the performance of the guidance system, a more complex vehicle
model is used. This simulation model describes, apart from the planar motion
of the vehicle, also the vertical motion due to the susp ension system. Moreover,
a more complex tire model has been included in the model. This tire model
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includes the load dependency of the cornering stiffness and a nonlinear relation-
ship between tire force and tire slip angle. To simulate the influence of wind
disturbance forces, a wind model has been included in the model.

9.1.3 Magnetic referencing system

A measurement method has been developed to measure the distance from the
vehicle to the path. This measurement method is based on a magnetic referenc-
ing system. This system consists of discrete permanent bar magnets that are
buried in the road. By means of measuring the longitudinal and lateral field
component of the magnetic field produced by the magnets with a dual-axis mag-
netic field sensor, the distance of the sensor to the magnets can be determined.
In this way, the measurement method is independent of the measurement height
and the strength of the magnets that are used. A second dual-axes sensor is
added to cancel the influence of slant of the magnets and the vehicle in the lon-
gitudinal directions. With the addition of this extra sensor, the measurement
method is still sensitive for lateral slant of magnet and vehicle, but the effect
of this type of slant is sufficiently small. Measurement results, obtained from
a static measurement setup, show a maximum error of about 2 cm in a mea-
surement range of plus and minus 50cm with 90 slant of the magnet in both
directions.

9.1.4 Observer design

With the help of the magnetic referencing system, the distance to the path can
only be obtained at discrete instances. For controlling the distance from the
vehicle to the path, continuous information about the distance to the path and
the rate of change of this distance is desirable. Therefore, an extended multi-
rate Kalman filter has been designed. This Kalman filter uses accelerometers as
input. In this way, the filter is almost independent of varying vehicle parameters.
Moreover, the effect of lateral disturbances can be predicted directly on the
basis of the accelerometer readings. This is desirable, since the influence of this
type of disturbance can be measured only by means of the magnetic referencing
system, which yields updates only at discrete time instances. When the time
till a next magnet is large, this could cause a large drift of the estimates, when
the influence of lateral disturbances would not be directly incorporated in the
prediction step of the Kalman filter.

To cancel out the effect of slant on the accelerometers, a susp ension system
model of the vehicle has been incorporated into the Kalman filter. In this way, a
good prediction of the roll angle of the vehicle can be obtained. The suspension
system parameters are estimated online. Moreover, the road banking angle is
also estimated online. In reality, accelerometers are sub jected to sensor offsets.
An adaptation scheme has been included in the Kalman filter to estimate these
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offsets online.
The measurements of the magnetic fields of the magnetic referencing system

are incorporated in the Kalman filter to apply a correction to the predictions
based on the accelerometer readings. To deal with the asynchronous character
of this type of information, this measurement is implemented in a multi-rate
fashion. To be able to apply corrections to the estimates of the Kalman fil-
ter in between the magnets, rate gyroscopes, wheel encoders and articulation
angle sensors are proposed. In this way, redundan cy is added to the Kalman
filter. This redundancy can be useful when one of the sensors fails. When
failure of this sensor is detected, the sensor can be switched off, resulting in a
smooth degradation of the performance of the Kalman filter. The performance
of the Kalman filter has been investigated by means of simulations. Under the
simulated circumstances, the maximum error in the tracking error estimates is
about 2cm when the estimated parameters of the Kalman filter have converged
to their final values.

9.1.5 Input and output selection

Since the vehicles considered in this thesis are equipped with independent drives
on each wheels, differential braking is an option for steering the vehicles. In
chapter 7, an analysis has been carried out to show that the influence of the
steering angles on the lateral behavior of the vehicle is much larger than the
influence of differential braking. Therefore, differential braking is not considered
as input for the controllers that have been designed for steering the vehicles. In
the same chapter, an analysis has been carried out to show the advantage of
all-wheel steering compared to front-wheel steering. This analysis shows that
also at high speed with front-wheel steering, the rear axles might have a large
off-tracking. With all-wheel steering, this off-tracking can, at least in theory, be
eliminated.

9.1.6 Controller design

For steering the vehicle, two types of controllers have been proposed. The first
controller is a feedback linearizing controller. In the ideal case, this controller
cancels all nonlinearities in the planar vehicle model and leaves a system con-
sisting of n+ 1 double integrators. To reject the influence of lateral disturbances
and model uncertainty, a PID controller has been used. Simulations show this
controller performs well for different scenario’s and for a large range of param-
eter variations.

For the design of the feedback linearizing controller, the actuator dynamics
have been completely neglected. To incorporate the actuator dynamics in a
more formal way in the controller, a backstepping controller has been designed.
This backstepping controller utilizes the same PID controller as the feedback
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linearizing controller. The same kind of simulations have been carried out to
show that the backstepping controller performs well for different scenarios and
is robust against a large range of parameter variations

9.2 Recommendations and ideas for further re-
search

9.2.1 Choice of Coordinate systems

The problem statement of this thesis was formalized in the path-fixed coordinate
frames psi. As a direct result, the same coordinate frames where used to design
the lateral guidance system. In principle, it may not make any difference in
which coordinate system the lateral guidance system is expressed. For the im-
plementation, however, one type of coordinate systems might be more favorable
than the other, since it differs how the information of the path has to be used
in different coordinate systems. Therefore, it might be interesting to investigate
if it is advantageous to express the lateral guidance system in an inertial frame.
One of the problems that then has to be solved is to calculate the distance to
the path online when the Kalman filter is expressed in an inertial frame.

9.2.2 Measurement system

The Kalman filter presented in this thesis uses different types of sensors to apply
a correction to the prediction based on accelerometer readings. In this way the
Kalman filter still works when one of the sensors fails. The failure of this sensor
has to be detected. Detecting this failure was not considered in this thesis. It
is therefore an interesting direction to continue research on the lateral guidance
system as presented. Possible ways of detecting sensor failures is to compare
the sensor outputs of sensors measuring the same type of information. This
requires however three different sensors to be able to make a decision. Another
method is to compare the sensor readings with the estimates obtained with the
Kalman filter. In this way, no extra sensors are required to make a decision.

In the prediction step of the Kalman filter, there is no redundancy in sen-
sors, so that failure of one of the accelerometers means that the filter does not
work properly anymore (unless the accelerometers are implemented doubly).
To achieve redundan cy against failure of one or more of the accelerometers,
the accelerometer signals can be predicted by the vehicle model as presented in
chapter 3. In case the accelerometers fail, the predicted accelerations can be
used as input for the Kalman filter. Since the predicted accelerations depend
strongly on varying vehicle parameters such as masses and cornering stiffnesses
and since the prediction does not include the influence of lateral disturbances,
it has to be investigated how using the predicted accelerations detoriates the
performance of the Kalman filter.
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9.2.3 Controller design

The closed-loop simulation results show oscillatory behavior of the lateral accel-
erations of the carriages. For passenger comfort, this is undesirable. A possible
way to reduce these oscillations is to use an H∞/H2 based controller to re-
place the PID controllers. In this way, the outputs of the Kalman filter can
be pre-filtered, so that the influence of the measurement noise on the lateral
accelerations can be reduced.

Trials to prove robustness of the controllers yielded only conservative up-
per bounds for the allowed parameter variations. Therefore, robustness of the
controllers was shown by means of simulations. To get proven robustness of
the controller, different design directions of new controllers are possible. One
obvious direction is to incorporate robustness in the design of the H∞ controller
as discussed above. Other design directions include robust adaptive controllers
as presented in [85]
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List of frequently used symbols

coordinate frames

ai vehicle fixed coordinate frame fixed at point ai
cj vehicle fixed coordinate frame fixed at the centre of gravity of the jth carriage
si vehicle fixed coordinate frame fixed at point si
pc1 frame moving along the path adjacent to coordinate frame c1
psi frame moving along the path adjacent to coordinate frame si
m magnet fixed coordinate frame, with z-axis along magnet symmetry axis
pai frame moving along the path adjacent to coordinate frame ai
w world fixed or inertial frame
w1j frame fixed at the left wheel of the j th axle
w2j frame fixed at the right wheel of the j th axle

kinematic parameters

iq vector with generalized coordinates related to coordinate frame i
ixj,k position of point k with respect to point j expressed in coordinate frame i
vx longitudinal velocity of tractor
vy lateral velocity of tractor’s center of gravity
αwij tire slip angle at of wheel wij
βwij body slip angle at the origin of frame wij
δj steering angle of wheels on axle j
δ1j steering angle of left wheel of axle of j
δ2j steering angle of left wheel of axle of j
iεj orientation of frame j with respect to frame i
ρp curvature of path at point p
σp length of path between fixed reference point and point p

vehicle parameters

bj half the distance between the wheels of one axle
Cwj cornering stiffness of the tires on axle j
Ds total damping constant of suspension system
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drj distance between rear articulation point and centre of gravity of jth carriage
dfj distance between front articulation point and centre of gravity of j th carriage
lsi distance of pointsi to the center of gravity of the corresponding carriage
lai distance of pointai to the center of gravity of the corresponding carriage
lf1 distance between centre of gravity and front axle of tractor
lrj distance between centre of gravity and rear axle of jth carriage
Izj central moment of inertia of j th carriage around vertical axis
Ks total spring constant of susp ension system
mj mass of jth carriage

observer parameters

aaiy lateral acceleration in horizontal plane of point ai
Ix moment of inertia of j th carriage around longitudinal axis
g gravitational acceleration
k sampling moment
oai offset of accelerometer at point ai
αaiy accelerometer reading of accelerometer at point ai
∆ sampling time
κ measurement moment
φ road banking angle
θ vehicle roll angle
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Proof of shortest distance

This appendix will be used to prove that in two dimensions the shortest dis-
tance from a point s to a curve is measured along a line line through s that is
perpendicular to the tangent to the curve at.

Let P denote a twice differentiable curve in R2
and let s denote a point.

Without loss of generality we can define a coordinate frame ps with its origin
ps such that the line connecting s and ps is perpendicular to the tangent to P
at ps . The orientation of ps is such that its y-axis coincides with this line and
the vector component psyps,s is positive, as illustrated in figure B.1.

Let a point

p =
[

psxps,p
psyps,p

]
(B.1)

on the curve be locally described by

psyps,p = P (psxps,p ), (B.2)

with obviously P (0) = 0. Then there is an environment of ps :

{psxps,p : |psxps,p| < ε}, (B.3)

such that
(psyps,s − P (psxps,p))

2 + psx2
ps,p ≥

psy2
ps,s, (B.4)

Figure B.1: Definition of points
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where the equality sign only applies at psxps,p = 0. This means that the function

f (psxps ,p) = (psyps,s − P (psxps,p ))2 + psx
2
ps ,p −

psy
2
ps,s. (B.5)

has a minimum in psxps,p = 0. This implies that

1.
df (psxps,p)
dpsxps,p

∣∣∣∣
psxps,p=0

= 0 (B.6)

2.
d2f (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p

∣∣∣∣
psxps,p=0

≥ 0. (B.7)

The first condition yields

df (psxps,p)
dpsxps,p

∣∣∣∣
psxps,p=0

= 2psyps,s
P (psxps,p)
dpsxps,p

= 0. (B.8)

This indicates that
P (psxps,p )
dpsxps,p

= 0, (B.9)

which shows that the tangent to the path is parallel to the x-axis of coordinate
frame ps , which in turn shows that indeed, the line connecting s and ps is
perpendicular to this tangent, since the y-axis of coordinate frame ps coincides
with the line s − ps .

The second condition yields

d2f (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p

∣∣∣∣
psxps,p=0

= −2psyps,s
d2P (psxps ,p)
dpsx2

ps,p
+ 2 ≥ 0, (B.10)

which shows that
psyps,s

d2P (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps ,p
≤ 1. (B.11)

For
d2P (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p
≤ 0, (B.12)

condition (B.11) is certainly fulfilled. This actually corresponds to the situation
as depicted in figure B.1. For positive d2P (psxps,p)

dpsx2
ps ,p

(B.11) yields

1
d2P (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p

> psyps,s. (B.13)
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The turning radius of the curve is given by [40]

(1 + dP (psxps,p)
dpsxps,p

)3/2

|d
2P (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p
|

(B.14)

In psxps,p = 0, this turning radius becomes

1

|d
2P (psxps,p)
dpsx2

ps,p
|
. (B.15)

So (B.13) is fulfilled when the turning radius of the curve is larger than psyps,p .
Under this condition the extremum of f (psxps,p) at psxps,p = 0 is indeed a
minimum.
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Proof of uniqueness of orthogonal
projection

This appendix will be used to proof uniqueness of the orthogonal projection
of a point onto the path. This proof has been taken from [58]. To prove the
orthogonal projection is unique under some conditions, the Voronöi diagram of
a curve has to be defined.

Definitio n C.0.1 Voronöi diagram [58]
A point r ∈ R2

belongs to the Voronoï diagram V of a curve P ∈ R2
if and

only if there exist and open disc Br(p), such that

1. ∂Br(p) ∩ P contains at least 2 points

2. Br(p) ∩ P = ∅

In words, this means that the Voronöi diagram V of a curve P is the set of
centers of circles that are tangent to P at at least 2 distinct points and have no
points of P inside itself.

Assume that the curvature of P is bounded by 1/dmin, so that d(P ,V) ≥
dmin.

Lemma C.0.2 [58] Let U denote the set U = {x ∈ R2
: d(x, P) < dmin}.

Then every point x ∈R2 has an unique orthogonal projection on P

Proof : The proof is based on the principle of contradiction. Let p1 ∈ U
and suppose that p1 is projected orthogonaly in P onto the points A and B,
such that d(p1,P ) = ‖p1 − A‖2 = ‖p1 − B‖2 = r. Let D represent the open
disc Br(p1). It is clear that D ∩ P = ∅. If there would exist p2 ∈ D ∩ P, then
d(p2,P) ≤ ‖p1 − p2‖2 < r, which contradicts the hypothesis d(p2,P) = r . On
the other hand, if A,B ∈ ∂D , then the center p1 of D belongs to the Voronöi
diagram of P. This is a contradiction since the assumption d(V,P) ≥ dmin
means that U ∩ V = ∅.
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D

System matrices

In chapter 3, the mass matrix wM(wq) has been defined as

wM(wq) =
n∑

j=1

JTcj(
wq)MjJcj(wq), (D.1)

where

Jcj(wq) =




1 0 l1j sinwεc1 · · · lnj sin wεcn
0 1 −l1j coswεc1 · · · −lnj coswεcn
0 0 δ[1j] · · · δ[1n]



 . (D.2)

and

Mj =




mj 0 0
0 mj 0
0 0 Izj



 , (D.3)

Elaboration of equation (D.1) yields

wM[1,1] =
n∑

j

mj (D.4a)

wM[1,2] = 0 (D.4b)
wM[2,1] = 0 (D.4c)

wM[2,2] =
n∑

j

mj (D.4d)

wM[1 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

mj llj sin wεcl (D.4e)

wM[2 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

−mjllj coswεcl (D.4f)

wM[k+2 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

mj lkjllj cos ckεcl + δ[kl]Izl (D.4g)

for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n
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In chapter 3, the entries of the coriolis and centrifugal matrix wC(w q̇, wq)
have been written as

n+2∑

k=1

{
∂wM [i,l]

∂wq[k]
−

1
2
∂wM [k,l]

∂wq[i]

}
wq̇[k] (D.5)

This yields

wC[1,1] = 0 (D.6a)
wC[1,2] = 0 (D.6b)
wC[2,1] = 0 (D.6c)
wC[2,2] = 0 (D.6d)

wC[k+2,1] = 0 (D.6e)
wC[k+2,2] = 0 (D.6f)

wC[1 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

mj llj cos (wεcl)
w ε̇cl (D.6g)

wC[2 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

mj llj sin (wεcl)
wε̇cl (D.6h)

wC[k+2 ,l+2] =
n∑

j=1

−mjlkj llj sin (ckεcl)
w
ε̇cl (D.6i)

(D.6j)

for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n.
In 3.4 of chapter 3, The rows of the matrices wLlong and wLlat have been

defined as

wLlongi[j,:] =






(
∂wxw,wi1
∂wq

)T
wRotc1[:,1] if j = 1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wRotcj−1[:,1]

if j > 1
(D.7)

wLlati[j,:] =






(
∂wxw,wi1
∂wq

)T
wRotc1[:,2] if j = 1

(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)T
wRotcj−1[:,2]

if j > 1
. (D.8)

With

wxw,wi1 =






wxw,c1 − dw11

[
coswεc1
sin wεc1

]

+(−1)i bj

[
sinwεc1
− coswεc1

]

for i = 1

wxw,c1 −
∑j−1

l=1 dwlj

[
coswεcl
sinwεcl

]

+(−1)i bj

[
sinwεcj
− coswεcj

]

for i > 1

(D.9)
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(
∂wxw,wij
∂wq

)
can be written as

∂wxw,wij+1

∂wq
=
[

1 0 d1j sin wεc1· · · djj sin wεcj + (−1)i wi coswεcj 0 · · · 0
0 1 −d1j coswεc1 · · · −djj coswεcj + (−1)iwi sin wεcj 0 · · · 0

]
,

(D.10)
for j > 1, so that

(
∂wxw,wij+1

∂wq

)T
wRotTcj =

[
coswεcj − sinwεcj d1j sin c1εcj · · · dj−1j sin cj−1εcj (−1)ibj 0 · · · 0
sin wεcj coswεcj −d1j cos c1εcj · · · −dj−1j cos cj−1εcj −djj 0 · · · 0

]T
.

(D.11)
for j > 1. In the same way

(
∂wxw,wi1
∂wq

)T
wRotTc1 =

[
coswεc1 − sinwεc1 (−1)ibi 0 · · · 0
sinwεc1 coswεc1 lf1 0 · · · 0

]T
.

(D.12)
Substitu tion of (D.12) and (D.11) into equation (D.7) and (D.8) yields

wL
long[1,1]

i

= 1 (D.13a)
wLlong[1,1+l]

i
= coswεcl (D.13b)

wLlong[2,1]
i

= sin wεcl (D.13c)
wLlong[2,1+l]

i
= − sinwεcl (D.13d)

wL
long[3,1]

i

= (−1)ib1 (D.13e)

wLlong[2+k,1+l]
i

= dwk−1l sin
ckεcl + (−1)ibl (D.13f)

and

wL
lat [1,1]
i

= 0 (D.14a)
wLlat [1,1+l]

i
= − sinwεcl (D.14b)

wL
lat [2,1]
i

= coswεcl (D.14c)
wLlat [2,l+1]

i
= coswεcl (D.14d)

wLlat [3,1]
i

= lf1 (D.14e)

wLlat [2+k,1+l]
i

= −dwk+1l cos ck εcl (D.14f)

for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n.
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Transformation matrices

In section 3.9, the transformation

Ẏs = Jpath(c1q)c1q̇, (E.1)

has been introduced. To derive an expression for Jpath(c1q), equation (2.35)
will be used.

wxw,si = wxw,c1 −
i∑

j=1

dsij

[
coswεsj
sin wεsj

]
(E.2)

(E.3)

where

dsij =






−ls1 if i = 1, j = 1
0 if i > 1, j = 1
lsi if i > 1, j = i

dr1 if i > 2, j = 2
dfj + drj if i > 2, 1 < j < i

0 if j > i

, (E.4)

Differentiating equation (E.2) with respect to time and using
w ẋw,c1 = wRotc1c1ẋw,c1 yields

[
w ẋw,si
w ẏw,si

]
= wRotc1

[
c1ẋw,c1
c1ẏw,c1

]
−

n∑

j=1

dsij

[
− sin wεsj
coswεsj

]
w ε̇sj (E.5)

This equation can be written as
[
w ẋw,s1
w ẏw,s1

]
=
[

coswεc1 − sinwεc1 ds11 sin wεc1 0 . . . 0
sin wεc1 coswεc1 −ds11 coswεc1 0 . . . 0

]
c1q̇ (E.6)

and
[
wẋw,si
w ẏw,si

]
=
[

coswεc1 − sin wεc1 dsi2 sinwεc1 . . . dsin+1 sinwεcn
sin wεc1 coswεc1 −dsi2 coswεc1 . . . −dsin+1 coswεcn

]
c1q̇

(E.7)
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for i > 1. Using (2.25) yields
[

σ̇ps1
ps1ẏps1,s1

]
=
[

cos ps1εc1 − sin ps1εc1 ds11 sin psiεc1 0 . . . 0
sin ps1εc1 cos ps1εc1 −ds11 cos psiεc1 0 . . . 0

]
c1q̇. (E.8)

and
[

σ̇psi
psiẏpsi,si

]
=
[

cos psiεc1 − sin psiεc1 dsi2 sin psiεc1 . . . dsin+1 sin psiεcn
sin psiεc1 cos psiεc1 −dsi2 cos psiεc1 . . . −dsin+1 cos psiεcn

]
c1q̇

(E.9)
for i > 1.

Stacking vx and the velocities psiẏpsi,si together in Ẏs yields equation (3.67)
with

Jpath(c1q) =



1 0 0 . . . 0
sin ps1εc1 cos c1εps1 −ds11 . . . ds1n
sin ps2εc2 cos c1εps2 −ds22 cos ps2εs2 . . . −ds2n+1 cos ps2εsn+1

...
...

...
.. .

...
sin psn+1εcn cos c1εpsn+1 −dsn+12 cos psn+1εs2 . . . −dsn+1n+1 cos psn+1εsn+1





(E.10)
analogous to equation (3.67), the transformations

Ẏa = Jlat(
c1q)c1q̇. (E.11)

and
Vx = Jlong(c1q̇), (E.12)

have been introduced chapter 6. The matrices Jlat(c1q) Jlong(c1q) can be derived
in a similar way as the matrix Jpath(c1q). This yields

Jlat(c1q) =




1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 −da11 . . . da1n

sin a2εc2 cos c1εa2 −da22 cos a2εa2 . . . −da2n+1 cos a2εan+1
...

...
...

. ..
...

sin an+1εcn cos c1εan+1 −dan+12 cos an+1εa2 . . . −dan+1n+1 cos an+1εan+1






(E.13)
and

Jlong(c1q) =



0 0 0 . . . 0
1 0 0 . . . da1n

cos a2εc2 sin c1εa2 da22 sin a2εa2 . . . da2n+1 sin a2εan+1

...
...

...
. ..

...
cos an+1εcn sin c1εan+1 dan+12 sin an+1εa2 . . . dan+1n+1 sin an+1εan+1





(E.14)
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Figure E.1: Definition of distances

with

daij =






−la1 if i = 1, j = 1
0 if i > 1, j = 1
lai if i > 1, j = i

dr1 if i > 2, j = 2
dfj + drj if i > 2, 1 < j < i

0 if j > i

, (E.15)

with lai, dfi and dri as defined in figure E.1.
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Robust feedback linearization

This appendix will be used to outline the design of a feedback linearizing con-
troller with robustifying term. Let the vehicle be describ ed by

yMÿs + yCẏẏs + yCvxvx + yD = yBlatδ t, (F.1)

and suppose δt is directly accessible by the controller. Take this controller as

δt = y B̂
−1
lat (yM̂(−Kd z̈− Kpż− Kiz) + y Ĉẏẏs + y Ĉvxvx + yM̂v1), (F.2)

where the variables with a hat denote an estimate of the corresponding variables
in equation (F.1) and

ż = ys. (F.3)

Furthermore, v denotes an artificial input. Substitu ting the controller (F.2) into
equation (F.1) yields

...
z +Kdz̈ + Kpż + Kiz = v1 + ∆u. (F.4)

In this equation, the uncertainty term ∆u is given by

∆u = yM−1(y B̃lat
y B̂
−1
lat

yM̂ + yM̃)v1 + yM−1{y B̃y B̂
−1
lat (y Ĉẏz̈ + yĈvxvx)+

+y C̃ẏz̈ + yC̃vxvx − (yB̃lat
y B̂
−1
lat

yM̂ + yM̃)(+Kd z̈ + Kpż + Kiz)},
(F.5)

with

yM̃ = yM− yM̂ (F.6a)
yC̃ẏ = yCẏ − yĈẏ (F.6b)
y C̃vx = yCvx −

yĈvx (F.6c)
y B̃lat = yBlat − y B̂lat. (F.6d)

Equation (F.4) can be written as

ẋ = Ax +




I
0
0



 (v1 + ∆u), (F.7)
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where

A =




−Kd −Kp −Ki

I 0 0
0 I 0



 , (F.8)

x =




z̈
ż
z



 . (F.9)

Let
V1 = xTPx, (F.10)

denote a Lyapunov function candidate with P a positive definite matrix such
that

AT P + PA = −I. (F.11)

Then
V̇1 = −xTx + χ(∆u + v1)

≤ −xTx + χv1 + ‖χ‖1‖∆u‖∞ ,
(F.12)

where

χ = 2xT P




I
0
0



 (F.13)

Suppose the uncertainties in the parameters are small enough, so that

‖∆u‖∞ ≤ h1(x) + k1‖v1‖∞, (F.14)

with h1(x) ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k1 < 1, then

V̇1 ≤ −xTx + χ v1 + ‖χ‖1(h1(x) + k1‖v1‖∞). (F.15)

Taking

v1 = −
h1(x)
1 − k1

sgn(χ), (F.16)

with sgn(χ) a n + 1 dimensional vector whose ith component equals sgn(χ[i]),
yields

V̇1 = −xTx ≤ 0, (F.17)

where the identity
−χsgn(χ) = ‖χ‖1 (F.18)

has been used. Equation (F.17) shows that the system (F.1) in closed loop with
(F.2) is asymptotically stable.
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The term including sgn(χ) causes some practical and theoretical problems
[44]. To avoid these problems, the sgn(χ) function has to be approximated. An
useful approximation is an tanh function 1. In [28], it is shown that

0 ≤ h(x)x sgn(x)− h(x)x tanh (
0.2785h(x)x

ε
) ≤ ε, (F.19)

with h a scalar function of the variable x. Taking

v1 = −
h1(x)
1 − k1

tanh(
0.2785h1(x)χ

ε1
), (F.20)

with tanh (0.2785 h1(x)χ
ε1

) an n+1 dimensional vector whose ith component equals

tanh (
0.2785 h1(x)χ[i]

ε1
) yields

V̇1 ≤ −xTx + (n+ 1)ε1, (F.21)

which shows that with the approximated sgn function, the solution of the closed-
loop system is ultimately bounded with an ultimate bound (n + 1)ε1. This,
however, means that the the tracking errors of the closed loop systems still can
oscillate with an maximum amplitude of (n + 1)ε1.

1Other approximations of the sgn function are possible. This one has been used since it is
differentiable, which is a requirement for robust backstepping as will be outlined in the next
appendix
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G

Robust backstepping

This chapter will be used to outline the design of an backstepping controller
with an robustifying term. The design follows the same path as the design of
a normal backstepping controller. To avoid unnecess ary calculations, the some
results of the previous appendix and from chapter 8 will be used.

Let the vehicle be described by

yMÿs + yCẏ ẏs + yCvxvx + yD = yBlatδt (G.1)

δ̇ t = τ−1
st (ust − δt) (G.2)

Describing the desired steering angles δ tdes by

δtdes = y B̂
−1
lat (yM̂(−Kdz̈ −Kp ż− Kiz) + y Ĉẏẏs + yĈvxvx + yM̂v1), , (G.3)

with v1 an imaginary input, yields the closed loop-dynamics

ẋ = Ax +




I
0
0



 (v1 + ∆u2 + yM̂
−1yB̂latw)), (G.4)

where
w = δt − δ tdes (G.5)

and

∆u2 = ∆u1+(yM̂
−1y B̃lat−yM̂

−1yM̃(1+yM̂
−1yM̃)−1yM̂

−1yBlat+
yM̂
−1yB̃lat)v1,

(G.6)
where ∆u1 is given by equation (F.5). The expression for ∆u2 has been obtained
by writing yM−1yBlat as

yM−1yBlat = (yM̂ + yM̃)−1(yB̃lat + y B̂lat )

= (yM̂{1 + yM̂
−1

yM̃})−1(yB̃lat + y B̂lat)

= (1 − yM̂
−1

yM̃(1 + yM̂
−1

yM̃)−1)yM̂
−1

(yB̃lat + yB̂lat)

= yM̂
−1

(y B̃lat + yB̂lat)− yM̂
−1

yM̃(1 + yM̂
−1

yM̃)−1yM̂
−1

yBlat

(G.7)
Taking a candidate Lyaponuv function (F.10) as

V2 = xT Px +
1
2
wTΓw (G.8)
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with Γ positive definite, yields

V̇2 = −xTx + χ(∆u2 + v1 + yM̂
−1yB̂latw) + ẇTΓw. (G.9)

Utilizing
ẇ = τ−1

st (ust − δ t)− δ̇tdes (G.10)

with

δ̇tdes =
∂δtdes
∂x ẋ

=
∂δtdes
∂x (Ax +




I
0
0



 (v1 + ∆u2 + yM̂
−1y B̂latw))

(G.11)

this becomes

V̇2 = −xTx + χ(∆u2 + v1 + yM̂
−1yB̂latw)+

(τ−1
st (ust − δt)−

∂δtdes
∂x (Ax +




I
0
0



 (v1 + ∆u + yM̂
−1yB̂latw)))TΓw

(G.12)
Taking

ust = δ t + τ st(
∂δtdes
∂x (Ax +




I
0
0



 (v1 + yM̂
−1y B̂lat w)))+

τ st(v2 − Γ(χ(yM̂
−1y B̂lat w))T − Γ0w)

(G.13)

with v2 an second artificial input and Γ0 a positive definite matrix such that
Γ0Γ is positive definite, yields

V̇2 = −xT x + χ(∆u2 + v1) + (v2 −
∂δtdes
∂x




I
0
0



∆u2)TΓw −wT Γ0Γw

≤ −xT x + χv1 + ‖χ‖1‖∆u2‖∞ + wTΓv2

+‖wΓ‖1‖
∂δtdes
∂x




I
0
0



∆u2‖∞ −wTΓ0Γw

(G.14)
Suppose the uncertainties in the parameters are small enough, so that

‖∆u2‖∞ ≤ h1(x,w) + k1‖v1‖∞, (G.15)

with h1(x,w) ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k1 < 1 and

‖
∂δ tdes

∂x




I
0
0



∆u2‖∞ ≤ h2(x,w), (G.16)
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with h2(x,w) ≥ 0 Taking v1 and v2 as

v1 = −
h1(x,w)
1− k1

tanh(
0.2785h1(x,w)χ

ε1
), (G.17)

and

v2 = −h2(x,w)tanh(
0.2785h2(x,w)Γw

ε2
), (G.18)

yields
V̇2 ≤ −xTx + (n + 1)ε1 + (n + 1)ε2 +−wTΓ0Γw , (G.19)

which shows that the solution of the closed-loop system is ultimately bounded,
with ultimate bound (n + 1)ε1 + (n + 1)ε2. This, however, means that the the
tracking errors of the closed loop systems still can oscillate with an maximum
amplitude of (n + 1)ε1 + (n + 1)ε2.
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Samenvatting

Vandaag de dag zorgen verkeersopstoppingen voor een steeds groter wordend
probleem, dat zorgt voor toenemende economische verliezen als gevolg van de
resulterende vertragingen. Dit probleem kan gereduceerd worden door meer
mensen gebruik te laten maken van het openbaar vervoer. Om dit te bereiken,
dient het openbaar vervoer verbeterd te worden. De kwaliteit van het openbaar
vervoer kan worden verbeterd door de voordelen van railvoertuigen en stads-
bussen te combineren in een nieuw type voertuig. Dit type voertuig zou een
multi-gelede bus kunnen zijn, met onafhankelijke besturing op alle assen.

In Eindhoven zal in het jaar 2003 een nieuw openbaar vervoersysteem in
gebruik worden genomen, wat is gebaseerd op het gebruik van zulke voertuigen.
Om hetzelfde rijgedrag als trams te krijgen, worden deze voertuigen uitgerust
met een lateraal geleidingssysteem dat het voertuig langs een van tevoren be-
kende vrije busbaan moet sturen.

Dit proefschrift behandelt het ontwerp van zo’n geleidingssysteem. Om een
goed spoor volgend gedrag te krijgen dient dit geleidingssysteem rekening te
houden met de planaire dynamica van het voertuig. Daarom is er een voertuig-
model afgeleid. Dit model geeft een beschrijving van de niet lineaire planaire
dynamica van een multi-gelede bus met een instelbaar aantal aanhangers. Om te
laten zien dat dit model het planaire voertuig gedrag voldoende goed beschrijft,
is het vergeleken met een 3-D multi-body model van een dubbel geleden bus dat
125 graden van vrijheid beschrijft. Verder is met een analyse aangetoond dat
voor een goedsp oor volgend gedrag een dynamisch voertuigmodel nodig is.

Om de positie van het voertuig ten opzichte van de te volgen baan te
bepalen, is een nieuwe meetmethode ontwikkeld. Deze meetmethode maakt
gebruik van rotatie symmetrische staafmagneten, die op een bekende plaats on-
der het wegdek zijn geplaatst. Door gebruik te maken van de rotatie-symmetrie
van de magneetvelden rondom de magneten, kan de positie van de magneet ten
opzichte van een op het voertuig geplaatste magneetveld sensor worden bepaald,
onafhankelijk van de meethoogte en sterkte van de magneet. In principe is 1
dubbel-assige magneet veld sensor voor deze meting voldoende. Analyse laat
echter zien dat deze methode, bij gebruikmaking van 1 dubbel-assige sensor
gevoelig is voor scheefstand van magneet en/of voertuig. Deze gevoeligheid kan
worden gereduceerd door gebruik te maken van een tweede dubbel-assige sensor.
Meetresultaten laten zien dat de afstand tussen magneet sensor en de magneet
kan worden bepaald met ongeveer 2 cm nauwkeurigheid.

De permanente magneten geven alleen positie-informatie op discrete mo-
menten. Voor het ontwerp van een regelaar is het gewenst om de totale (planaire)
toestand van het voertuig ter beschikking te hebben. Om deze toestand te schat-
ten is een extended Kalman filter ontworpen. Versnellingsopnemers zijn gebruikt
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als ingangen van het Kalman filter om tot een voorspelling van de afstand tot het
pad te komen. Op deze manier is de invloed van varïerende voertuigparameters
klein. Om correcties toe te passen op deze voorspelling, zijn geledingshoek sen-
soren, wiel encoders, rate-gyro’s en de permanente magneten gebruikt. Voordeel
van het gebruiken van meerdere sensoren is dat op deze manier redundan tie van
sensoren in het Kalman filter gebracht wordt. Deze redundantie kan worden ge-
bruikt om het filter robuust te maken tegen uitval van een of meerdere sensoren.
Het a-synchrone karakter van de permanente magneten is in rekening gebracht
door de magneetsensor signalen als multi-rate signalen te behandelen.

De voertuigen die in Eindhoven gebruikt zullen gaan worden, hebb en naast
onafhankelijke besturing op alle assen ook onafhankelijke aandrijving op alle
achterwielen. Deze onafhankelijke aandrijvingen kunnen in principe ook ge-
bruikt worden om het voertuig te sturen. Een singuliere waarde analyse is
uitgevoerd om aan te tonen dat de normale stuuringangen meer invloed uit oe-
fenen op de uitgangen dan de aandrijfkoppels. Verder is aangetoond dat met
onafhankelijke besturing op alle assen, off-tracking van de achterassen kan wor-
den gereduceerd, en dat de gierdynamica van alle voertuigsegmenten beter onder
controle kan worden gehouden.

Twee verschillende regelaars zijn ontworpen om het voertuig langs de te
volgen baan te sturen. De eerste regelaar is een zogenaamde feedback lineairi-
serende regelaar. Deze bestaat in principe uit een binnenlus en een buitenlus.
De binnenlus lineairiseert de planaire voertuig dynamica, onder de aanname
dat de dynamica van de stuursys temen kan worden verwaarloosd. De buitenlus
dient om de gevolgen van verstoringen en model onzekerheid te onderdru kken.
Voor deze buiten lus is een PID-regelaar gebruikt. De tweede regelaar is een
zogenaamde backstepping regelaar. Bij deze regelaar is de dynamica van de
stuuractuatoren op een formele manier in rekening gebracht.

Om het totale geleidingssysteem te simuleren, is een 3-D voertuigmodel in
software gëımplementeerd. Dit model beschrijft naast de planaire dynamica
ook het veersysteem van een multi-gelede bus. Verder is in dit model een niet
lineair band model opgenomen, dat ook de load afhankelijkheid en saturatie van
de laterale bandkracht karakteristiek in rekening brengt.

Simulaties met dit 3-D simulatiemodel laten een goed spoorvolgend gedrag
zien voor de feedback lineairiserende en backstepping regelaar. Vergeleken met
de lineairiserende regelaar is het spoorvolgende gedrag van de backstepping
regelaar beter. Dit gaat evenwel ten koste van toenemend hoog frequent gedrag
van de laterale versnellingen,wat minder gewenst is voor passagierscomfort.
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